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LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 77-467

If a special risk member:

1.
Completes
age 55;

10 or more years of creditable servic� and attains

25
2.
Completes
regardless of age; or

continuous

years

of

creditable

service,

3.
Completes 25 years of creditable service, which may include a
maximum of 4 years of military service credit, and attains age 52.
!-

"Normal

retirement age" is attained on the "normal retirement date."

Section 2.
Subsection (2) of section 121.071, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
121.071 Contributions.--Contributions to the system shall be made
as follows:
(2)
Until January 1, 1975, each employer shall contribute an
amount equal to the total of its member contributions, made under
subsection (1), each pay period. Effective January 1, 1975 and until
October 1, 1978, each employer shall contribute 9 · percent of gross
compensation each pay period for each of its regular members and 13
percent of gross compensation each pay period for each of its special
risk members.
Effective October 1, 1978, each employee shall
contribute 1% and employer shall contribute 9.2 per cent of gross
compensation each pay period for each of its regular members and 13
percent of gross compensation each pay period for each of its special
risk members.
Section 3.
Any member who retires under chapter 121, Florida
Statutes, shall be prohibited from joining any other state or local
government supported retirement system in Florida. No city, county,
subdivision, or taxing district of the State of Florida can require
as a condition of employment that the employee join or participate in
any pension or retirement plan or program if said employee is
eligible
or is receiving benefits under chapter 121, Florida
Statutes.
Section 4. Subsection (24) of section 121.021, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
121.021

Definitions.--

(24)
"Average final compensation" means the average annual
compensation of the 5 best years of a career, if requested by the
retiree, the-ioot-18-yeo�o of creditable service prior to retirement,
termination, or death. For disability benefits, "average final
compensation" means the total number of years of creditable service,
not to exceed 5 if less than 10 years of creditable service have been
completed.
However, a member of the legislature may use the average
of the 5 years of highest compensation out of the last 10 years of
creditable service prior to becoming a member of the legislature.
Each year used in the calculation of average final compensation shall
commence
on
an
annual calendar anniversary of the date of
determination of such average final compensation. The payment for
accumulated sick leave, whether paid as salary or otherwise, shall
not be used in the calculation of the average final compensation.
2056
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This act shall take effect October 1, 1978.

Became a law without the Governor's approval.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 5, 1977.
CHAPTER 77-468
Committee Substitute for Senate Bill Nos. 1181, 925, and 792
AN

ACT relating to insurance and tort reform; providing a
short title; adding s. 11.147(9), Florida Statutes;
authorizing the Joint Legislative Management Committee
to retain the services of an actuary: amending s.
120.50,
Florida
Statutes;
exempting
the
joint
underwriting association from the provisions of the
Administrative Procedure Act; adding s. 320.02(3),
Florida Statutes; providing proof of personal injury
protection
benefits
under
certain circumstances;
amending s. 324.011, Florida Statutes; prescribing
purpose of the Financial Responsibility Law; amending
s. 324.021(1), (2), Florida StatutPs, 1976 Supplement;
providing definitions; amending s. 324.051 (1), (2),
(3)(a), Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement;
r"auiring
proof of financial responsibility for conviction of
certain offenses; amending
ss.
324.061(1),
(3),
324.071,
324.072,
and
324.081(1),
(4),
Florida
Statutes, conforming provisions to changes made in
1976;
repealing
s. 324.181(2), Florida Statutes,
relating to equitable apportionment among insurers;
repealing s. 325.19 (7), Florida Statutes, relating to
proof of insurance at time of inspection; adding s.
624.315(7),
Florida Statutes; prescribing content of
annual report of Department of Insurance; adding s.
624.316(5),
(6),
Florida Statutes; providing for
examinations by Department of Insurance; adding s.
624.404(8),
Florida Statutes; providing for valuation
of portfolio at curr�nt market value; amending s.
624.411(3),
Florida
Statutes;
increasing deposit
requirement; amending s. 624.18 (4),
Florida Statutes;
increasing provision for surplus as to policyholders;
adding s. 624.424(8), Florida Statutes; authorizing
department to require an annual certified financial
report; adding s. 626.9541(15)(h), Florida Statutes,
1976 Supplement; prohibiting discrimination; amending
provisions of s. 626.989, Florida Statutes,
197fi
Supplement;
providing
investigatory
powers
and
providing for certain enforcement by the
circuit
courts; restricting public inspection of documents;
providing for explanation by State Attorney; amending
s. 627.062(2), Florida Statutes; removing motor vehicle
insurance from certain rate standards; creating s.
627.0651, Florida Statutes; prescribing procedures for
making and using rates for motor vehicle insurance;
creating s. 627.066, Florida Statutes; prohibiting
excessive profits for motor vehicle insurance; amendinq
s. 627.072(1)(a), Florida Statutes; removing motor
vehicle insurance from certain provisions concerning
making and use of rates; repealing s. 627.082, Florida
2057
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Statutes, relating to basis of approval or disapproval
of filing; creating s. 627.342, Florida Statutes;
providing for risk classification reporting for motor
vehicle insurance; amending s. 627.331(2), (5), Florida
Statutes; providing for annual reporting of information
relating to claims, premiums, income and expenses by
automobile liability insurers;
deleting
provision
relating
to
annual
filing of loss and expense
experience; s. 627.351(1), Florida Statutes,
1976
Supplement;
providing
for
a plan for equitable
apportionment among insurers
providing
automobile
insurance or personal injury protection benefits of
applicants who are unable to procure such insurance or
benefits
through
ordinary methods; providing for
notification to insureds; providing for filing of loss
and expense experience; deletes requirement that plans
provide for payment to the producing agent; amending s.
627.7263, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement; providing
that liability or personal injury protection insurance
providing coverage for the lessor of a motor vehicle
for lease shall be primary unless otherwise stated in
the lease agreement; amending s. 627.727(3), Florida
Statutes, and adding subsections to said section;
providing that uninsured motorist protection follows
the car rather than
the
person;
providing
an
alternative method for settling a third party claim in
an underinsured situation; requiring the uninsured
motorist coverage meet the no-fault threshhold for pain
and suffering; amending s. 627.733, Florida Statutes;
removing
compulsory liability insurance except as
required under financial responsibility; providing that
insurers providing mandatory personal injury protection
coverage must also make available automobile liability
insurance;
amending s. 627.735, Florida Statutes;
providing for suspension of license and registration if
required
security is not maintained; amending s.
627.736, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement; providing
that personal injury protection benefits would be
payable for 80 percent of all reasonable medical
expenses; providing that disability benefits would be
80 percent of loss of gross income unless such benefits
are deemed not includable in gross income for Federal
income tax purposes, then it is limited to 60 percent;
providing that insurer must reduce rates in proportion
to reduction in benefits; providing for credit against
benefits otherwise payable if Medicaid benefits are
payable; clarifying who is covered by this section;
creating s. 627.7372, Florida Statutes; providing for
the admissibility into evidence of all collateral
sources paid prior to trial; adding s. 627.737(4),
Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement; prohibiting claim
for punitive damages in an action against an automobile
liability insurer for damages in excess of its policy
limits; amending s. 727.7375, Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement; providing for penalty for making false and
fraudulent claims and statements used to support such
claims; providing for civil cause of action if section
is
violated; defining "statement"; providing that
section also applies to insurers, adjusting firms or
their
agents
who
defraud
claimant; prohibiting
solicitation of motor vehicle tort claims by any person
2058
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and providing a penalty; prohibiting soliciting by an
attorney of motor vehicle tort claims and providing a
penalty; amending s. 627.739, Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement; providing for modified personal injury
protection insurance; providing for dedurtihles and
exclusions; creating s. 627.7403,
Florida Statutes,
providing for mandatory joinder of. derivative claims in
certain actions; creating s. 768.063, Florida Statutes;
providing
for
nonjoinder
of liability insurers;
amending s. 768.18(2), Florida Statutes; providing new
definition of minor children; providing for remittitur
and additur; creating the Good Drivers' Incentive Fund
to be administered by the Department of �ighway Safety
and Motor Vehicles; imposing additional civil penalties
or fines for specified moving traffic violations and
providing for deposit in the fund; providing for annual
distribution
of moneys in the fund to qualified
drivers; prohibiting certain motor vehicle insuranc 0
rate increases prior to specified date; providing
severability; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Short Title.--This act shall be known and may be cited
as "The Florida Insurance and Tort Reform Act of 1977."
Section 2.
Subsection
Statutes, to read:
11.147

(9)

is added to section 11.147, Florida

Joint Legislative Management Committee.--

The Joint Legislative Management Committee shall, upon the
(9)
request of the standinQ committee of either house of the Legislature
which committee has Jur1sd1ct1on over the area of insurance, retain
the services of an actuary who is a Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial
Society
to assist each such standing committee in developing
automobile_insura�ce legislation.
Section

3.

Section 120.50, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

120.50
Exception to application of chapter.--This chapter shall
not apply to the Legislature or the courts or to the determination of
rate revisions or hearings thereon with respect to the automobile
Joint underwriting association established under s. 627.351(1).
Section 4.
Subsection
Statutes, to read:
320.02

( 3)

is added to section 320.02, Florida

Application for registration; forms.--

(3) (a)
Proof that�sonal injury rotection henPfits have been
purcliasedw nen required under s. 62T. �33 shall be made by the
applicant at the time of registration of any motor vehicle owned as
defined in s. 627.732. The issuing agent shall refuse to issue
registration if such proof of purchase is not made. Insurers shall
f urnish uniform proof of purchase cards in such form as prescribed by
the Department of Highway Safety and �otor Vehicles, and such card,
or an insurance policy, an insurance policy binder, a certificate of
insurance, or such proof as may be prescribed by the Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles shall be accepted as such proof.
As an aid in implementing Section 42 of this Act such cards shall
2059
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also indicate the existence of any bodily injury liability insurance
The Department of Insurance shall require
voluntarily purchased.
that such uniform cards as specified by the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles be furnished by insurers providing such
or
duplicating
or
card
benefits. Any person altering such
counterfeiting such card in order to furnish such proof or to premit
another person to furnish such proof shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
of the first degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.
775.083, or s. 775.084.
When an operator owning a motor vehicle or motor vehicles
(b)
responsibility
financial
the
of
operation
comes under the
requirements of chapter 324, such operator shall provide proof of
compliance with such financial responsibility requirements at the
time of registration of any such motor vehicle through the use of a
uniform proof of purchase of insurance card specifying such coverage,
or an insurance policy, an insurance policy binder, a certificate of
insurance, or by such other method of furnishing such proof as may be
required by the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles. The
issuing agent shall refuse to issue registration of a motor vehicle
if such proof of purchase is not made. The Department of Insurance
shall require that such uniform cards as specified by the Department
of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles be furnished by insurers writing
motor vehicle liability insurance in this state. Any person altering
such card or duplicating or counterfeiting such card in order to
furnish such proof or to permit another person to furnish such proof
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as
provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
Section 5.

Section 324.011, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Purpose of chapter.--It is the intent of this chapter to
324.011
recognize the existing privilege to own or operate a motor vehicle on
the public streets and highways of this state when such vehicles are
used with due consideration for others and their property, and to
promote safety and provide financial security by such owners or
operators whose responsibility it is to recompense others for injury
to person or property caused by the operation of a motor vehicle, so
it is required herein that the operator of a motor vehicle involved
in an accident or convicted of certain traffic offenses meeting the
operative provisions of s. 324.051(2) shall respond for such damages
and show proof of financial ability to respond for damages in future
accidents as a requisite to his future exercise of such privileges.
ft--is-the-intent-0£-this-ehepter-to-reeogni�e-the-existing-rights-0£
eii-to-own-motor-vehieieo-end-to-operete-them-on-the--ptlbiie--otreets
end--highwe yo--0£--thio--otete--when--otleh--rights--ere-tlsed-with-dtle
eonoideretion-£or-othero�-to-promote-oe£ety,--end--provide--£ineneiel
oeetlrit y--by--otleh-ownero-end-operetero-whooe-reoponoibility-it-io-to
reeompenoe-othero-£or-injtlr y-to-person--or--property--eetloed--by --the
operetion-0£-e-motor-vehiele,-so-it-io-reqtlired-herein-thet-the-owner
end-operetor-0£-e-moter-vehiele-involved-in-en-eeeident-ohell-reopond
for--otleh--deme9es-end-ohow-proo£-0£-£ineneiei-ebiiit y-to-respond-for
demegeo-in-ftlttlre-eeeidento-eo-e-reqtlioite-te-hio-ftlttlre-exereioe--0£
Otleh-privilegeo.
Subsections (1) and (2) of section 324.021, Florida
Section 6.
Statutes, 1976 Supplement, are amended to read:
Definitions; minimum insurance required.--The following
324.021
words and phrases when used in this chapter shall, for the purpose of
this chapter, have the meanings respectively ascribed to them in this
2060
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section, except in those instances
indicates a different meaning:

CHAPTER 77-468

where

the

context

clearly

VEHICLE.--Every self-propelled vehicle which is
MOTOR
(1)
designed and required to be licensed for use upon a highway,
including trailers and semitrailers designed for use with such
vehicles, except traction engines, road rollers, farm tractors, power
shovels, and well drillers, and every vehicle which is propelled by
electric power obtained from overhead wires but not operated upon
rails, but not including any bicycle or "moped," as defined in s.
316 .003(2). However, the term "motor vehicle" shall not includ�
motor vehicle as defined in s. 627.732(1), when the owner of such
vehicle has complied with the requirements of ss. 627.730-627.741,
inclusive, unless the proyisions of s. 324.051 apply, and in such
case until January 1, 1979 1 such owner shall establish proof of
compliance with such sections in the manner provided for evidence of
insurance as set forth in s. 325.19(7) at the time of inspection of
� such motor vehicle, and after such date the applicable proof of
insurance provisions of s. 320.02 shall apply.
DEPARTMENT.--The
(2)
Vehicles fnotlrenee.

Department

of

Highway

Safety

and Motor

Subsections (1) and (2) and paragraph (a) of
7.
Section
subsection (3) of section 324.051, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
are amended to read:
Reports
324.051
registrations.--

of

accidents;

suspensions

of

licenses

and

(l)fil �he-Bepertment-o£-Highwe y-Se£ety-end-Motor-Vehie!eo-or Any
s heriff, police department or peace officer of this state shall
within 10 days following any accident within the purview of this
chapter, coming to its or his attention, report such accident in
w riting to the department 0£-fnotlronee. Such report shall contain the
following information: Date and place of the accident, description
of the cars involved, the names and addresses of owners or operators,
the extent of the damage, and such other information as the
department may require .
The department is hereby further authorized to require
(b)
reports of accidents from individual owners or operators whenever it
deems it necessary for the proper administration of this chapter, and
these reports shall be made without prejudice and shall be for the
confidential use of the department. No such report shall be used as
evidence in any trial arising out of an accident, but the fact of
such report or the failure to report may be certified by the
department. �he-Bepertment-nf-Highwey-Sefety-end-MeteP-Veh4eies-shell
eerr y--otlt--end--exeetlte--end--enfePee--ell--e�de�s-ef-stls�ens4en-end
re4nstetement--ef--l4eenses--end--eii--Pegistret4ens--4ssMed--ey--�he
Bepertment-ef-fnsMrenee-ptlrstlent-to-the-provisieno-0£-thio-ehepter.
Thirty days after receipt of notice of any judgment being
(2)(a)
rendered due to an accident involving a motor vehicle within this
state which has resulted in bodily injury or death to any person, or
a judgment of liability for tetei damage of S500 or more to property,
or traffic conviction for a violation of s. 316 .027 or s. 316 .028,
the department shall suspend the license !ieenoeo of the operator
eperetors against whom such judgment or conviction applies and all
registrations of the� ownero of the vehicles operated by such
operator whether or not involved in such accident and, in the case of
2061
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a nonresident owner or operator, shall suspend such nonresident's
operating privilege in this state, unless such operator or owner
shall, prior to the expiration of such 30 days, be found by the
department to be exempt from the operation of this chapter, based
upon evidence in its files satisfactory to the department that:
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i.--Ne-injnry-wes-eensed-te-the-�ersen-er-�re�erty-ef-enyene-ether
then-eneh-o�ereter-or-ewnerr

(3) (a) The notices of accidents and orders of susp,,.nsion required
under this chapter as a result of accident or conviction cases shall
be given to owners and operators either by personal delivery thereof
to the person to be so notified or by deposit in the United States
mail of such notice or order in an envelope with postage prepaid,
addressed to such person at his address as shnwn hy the accident
report or from records of fttrnished the department hy-the-Be�ertment
ef-Highwey-Sefety-end-Meter-Vehieies.

�----�he--meter--vehieie--wee--iegeiiy--�er�ed-et-the-time-of-etteh
eeeidentr

Section 8.
Subsections (1) and (3) of section 324.061, Florida
Statutes, are amended to read:

1.
�The motor vehicle was owned by the United States
Government, this state, or anv political subdivision of this state or
any municipality therein;

324.061
Security Seenrities deposited with Department of f_l__i�
Safety and Motor Vehicles fnsttrenee; release.--

2. 4.
Such operator or owner [has] been finally adjudicated not
to be liable by a court of competent jurisdiction;
3. 5.
Such operator or owner [has] secured a duly acknowledged
written agreement providing for release from liability by all parties
injured as the result of said accident and had complied with one of
the provisions of s. 324.031;
4. 6� Such operator or owner has deposited with the department of
fnenrenee security to conform with s. 324.061 when �licable and has
complied with one of the provisions of s. 324.031; or
5. +,
One year has elapsed since such owner or operator was
suspended pursuant to subsection 324.051(4), the owner or operator
has complied with one of the provisions of s. 324.031, and no bill of
complaint of which the department has notice has been filed in a
court of competent jurisdiction.
(b)

This subsection shall not apply:

To such operator or owner if such operator or owner had in
1.
effect at the time of such accident or traffic conviction an
automobile liability policy with respect to all of the registered
motor vehicles owned by such operator or owner vehieie--inveived--�n
eneh-eeeident;
2.
To such operator, if not the owner of such motor vehicle, if
there was in effect at the time of such accident or traffic
conviction an automobile liability policy or bond with respect to his
operation of motor vehicles not owned by him;
3. To such operator or owner if the liability of such operator or
owner for damages resulting from such accident is, in the judgment of
the department, covered by any other form of liability insurance or
bond; nor
4.
To any person who has obtained from the department a
certificate of self-insurance, in accordance with s. 324.171, or to
any person operating a motor vehicle for such self-insurer.
No such policy or bond
unless it contains limits
subsection 324.021(7).

shall be effective under this subsection
of not less than those specified in
2062

(1)
Security
deposited pursuant to the provisions of s.
324.051(2) (a)6. with respect to claims for injuries to persons or
properties resulting from an accident occurring prior to such deposit
shall be in the form and amount determined hy the department et
fnstlrenee which, in its judgment, will be sufficient to compensate
for all injuries arising out of such accident, but in no case shall
the amount exceed the limits as specified in s. 324.021 (7).
(3) The department ef-fnsttrenee shall invest security deposits in
its custody received under this section in excess of current needs in
interest-bearing accounts. The interest earned from such investments
shall be deposited in a department trust __ £��� the--fn�nrene�
eommiee±oner i e--Regn±etor.y--�rnet--Pnnd and any security deposits
remaining unclaimed after 5 years shall be transferred to the State
School Fund as provided in subsection (2) (e) ahove.
Section 9.

Section 324.071, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

324.071
Reinstatement; renewal of license; reinstatement fee.-
Any operator or owner whose license or registration has been
s uspended pursuant to s. 324.051(2), s. 324.072, s. 324.081, or s.
324.121 may effect its reinstatement upon compliance with the
provisions of s. 324.051(2)(a)4., 5. or 6., or s. 324.081(2) and (3),
as the case may be, and with one of the provisions of s. 324.031 and
upon payment to the department ef--fnenrenee of a nonrefundable
reinstatement fee of $15 �5. Only one such fee shall be paid by any
one person irrespective of the number of licenses and registrations
to be then reinstated or issued to such person. All such fees shall
be deposited to a department trust fund the-fnenrenee-Eommieeioneri�
Regnietery-�rnst-Pttnd. When the reinstatement of any license or
registration is effected by compliance with s. 324.051(2)(a)5. or 6.,
the department ef-fnettrenee-ehe±i-notify-the--Be�e�tment--of--Highwey
Sefety--end--Meter--Vehieies--thet--sneh--r.enewe+ shal 1 not renew the
license or registration he-granted within a period of 3 years-from
such reinstatement, nor shall any other license or registration be
issued in the name of such person unless the ewner--er operator is
continuing to comply with one of the provisions of s. 324.031.
Section
read:
324.072

10.

Section

324.072,

norida

Statutes, is amended to

Proof required upon certain convictions.-

f±t---�he--Be�ertment--ef.--Highwey-5ef.ety-ena-MeteE-Veh4e�es-she��
Ee�ert-te-the-Be�eEtment-ef.-fnsnrenee-the-neme-ef--e�y--�ersen--wheee
iieenee-bes-oeen-reveked-pttrenent-te-the-previeiene-ef-s.-322.26 7 -�he
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"emes-ef-stteh-perse"s-she½½-be-i"e½ttdee-i"-e-writte"--me"th½y--repert
frem--seie--Bepertme"t--ef--Highwey--Sefety-e"e-Meter-Vehie½es-te-the
Be�ertme"t-ef-f"sttre"ee7--whieh--repert--she½l--list--the--"emes--e"e
eeeresses--ef--the--perse"s--i"¥el¥ee7-the-reese"s-fer-re¥eeetie"-e"e
stteh-ether-i"fermetie"-es-the-Bepertme"t-ef-f"sttre"ee-reese"eb½y--mey
rel'Jttire.
(l)i�t
Upon reeeipt-ef-stteh-"etifieetie"-ef-e-½iee"se revocation
of alicense pursuant to the �revisions of s. 322.26, by reason of
conviction or forfeiture of bail, the department shall suspend the
registration for all motor vehicles registered in the name of such
person, either individually or jointly with another, except that it
shall not suspend such registration, unless otherwise required by
law, if such person has previously given or shall immediately give
and thereafter maintain proof of financial responsibility with
respect
to all motor vehicles registered by such person, in
accordance with this chapter.
Such license and registration shall remain suspended or
fili3t
revoked and shall not at any time thereafter be renewed nor shall any
license be thereafter issued to such person, nor shall any motor
vehicle be thereafter registered in the name of such person until
permitted under the laws of this state, and not then unless and until
he shall give and
thereafter
maintain
proof
of
financial
responsibility as required by s. 324.071.
Section 11.
Subsections (1) and (4) of section 324.081, Florida
Statutes, are amended to read:
324.081

Nonresident owner or operator.--

(1)
The
department ef--f"sttre"ee may establish reciprocal
agreements with any other states for the purpose of fulfilling the
provisions of this chapter and pursuant to such agreements may
suspend the license and registration of a resident of this state
involved in an accident in another state.
(4)
In the event such nonresident shall at the time have in
effect an insurance policy or surety bond issued by any insurance
company or surety company not authorized to do business in this
state, the department may reinstate such nonresident upon said
company furnishing it him with power of attorney to accept service of
process.
Section 12. Subsection (2) of section 324.181, Florida Statutes,
is hereby repealed.
Subsection (7) of section 325.19, Florida
Statutes, is repealed effective January 1, 1978.
Section 13.
Statutes, to read:

Subsection (7) is added to section 624.315, Florida

624.315
Department; annual report.--As early as reasonably
possible the department shall annually prepare a report to the
Legislature and the G6vernor showing, with respect to the preceding
calendar year:
( 7)

A

required by

.

all information reported to the department as
)

Section 14. Subsections (5) and (6) are added to section 624.316,
Florida Statutes, to read:
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Examination of insurers.--

(5) The department shall, as a part of its examination procedure,
examine each insurer regarding all of the information required by s.
627.331.
The deEart��n! shall examine each insurer according to the
(6)
re_g_uirements contained in the latest edition of the
National
Association of Insurance Commissioners' Market Conduct Examination
Handbook.
Section 15.
Subsection (8) is added to section 624.404, Florida
Statutes, to read:
624.404
General eligibility of insurers for certificate of
authority.--To qualify for and hold authority to transact insurance
in this state an insurer must be otherwise in compliance with this
code and with its charter powers, and must be an incoroorated stoc�
insurer, or an incorporated mutual insurer, or a reciprocal insurer,
of the same general type as may be formed as a domestic insurer under
this code; except that:
(8) For the purpose of satisfying the requirements of ss. 624.407
and 624.408 the investment portfolio of an insurer applying for an
initial certificate of authority to do business in this state shall
value its bonds and stocks at the then current market value.
Section 16. Subsection (3) of section 624.411, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
624.411

Deposit requirement, domestic and foreign insurers.--

())
In addition to the deposits otherwise required pursuant to
this section, the department may, after notice and hearing, require
any insurer, for good cause shown, to deposit and maintain deposited
in trust for the protection of the insurer's policyholders or its
policyholders and creditors, for such time as the department deems
necessary, securities eligible for such deposit under s. 625.52,
having a value of not less than the amount which the department shall
determine is necessary, which amount shall be not less than $75,000,
nor more than $1 million $�5076607 depending on the insurer's
obligations in this state.
Section 17. Subsection (4) of section 624.418, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
624.418
Suspension, revocation
violations and special grounds.--

of certificate of authority for

(4)
The department may, in its discretion, suspend or revoke an
insurer's certificate of authority if it finds that the ratio of net
premiums written to surplus as to policyholders exceeds four to one
and the insurer has less than $50 $5 million surplus as to
policyholders. However, the provisions of this subsection shall not
apply to life and disability insurers.
Section 18.
Subsection (8) is added to section 624. 424, Florida
Statutes, to read:
624.424

Annual statement and other information.-2065
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uire an insurer to furnish an annual
(8)
cert1 1e
sha l re lect the audited financia
condition of the insurer as of the end of the calendar year and its
operations, changes in financial osition, and changes in capital and
surplus for the year then enaed in conformity with statutory
accounting practices prescribed, or otherwise permitted, by the
DeEartment of Insurance.
Section
19.
Subsection (15) of section 626.9541, Florida
Statutes, 1976 Supplement, is amended by adding a new paragraph (h)
to read:
626.9541
Unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive
acts or practices defined.--The following, when
committed
or
performed without just cause and with such freouency as to indicate a
general business practice, [are) defined as unfair methods of
competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices:
(15)
ILLEGAL DEALINGS IN PREMIUMS; EXCESS OR REDUCED CHARGES FOR
INSURANCE.-(h)
No insurer shall,
to
remiums char ed for
asis of
automobile insurance unfair y 1scriminate so e y on the
age, sex, marital status or scholastic achievement.
Section 20.
Present subsections (2), (3) and (4) of section
626.989, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, are renumbered
as
subsections
(4), (5) and (6), respectively, and new subsections (1),
(2), (3) and (4) are added to said section to read:
Division of Fraudulent Claims; investigative powers;
626.989
personnel
and
subpoena powers; accident reports to division;
expenses; division of costs.-(1)
If, by its own inquiries or as a result of complaints, the
Division of Fraudulent Claims has reason to believe that a person has
en aged in
is en a in in, an act or ractice that violates s.
62 .737 or s.
.1 , it may a minister oaths and affirmations,
request the attendance of witnesses or proffering of matter, and
collect evidence. The de�artment shall not com�el the attendance of
any person or matter in any such investigation except pursuant to
subsection (3).

1

If matter that the division seeks to obtain by request is
(2)
located outside the state, the person so requested may make it
available to the division or its representative to examine the matter
at the place where 1t is located. The division may designate
representatives, including officials of the state in which the matter
is located, to inspect the matter on its behalf and it may respond to
similar reguests from officials of other states.
(3)
The division may request that an individual who refuses to
comply with any such request be ordered by the circuit court to
provide the testimony or matter. The court shall not order such
compliance unless the division has demonstrated to the satisfaction
of the court that the testimony of the witness or the matter under
request has a direct bearing on a violation of s. 627.7375 or s.
624.155 or is ertinent and necessar to further such investi ation.
Except in a prosecution or perJury, an in ividua who comp ies with
a court order to provide testimony or matter after asserting a
privilege against self-incrimination to which he is entitled by law
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may not be subjected to a criminal proceeding or to a civil penalty
wit�-��_,;_�ct__lo the act concerning which �e__i§__!:_�CJ.'!i�ed_to te_�Ufy_-�
p_£�<!_uce �elevant matter.
(4)
The d�E�i.!.�r:i_t:__'_,;_ _ _Qapers, documents L__J:_eports or evidence
relative to the subject of an investigation under this section shall
not be subject to �ic inspection for so__ .1_9._r:!g ��_the departme_n__l
deems reasonably necessary to complete the investigation, to protect
the person investigated from unwarranted injury, or to be in the
public interest. Further, such papers, documents, reports or evidence
relative to the subject of an investigation under this section shall
not be subject to subpoena until opened for public inspection by the
depatJ:.!!l_�unless the department consents; or after notice to the
d�artment and a_hearing,_the court determines_the __ depnrtment __would
not _be unnecessar i ly_hindered __by such_su�oc,na.
(5)iit Any company which believes that such a fraudulent claim is
beinc;-made shall, within 60 days of the receipt of such noticP, s0nd
to the Division of fraudulent Claims, on n form prescribed by the
department, the information requested and such additional information
relative to the accident and the parties claiming Joss or damages
because of the accident as the department may require. The Division
of Fraudulent Claims shall review such reports and select such claims
as, in its judgment, may require further investigation.
It shall
then cause an independent examination of the facts surrounding such
claim to be made to determine the extent, if any, to which fraud,
deceit, or intentional misrepresentation of any kind exists in the
submission of the claim. The Division of Fraudulent Claims shall
report any alleged violations of law which its investigations
disclose to the appropriate licensing agency and state attorney
having jurisdiction with respect to any such violation, as provided
in s. 624.310. If prosecution by the State Attorney is not bequn
within 60 days of the division's report, the State Attorney shall
inform the division of the reasons for the lack of prosecution.
(6)◄3+
�o insurer, or the employees or agents of any insurer,
shaIT°"be subject to civil liability for libel or otherwise by virtue
of the filing of reports or furnishing other information reauired by
this section or required by the Division of Fraudulent Claims as a
result of the authority herein granted.

(7) ◄ 4t All costs of administration and operation of said Division
of Fraudulent Claims shall be borne by the insurers licensed to write
motor vehicle insurance in this state. The Insurance Commissioner
shall equally divide such costs among all such companies, charging
each such company an identical amount adequate to provide the total
cost of each fiscal year of operation. Such [amounts) as derived by
said assessment shall be
[deposited] in the State Treasurer and
Insurance Commissioner's Regulatory Trust Fund. The__..lQ���-_g_f
said division shall be as determined annually in the general
appropriations act. �he-totel-nttmber-of-poe±t±ooe-to-be-elloeeted--to
the--B���e�oo-of-Prettnttleot-€le±me-ehell-not-exeeed-i5-employeee7-eod
the-totel-eoet-ehell-not-exeeed-�5007 000-for-ee±d-f+eeet-yee�7
Section 21. Subsection (2) of section 627.062, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
627.062

Rate standards.--
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(2)
As to all such classes of insurance, other than workmen's
compensationL e"e employer's liability insurances and motor vehicle
insurance:
(a)
1.

No rate shall be held to be excessive unless:
Such rate is unreasonably high for the insurance provided, and

2.
A reasonable degree of competition does not exist in the area
with respect to the classification to which the rate is applicable.
(b)
1.

No rate shall be held to be inadequate unless:
The rate is unreasonably low for the insurance provided, and

2.
The continued use of the rate endangers the solvency of the
insurer using the same, or unless

CHAPTER 77-468
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(f)
All other relevant factors,
within and outside this state.

including

{g)

The cost of repairs to automobiles.

{h)

The cost of medical services.

(i)

The adequacy of loss reserves.

(j)

The cost of reinsurance.

CHAPTER 77-468
judgment factors,

(k)
Trend factors, including trends in actual losses per insured
unit for the insurer making the filing.
(3) Rates shall be deemed excessive if they are likely to produce
a profit from E'lorida business that is unreasonably high in relation
to the risk involved in the class of business, or if expenses are
unreasonably high in relation to services rendered.

3.
The rate is unreasonably low for the insurance provided and
the use of the rate by the insurer using the same has, or if
continued will have, the effect of destroying competition or of
creating a monopoly. This subsection shall not apply to motor vehicle
insurance as defined in s. 617.063.

(4)
Rates shall be deemed excessive if, among other thinas, the
rate structure established by a stock insurance company provides for
replenishment of surpluses from premiums where such replenishment is
attributable to investment losses.

(c)
Rates shall be deemed excessive if, among other things, the
rate structure established by a stock insurance company provides for
replenishment of surpluses from premiums where such replenishment is
attributable to investment losses.

(5)
Rates shall be deemed inadequate if they are clearly
insufficient, together with the investment income attributable to
them, to sustain projected losses and expenses in the class of
business to which they apply.

E'lorida Statutes, is created to

(6)
One rate shall be deemed unfairly discriminatory in relation
to another in the same class if it clearly fails to reflect eauitably
the difference in expected losses and expenses.

Section
read:

22.

627.0651

Section

627.0651,

Making and use of rates for motor vehicle insurance.--

(1)
Insurers shall establish rates, rating schedules or rating
manuals to allow the insurer a reasonable rate of return on motor
vehicle insurance written in E'lorida.
A copy of rates, rating
schedules, and rating manuals, and changes therein, shall be filed
with the department as soon as practicable following their effective
date, but no later than 30 days after that date.
(2)
Upon receiving notice of a rate filing or rate change, the
department may review the rate or rate change to determine if the
rate is excessive, inadequate or unfairly discriminatory. In making
that determination the department may consider the following factors:
(a)
state.

Past and prospective loss experience within and outside this

(b)
The past and prosnective administrative, selling, and loss
adjustment expenses.
The
(c)
insured.

degree

of

competition

among

insurers

for

the risk

{d)
Investment income expected on the flow of funds generated by
the average policy for motor vehicle insurance in this state.
(e)
Dividends, savings, or unabsorbed premium deposits allowed or
returned to E'lorida policyholders, members, or subscribers.
2068

(7)
Rates are not unfairly discriminatory because different
premiums result for policyholders with like loss exposures but
different expense factors, or like expense factors but different loss
exposures, so long as rates reflect the differences with reasonable
accuracy.
(8)
Rates are not unfairly discriminatory if averaged broadly
among members of a group.
Nor shall such rates be unfairly
discriminatory
even though they may be lower than rates for
nonmembers of the group.
However, such
rates
are
unfairly
discriminatory if they are not actuarially measurable and credible
and sufficiently related to actual or expected loss and expense
experience of the group so as to assure that nonmembers of the group
are not unfairly discriminated against.
(9)
In reviewing the rate or rate change filed, the department
may require the insurer to provide at the insurer's expense all
information necessary to evaluate the condition of the company and
the reasonableness of the filing according to the criteria enumerated
herein.
(10)
If after review of the rate or rate change, the Pertinent
records of the insurer and market conditions, the department- finds on
a preliminary basis that the rate or rate change may be excessive,
inadequate or unfairly discriminatory, the department shall so notify
the
insurer.
Upon being so notified, the insurer or rating
organization shall within 60 days file with the department all
information which the insurer or organization believes oroves the
2069
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reasonableness, adequacy, and fairness of the rate or rate change.
In such instances the insurer or rating organization shall carry the
burden of proof.
(11) In the event the department finds that a rate or rate change
is excessive, inadequate or unfairly discriminatory, the department
may.order that a new rate or rate schedule be thereafter filed by the
insurer.
Supporting information responsive to the department's
f indings shall be submitted with the filing.
Section
read:

23.

Section

Excessive
627.066
prohibited.-�

627.066,
profits

Florida
for

Statutes, is created to

motor

vehicle

insurance

(1)
Each insurer group shall file with the department prior to
July 1 of each year on a form prescribed by the department the
following data for Florida private passenger automobile business.
The data filed for the group shall be a consolidation of the data of
the individual insurers of the group. The data shall include both
voluntary and Joint Underwriting Association business, as follows:
(a)

Calendar year total limits earned premium.

(b)

Accident year incurred losses and loss adjustment expenses.

(c)
The administrative and selling expenses incurred in Florida
or allocated to Florida for the calendar year.
(d)

Policyholder dividends applicable to the calendar year.

(2)

Excessive profit has been realized:

(a)
If there has been an underwriting gain for the 3 most recent
calendar/accident years combined which
is
greater
than
the
anticipated underwriting profit plus 5 percent of earned premiums for
those calendar/accident years.
(b)
As
used
herein with respect to any 3-year period,
"anticipated underwriting profit" means the sum of the dollar amounts
obtained by multiplying, for each rate filing of the insurer group in
effect during such period, the earned premiums applicable to such
rate filing during such period by the percentage factor included in
such rate filing for profit and contingencies, such percentaoe factor
having been determined with due recognition to investment income from
funds generated by Florida business;
provided
that
separate
calculations need not be made for consecutive rate filings containing
the same percentage factor for profits and contingencies.
(3)
Each insurer group shall also file a schedule of Florida
private passenger automobile loss and loss adjustment experience for
each of the 3 most recent accident years. The incurred losses and
loss adjustment expenses shall be valued as of March 31 of the year
f ollowing the close of the accident year, develooed to an ultimate
b asis, and at two 12-month intervals thereafter, each developed to an
ultimate basis, so that a total of three evaluations will be provided
for each accident year. The first year to be so reported shall be
accident year 1976, so that the reporting of 3 accident years will
not take place until accident years 1977 and 1978 have become
available.
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(4)
Each insurer group's underwriting gain or loss for each
calendar/accident year shall be computed as follows: The sum of the
accident year incurred losses and loss adjustment expenses as of
March 31 of the following year, developed to an ultimate basis, plus
the administrative and selling expenses incurred in the calendar
year, plus policyholder dividends applicable to ca]Dndar yPar, will
be subtracted from the calendar year earned premium to determine the
underwriting gain or loss.
(5)
For the three most recent calendar/accident years, the
underwriting gain or loss will be compared to the anticipated
underwriting profit.
(6)
If the insurer
department may order a
policyholders.

group has realized an excessive profit the
return of the
excessive
amounts
to

(7)
In determining what action should he taken if excessive
profits are realized the department shall consider the following as
they relate to Florida private passenger automobile insurance:
(a)
years.

The underwriting profit or loss of the insurer group in prior

(b)

The financial strength and stability of the insurer group.

(c)

The loss development patterns of the insurer group.

(8)
The department may excuse an insurer from complying with
these reporting requirements if the volume of business written by the
insurer would not justify the expense of the reporting reouirement.
(9)
Any excess profit of an insurance company offering motor
vehicle insurance shall be returned to policyholders in the form of a
cash refund rather than a credit towards th� future purchase of
insurance.
Section 24.
Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 627.072,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
627.072

Making and use of rates.--

(1) (a)
As to all rates which are subject to part I of this
chapter other than motor vehicle insurance, the following factors
shall be used in the determination and fixing of rates:
1.
state;

Past

and prospective loss experience within and outside this

2.

The conflagration and catastrophe hazards;

3.

A reasonable margin for underwriting profit and contingencies;

4.
Dividends, savings or unabsorbed premium deposits allowed or
returned by insurers to their policyholders, members or subscribers;
Investment
5.
reserves;

income

on

unearned

premium

6.
Past and prospective expenses both
specifically applicable to this state; and
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7. All other relevant factors, including judgment factors, within
and outside this state.
Section
repealed.
Section
read:

25.
26.

Section

627.082,

627.342,

Section

Florida
Florida

Statutes,

is

hereby

Statutes, is created to

• 627.342
Risk
classification
reporting
for motor vehicle
insura.nce.--Each insurer shall annually file with the department a
stateme�t
reflecting the total car years insured within each
classification by coverage, the premium volume in each classification
by coverage, and the paid and reserved losses incurred in each
classification by coverage. This statement shall be filed with any
rate filing made by an insurer, but in any case once each calendar
year.
Section 27.
Subsections (2) and (5) of section 627.331, Florida
Statutes, are amended to read:
627.331
Recording and reporting of lossL end expensei and claim
experience; rating information.-(2)
In promulgating such rules and plans, the department shall
give due consideration to the rating systems in use in this state
and, in order that such rules and plans may be as uniform as is
practicable among the several states, to the rules and to the form of
the plans used for such rating systems in other states. No insurer
shall be required to record or report its loss experience on a
classification basis that is inconsistent with the rating system used
by it, except for motor vehicle insurance as otherwise provided by
law.
(5)
Any insurer writing an automobile liability policy in the
state shall report certain information annually to the department.
The information shall be divided into the followin main cate ories:
uninsurec
ia i ity,
ia i ity, property
amage
inJury
motorist, personal injury protection benefits, medical payments,
com rehensive, and collision. The information
iven shall be on
irect insurance writings in t e state a one. For the irst year
only, the insurer shall provide data for the current year and 4
previous years for paragraphs (a) through (i). Insurers shall be
required to report all of the following information:
(a)

Premiums written.

i!u

Premiums earned.

(c)

Unearned premiums.

(d)

The dollar amount of paid claims.

(e)
Incurred
reported.
(f)
Loss
reported.

i.9.l

but not including claims incurred but not

for all claims except those incurred but not

Reserves for claims incurred but not reported.
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(h)
Net investment gain or loss and other income gain or loss
allocated to Florida business utilizing the investment allocation
formula
contained
in
the
National Association of Insurance
- -��
Commissioners' Profitability Report by line by state.
(i)

Underwriting income or loss.

(j)

Accident year paid losses.

(k)

Loss reserves at the beginning of the year.

(1)

Prior accident year paid losses, paid during the year.

(m)

Accident year incurred losses.

(n)

Accident year outstanding losses.

(o)

Loss re§erves at the?_encl of the_year.

(p)
Such additional information as may be
department in order to evaluate the cost impact
deductfbles mandat.ed under the insurance code.

required by the
of the various

(g) Such additional information as the insurance commissioner may
require in order to evaluate the reasonableness of rates or to assure
that such rates are not excessive or unfairly discr1m1natory or to
evaluate the financial condition of insurers underwriting motor
vehicle insurance. Notwithetending-any-other-�ovieiene-of-thie-pert7
eii-inetlrere-eheii-enntleiiy 7 -en-or-befere-dtlne-i 7 -fiie--their--eet�ei
�remitlm7--inetlrred--ioeeee7-end-ew�enee-ew�erienee-on-the�e-eeverege�
�roviding--reqtlired--eeetlrity--tlnder--ee7--62�7�38-62�7��i--fer---the
�reeeding--3--eeiender--yeere7--fn--the--event--any--ef--etleh--3-yeer
ew�erienee-eempiietiene-refieet-tlnderwriting--prefite--in--eweeee--af
thoee--determined--by-the-depertment-te-be-reeeonebie,-the-depertment
eheii-direet-eeeh-inetlrer-eerning-eeid-eweeee-prefits-to-reftlnd--eeid
eweeee--profite-te-their-peiieyheiders-whese-eeverege�-were-in-effeet
et-the-time-etleh-e-determinetien--ie--mede 7 --or--eredit--eeid--ewee��
�rofite--te--their--peiieyheider�--tlpen--renewei--ef--their-peiieie�7
neweeee-tlnderwriting-prefits n -ere-defined-e�-eny-tlnderwritine-prefite
in--eweeee-of-the-emotlnt-btldgeted-fer-prefit-end-eontingeneiee-in-the
individtlei-eem�eny-rete-fiiinge-in-tlee-dtlring-the--3-yeer--ewperienee
�eried-previded-fer-in-thie-etlbeeetion7
Section 28. Subsection (1) of section 627. 351, Florida Statutes,
1976 Supplement, is amended to read:
627.351

clai�s,

reserves

CHAPTER 77-468

Insurance risk apportionment plan.--

(1)
Agreements may be made among casualty and surety insurers
with respect to the equitable apportionment among them of insurance
which may be afforded applicants who are in good faith entitled to
but who are unable to procure such insurance through ordinary methods
and such insurers may agree among themselves on the use of reasonable
rate modification for such insurance, such agreements and rate
modifications to be subject to the approval of the department. The
department shall, after consultation with the insurers licensed to
write
automobile
liability insurance in this state, adopt a
reasonable plan or plans for the equitable apportionment among such
insurers of applicants for such automobile iiebiiity insurance or
personal injury protection benefits as provided in s. 627.736 who ar�
in good faith entitled to but are unable to procure such benefits or
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such insurance through ordinary methods and, when such plan has been
all such insurers shall subscribe thereto and shall
adopted,
participate therein. Such plan or plans shall include rules for
classification of risks and rates therefor. Stteh-p±efl-er-piefle-ehei±
previde-fer-the-peyffleflt-te-the-predtteiflg-egeflt-ef-flet--±eee--thefl--i5
pereeflt--ef--the--eflflttei--rrefflittffl--efl--rrivete--reeeeflger--etttefflebiie
iflettreflee, Any insured placed with the plan shall be notified of the
fact that insurance coverage is being afforded through the plan and
not through the private market and such notification shall be given
in writin
within 10 da s of such lacement. To assure that lan
rates are ma e a equate to pay c aims an
expenses, insurers sha 1
develop a means of obtaining loss and expense experience on at least
an annual basis and the plan shall file such experience, when
available, with the department in sufficient detail to make a
determination of rate adequacy. Such experience shall be filed with
the department not more than 9 months following the end of the annual
statistical period under review. Within 60 days thereafter the
department shall approve such rate revisions as are supported by the
filin . In addition to revisions for claims and ex enses, the rate
ma ing
ormu a s a
inc u e a actor or proJecte claims trending
and 5 percent for contingencies. Trend factors shall not be found to
be inappropriate if not in excess of trend factors normally used in
the development of residual market rates by the appropriate licensed
rating organization.
Section 29. Section 627.7263, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
is amended to read:
627.7263

Rental and leasing driver's insurance primary.--

(1)
The valid and collectible liability insurance or personal
injury protection insurance providing coverage for the lessor of
motor vehicles for rent or lease refltei-er-ieeeiAg-driver-er-efly
ether-pereefl-eperetiflg-the--ffleter--vehieie--with--the--rerfflieeiefl--er
eefleeflt--ef--the--refltei--er--±eeeiflg--driver shall be primary unless
otherwise stated in bold type on the face of the rental or lease
Such insurance shall be primary for the limits of
agreement.
liability and personal injury protection coverage as required by ss.
324.021(7) and 627.736.
(2)
Each rental or lease agreement between the lessee and the
lessor shall contain a provision on the face of the agreement, stated
in bold type, informing the lessee fieeeeet of the provisions of
subsection (1) and shall provide previdiflg a space for the lessee's
insurance company's name if the lessor's insurance is not to be
primary.
Section 30. Subsection (3) of section 627.727, Florida Statutes,
is amended and subsections (6) and (7) are added to said section to
read:
627.727
Automobile
liability
insurance;
coverage; insolvent insurer protection.--

uninsured

vehicle

(3)
For the purpose of this coverage, the term "uninsured motor
vehicle" shall, subject to the terms and conditions of such coverage,
be deemed to include an insured motor vehicle when the liability
insurer thereof:
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(a) Is unable to make payment with respect to the legal liability
of its insured within the limits specified therein because of
insolvency; or
(b)
Has provided limits of bodily injury liability for its
insured which are less than the limits applicable to the injured
person provided under hie uninsured motorist's coverage�licable
to the injured person.
(6)
If an injured person or in the case of death, the personal
representative, agrees to settle a claim with a liability insurer and
its insured for the limits of liability, and such settlement would
not fully satisfy the claim for personal injuries or wrongful death
so as to create an uninsured motorist claim against the uninsured
motorist insurer, then such settlement agreement shall be submitted
in writin
to the uninsured motorist insurer which shall have a
ays from receipt t ereo in wh� to agree to ar itrate
perio of
the uninsured motorist claim and approve the settlement, waive its
subrogation rights against the liability insurer and its insured, and
authorize the execution of a full release. If the uninsured motorist
insurer does not agree within 30 days to arbitrate the uninsured
motorist claim and approve the proeosed settlement agreement, waive
its subrogation rights against the liability insurer and its insured,
and authorize the execution of a full release, the injured person or
in the case of death, the
ersonal re resentative, ma
file suit
Joining t e
ia i ity insurer s insure an the uninsure motorist
insurer to resolve their respective liability for any damages to be
awarded;
rovided, however, that in such action, the liabilit
e
may
insurer s coverage s a
first be exhauste before any awar
entered against the uninsured motorist insurer, and any such award
against the uninsured motorist insurer shall be excess and subject to
the provisions of s. 627.727(1). Any award in such action against the
liability insurer's insured shall be binding and conclusive as to the
injured person and uninsured motorist insurer's liability for damages
up to its coverage limits. The provisions of s. 627.428 shall not
apply to any action brought pursuant to this section against the
uninsured motorist insurer.
(7) The legal liability of an uninsured motorist coverage insurer
shall not include dama es in tort for ain sufferin , mental an uish
and inconvenience unless t e inJury or disease is describe in one or
more of paragraphs (a) through (f) of s. 627.737(2).
Section 31. Subsection (3) of section 627. 733, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
627.733

Required security.--

())
Such
methods:

security

shall

be

provided

by one of the following

(a)
Security by insurance may be provided with respect to such
motor vehicle by an insurance policy delivered or issued for delivery
in this state by an authorized or eligible motor vehicle liability
insurer which is actually writing such insurance as otherwise defined
in this code, which provides �ttef�£�ee-ee-ev�deflee-ef-etttefflebi±e-er
ffleter-vehieie-iiebiiity-ifletlreflee-tlflder-eherter-��4 7 --the--�FiAefleiei
Reepefleibi±ity--bew, n --e�eert-ee-ffledified-te-previde the benefits and
exemptions contained in ss. 627.730-627.741. Any such policy of motor
vehicle ±iebi±ity insurance covering motor vehicles registered or
licensed in this state and any policy of insurance represented or
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sold as providing the security required hereunder for registered and
licensed motor vehicles under ss. 627.730-627.741 shall be deemed to
provide insurance for the payment of such benefits; or
(b) Security may be provided with respect to any motor vehicle by
any other method authorized by s. 324.031 (2),
(3), or (4)
and
approved by the Department of Highway Safet and Motor Vehicles
fi
fn�ttrenee as affording security equivalent to t at afforded by a
policy of insurance, if such security is continuously maintained
throughout the motor vehicle's registration or licensing period. The
person filing such security shall have all of the obligations and
rights of an insurer under ss. 627.730-627.741.
Section
read:

32.

Section

Operation
627.735
penalties.--

of

627.735,

Florida

Statutes, is amended to

a motor vehicle illegal without security;

(1)
Any owner or registrant of a motor vehicle with respect to
which security is required under �ttb�eetion-i½t-or-�ttb�eetion-i�t--of
s. 627.733 who operates such motor vehicle or permits it to be
operated in this state without having in full force and effect
security complying with the terms of �ttb�eetien-i½t-or-�ttb�eetion-i�t
of s. 627.733 shall have his operator's license and registration
sus2ended revoked.
(2)
An motor vehicle liabilit insurance olic shall be deemed
to comply wit t e app ica e imits o
ia i ity require un er t e
financial responsibility or compulsory laws of any other state. Any
metor-vehieie-½iebi½ity--in�ttrenee--poiiey--whieh--provioe�--�eettrity
reqttireo--pttr�ttent--to--�ttb�eetion--i3t--of--�--6�1.133-�he½½-oi�o-be
oeemeo-to-eomp½y-with-the-oppiieeb½e--½imit5--ef--½iebiiity--re�ttireo
ttnoer--the--finoneio½--re5pen5ibi½ity-or-eomptt½�ory-½ew�-ef-eny-ether
�tote.
Section 627.736, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
Section 33.
is amended to read:
627.736 Required personal injury protection benefits; exclusions;
priority.-(1) REQUIRED BENEFITS.--Every insurance policy complying with the
security requirements of s. 627.733 shall provide personal injury
protection providing for payment of all reasonable expenses incurred
for necessary medical, surgical, X-ray, dental, and rehabilitative
services,
including
prosthetic
devices;
necessary ambulance,
hospital, nursing services; and funeral and disability benefits to
the named insured, relatives residing in the same household, persons
operating the insured motor vehicle, passengers in such motor
vehicle, and other persons struck by such motor vehicle and suffering
bodily injury while not an occupant of a self-propelled motor vehicle
er--metereye½e, all as specifically provided in subsections (2) and
(4) (d), to a limit of $5,000 for loss sustained by any such perso·n as
a result of bodily injury, sickness, disease, or death arising out of
the ownership, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle as follows:
(a)
Medical benefits.--Eighty percent of all reasonable expenses
for necessary medical, surgical, X-ray, dental, and rehabilitative
services, including prosthetic devices, and necessary ambulance,
hospital, and nursing services. Such benefits shall also include
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necessary remedial treatment and services recognized and permitted
under the laws of the state for an injured person who relies upon
spiritual means through prayer alone for healing, in accordance with
his religious beliefs.
(b)
Disability benefits.--� 8ne-httnoreo percent of any loss
of gross income and loss of earning capacity per individual, unless
such benefits are deemed not includable in gross income for federal
income tax purposes, in which event such benefits shall be limited to
60 B5 percent, from inability to work proximately caused by the
lnJury sustained by the injured person, plus all expenses reasonably
incurred in obtaining from others ordinary and necessary services in
lieu of those that, but for the injury, the injured person would have
performed without income for the benefit of his household. All
disability benefits payable under this provision shall be paid not
less than every 2 weeks.
Any insurer providing medical or disability benefits which
(c:)
have been reduced under this section shall
also
2rovide
a
corresponding
rate reduction to the insured in proportion to
reduction of benefits provided.
(d)iet
Funeral, burial or cremation henefits.--Funeral, burial,
or cremation expenses in an amount not to exceed Sl,000 per
individual.
(e)
Only insurers writing motor vehicle liability insurance in
this state may provide the required benefits of this section and no
such insurer shall require the purchase of any other motor vehicle
coverage as a condition for providing such required benefits. Such
insurers shall make such benefits available throu�h normal marketing
channels. Any insurer writing motor vehicTe7Ta5Tllty insurance in_
this state failing to comply with such availability requirement as a
general business practice shall be deemed to have violated eart VII
of chapter 626 and such violation shall constitute anuritair method
of competition or an unfair or deceptive act or practice involving
the business of insurance, and any such insurer committing such
violation shall be subJect to the penalties afforded in such part as
well as tho:e which may be afforded elsewhere in the insurance code.
(2)

AUTHORIZED EXCLUSIONS.--Any insurer may exclude benefits:

(a)
For injury sustained by the named insured and relatives
residing in the same household while occupying another motor vehicle
owned by the named insured and not insured under the policy or for
injury sustained by any person operating the insured motor vehicle
without the express or implied consent of the insured.
(b)
To any injured person, if such person's conduct contributed
to his injury under any of the following circumstances:
1.

Causing injury to himself intentionally;

2.
Being convicted of driving while
alcohol or narcotic drugs to the extent that
are impaired;
3.

While committing a felony.
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Whenever an insured is charged with conduct as set forth in
subparagraphs 2. or 3., the 30-day payment provision of paragraph
(4) (b)
shall be held in abeyance, and the insurer shall withhold
payment of any personal injury protection benefits pending the
outcome of the case at the trial level. If the charge is nolle
prossed or dismissed or the insured is acquitted, the 30-day payment
provision shall run from the date the insurer is notified of such
action.
(3)
INSURED'S RIGHTS TO RECOVERY OF SPECIAL DAMAGES IN TORT
CLAIMS.--No insurer shall have a lien on any recovery in tort by
judgment, settlement, or otherwise for personal injury protection
benefits, whether suit has been filed or settlement has been reached
without suit.
An injured party who is entitled to bring suit under
the provisions of s. 627.737, or his legal representative, shall have
no right to recover any damages for which personal injury protection
benefits are paid or payable. The plaintiff may prove all of his
special
damages notwithstanding this limitation, but if special
damages are introduced in evidence, the trier of facts, whether judge
or jury, shall not award damages for personal injury protection
benefits paid or payable. In all cases in which a jury is required
to fix damages, the court shall instruct the jury that the plaintiff
shall not recover such special damages for personal injury protection
benefits paid or payable.
(4)
BENEFITS; WHEN DUE.--Benefits due from an insurer under ss.
627.730-627.741 shall be primary, except that benefits received under
any workmen's compensation law or Medicaid as provided under 42 USC
1396 et seq. shall be credited against the benefits provided by
subsection (1) and be due and payable as loss accrues, upon receipt
of reasonable proof of such loss and the amount of expenses anrl loss
incurred which are covered by the policy issued under ss. 627.730627.741.

(a)
An insurer may require written notice to be given as soon as
practicable after an accident involving a motor vehicle with respect
to which the policy affords the security required by ss. 627.730627.741.
(b)
Personal injury protection insurance benefit� shall be
overdue if not paid within 30 days after the insurer is furnished
written notice of the fact of a covered loss and of the amount of
same. If such written notice is not furnished to the insurer as to
the entire claim, any partial amount supported by written notice is
overdue if not paid within 30 days after such written notice is
furnished to the insurer. Any part or all of the remainder of the
claim that is subsequently supported by written notice is overdue if
not paid within 30 days after such written notice is furnished to the
insurer. However, any payment shall not be deemed overdue when the
insurer has reasonable proof to establish that the insurer is not
responsible for the payment, notwithstanding that written notice has
b een furnished to the insurer. For the purpose of calculating the
extent to which any benefits are overdue, payment shall be treated as
being made on the date a draft or other valid instrument which is
equivalent to payment was placed in the United States mail in a
properly addressed, postpaid envelope or, if not so posted, on the
date of delivery.
(c)
All overdue payments shall bear simple interest at the rate
of 10 percent per annum.
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(d)
The insurer of the owner of
personal injury protection benefits for:

CHAPTER 77-468
a

motor vehicle shall pay

1.
Accidental bodily injury sustained in this state by the owner
while occupying a motor vehicle, or while not an occupant of a self
propelled ffletef vehicle ef--ffletefeyeie if the injury is caused by
physical contact with a motor vehicle.
2.
Accidental bodily injury sustained outside this state but
within the United States of America, its territories or possessions,
or Canada by the owner while occupying the owner's motor vehicle.
3.
Accidental bodily injury sustained by a relative of the owner
residing in the same household, under the circumstances described in
subparagraph 1. or subparagraph 2., provided the relative at the time
of the accident is domiciled in the owner's household and is not
himself the owner of a motor vehicle with respect to which security
is required under ss. 627.730-627.741.
4.
Accidental bodily injury sustained in this state by any other
person while occupying the owner's motor vehicle or, if a resident of
this state, while not an occupant of a self-�ropelled fflotor vehicle
or-ffletoreyeie7 if the injury is caused by physical contact with such
motor vehicle, provided the injured person is not himself:
a. The owner of a motor vehicle with respect to which security is
required under ss. 627.730-627.741, or
b.
Entitled to personal injury benefits from the insurer of the
owner or owners of such a motor vehicle.
(e)
If two or more insurers are liable to pay personal injury
protection benefits for the same injury to any one person the maximum
payable shall be as specified in subsection (l), and any insurer
paying the benefits shall be entitled to recover from each of the
other insurers an equitable pro rata share of the benefits paid and
expenses incurred in processing the claim.
(5)
CHARGES FOR TREATMENT OF INJURED PERSONS.--Any physician,
hospital, clinic, or other person or institution lawfully rendering
treatment to an injured person for a bodily injury covered by
personal injury protection insurance may charge only a reasonable
amount for the products, services, and accommodations rendered and
the insurer providing such coverage may P9y_for_such cha�ges directly
to such person or institution lawfully rendering such treatment if
the insured receiving such
treatment
or
his
guardian
has
countersigned the invoice or bill upon which such charges are to be
paid as being actually rendered to the best kno�l�g�_q�__!:_he insured
or his guardian. In no event, however, may such a charge be in excess
of the amount the person or institution customarily charges for li,e
products,
services,
and accommodations in cases involving no
i nsurance.
(6)

DISCOVERY OF FACTS ABOUT AN INJURED PERSON; DISPUTES.--

(a)
Every employer shall, if a request is made by an insurer
providing personal injury protection benefits under ss. 627.730627.741 against whom a claim has been made, furnish forthwith, in a
form approved by the Department of Insurance, a sworn statement of
the earnings, since the time of the bodily injury and for a
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reasonable period before the injury, of the person upon whose
the claim is based.

injury

(b)
Every
physician,
hospital, clinic, or other medical
institution providing, before or after bodily injury upon which a
claim for personal injury protection insurance benefits is based, any
products, services, or accommodations in relation to that or any
other injury, or in relation to a condition claimed to be connected
with that or any other injury, shall, if reouested to do so by the
insurer against whom the claim has been made, furnish forthwith a
written report of the history, condition, treatment, dates, and costs
of such treatment of the injured person, together with a sworn
statement that the treatment or services rendered were reasonable and
necessary with respect to the bodily injury sustained and identifying
which portion of the expenses for said treatment or services was
incurred as a result of such bodily injury, and produce forthwith,
and permit the inspection and copying of, his or its records
re�arding such history, condition, treatment, dates, and costs of
treatment. Said sworn statement shall read as follows:
"Under
penalty of perjury, I declare that I have read the foregoing, and the
No
facts alleged are true, to the best of my knowledge and belief."
cause of action for violation of physician-patient privilege or
invasion of the right of privacy shall be against any physician,
hospital, clinic, or other medical institution complying with the
provisions of this section. The person requesting such records and
said sworn statement shall pay all reasonable costs connected
therewith.
(c)
In the event of any dispute regarding an insurer's right to
discovery of facts about an injured person's earnings or about his
history, condition, and treatment, and dates and costs of such
treatment, the insurer may petition a court of competent jurisdiction
to enter an order permitting such discovery. The order may be made
only on motion for good cause shown and upon notice to all persons
having an interest, and it shall specify the time, place, manner,
conditions, and scope of the discovery. Such court may, in order to
protect against annoyance, embarrassment, or oppression, as justice
requires, enter an order refusing discovery or specifying conditions
of discovery and may order payments of costs and expenses of the
proceeding, including reasonable fees for the appearance of attorneys
at the proceedings, as justice requires.
(d)
The injured person shall be furnished, upon request, a copy
of all information obtained by the insurer under the provisions of
this section, and shall pay a reasonable charge, if required by the
insurer.
(e)
Notice to an insurer of the existence of a claim shall not be
unreasonably withheld by an insured.
• ( 7)

MENTAL AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF INJURED PERSON; REPORTS.--

(a)
Whenever the mental or physical condition of an injured
person covered by personal injury protection is material to any claim
that has been or may be made for past or future personal injury
protecti�n insurance benefits, such person shall, upon request of an
insurer, submit to mental or physical examination by a physician or
physicians. The costs of any examinations requested by an insurer
shell be borne entirely by the insurer. Such examination shall be
conducted within the city of residence of the insured. If there is no
qualified physician to conduct the examination within the city of
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residence of the insured, then such examination shall be conducted in
an area of the closest proximity to the insured's residence. Personal
protection insurers are authorized to include reasonable provisions
in personal injury protection insurance policies for mental and
physical examination of those claiming personal injury protection
insurance benefits.
(b)
If requested by the person examined, a party causing an
examination to be made shall deliver to him a copy of every written
report concerning the examination rendered by an examining physician,
at least one of which reports must set out his findings and
c onclusions in detail. After such request and delivery, the party
causing the examination to be made is entitled, upon request, to
r eceive from the person examined every written report available to
him or his representative concerning any examination, previously or
t hereafter made, of the same mental or physical condition. Sy
requesting and obtaining a report of the examination so ordered or by
taking the deposition of the examiner, the person examined waives any
privilege he may have, in relation to the claim for benefits,
regarding the testimony of every other person who has examined, or
may thereafter examine, him in respect to the same mental or physical
condition.
If a person unreasonably refuses to submit to an
examination, the personal injury protection carrier is no longer
liable for subsequent personal injury protection benefits.
(8)
With respect to any dispute under the provisions of ss.
627.730-627.741 between the insured and the insurer, the provisions
of s. 627.428 shall apply.
Section
read:
627.7372

34.

Section

627.7372,

Florida Statutes, is created to

Collateral sources of indemnity.--

(1)
In any action for personal injury or wrongful death arising
out of the ownership, operation, use or maintenance of a motor
vehicle, the court shall admit into evidence the total amount of all
collateral sources which have been paid to the claimant prior to the
commencement of the trial. The court shall also admit into evidence
any amount paid by the claimant to secure such collateral source.
(2)

For purposes of this section:

(a) "Collateral sources" means any payments made to the claimant,
or on his behalf, by or pursuant to:
1.
The United States Social Security Act; any federal, state, or
local income disability act; or any other public programs providing
medical expenses, disability payments, or other similar benefits.
2.
Any
health, sickness, or income disability insurance;
automobile accident insurance that provides health benefits or income
disability coverage; and any other similar insurance benefits except
life insurance benefits available to the claimant, whether purchased
by him or provided by others.
3.
Any contract or agreement of any group, organization,
partnership, or corporation to provide, pay for, or reimburse the
costs of hospital, medical, dental, or other health care services.
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Any contractual or voluntary wage continuation plan provided
4.
by employers or any other system intended to provide wages during a
period of disability.
Subsection (4) is added to section 627.737, Florida
Section 35.
Statutes, 1976 Supplement, to read:
627.737
damages.--

Tort exemption; limitation on right to damaqesi.........P_unitive

(4) In any action brought against an automobile liability insurer
for damages in excess of its policy limits, no claim for punitive
damages shall be allowed.

Section 36. Section 627.7375, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
is amended to read:
(Substantial rewording of section. See s.
627.7375, F.S., 1976 Supp., for present text.)
627.7375

False and fraudulent claims.--

(!) Any person who, with the intent to injure, defraud or deceive
any insurance company:
Presents or causes to be presented any written or oral
(a)
statement as part of or in support of a claim for payment or other
benefit pursuant to an insurance policy, knowing that such statement
contains any false, incomplete, or misleading information concerning
any fact or thing material to such claim; or
Prepares or makes any written or oral statement that is
(b)
intended to be presented to any insurance company in connection with
or in support of any claim for payment in other benefit pursuant to
an insurance policy, knowing that such statement contains any false,
incomplete, or misleading information concerning any fact or thing
material to such claim is guilty of a felony of the third degree,
punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
(c) All claims forms shall contain a statement in a form approved
by the department that clearly states in substance the following:
"Any person who knowingly and with intent to injure, defraud or
deceive any insurance company files a statement of claim containing
any false, incomplete or misleading information is guilty of a felony
of third degree."
Any physician licensed under chapter 458, osteopath licensed
(2)
under chapter 459, chiropractor licensed under chapter 460, or any
other practitioner licensed under the laws of this state who
knowingly and willfully assists, conspires with, or urges any insured
party to fraudulently violate any of the provisions of this part, or
any person who, due to such assistance, conspiracy, or urging by said
physician, osteopath, chiropractor, or practitioner, knowingly and
willfully benefits from the proceeds derived from the use of such
fraud, is guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as
provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084. In the event that
a physician, osteopath, chiropractor, or practitioner is adjudicated
guilty of a violation of this section, the State Board of �edical
Examiners as set forth in chapter 458, the State Board of Osteopathic
Medical Examiners as set forth in chapter 459, or the Florida State
Board of Chiropractic Examiners as set forth in chapter 460, or other
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appropriate licensing authority, whichever is appropriate, shall hold
of
imposition
the
consider
to
hearing
administrative
an
administrative sanctions as provided by law aqainst said physician,
osteopath, chiropractor, or practitioner.
Any attorney who knowingly and willfully assists, conspires
(3)
with, or urges any claimant to fraudulently violate any of the
provisions of this part, or any person who, due to such assistance,
and
conspiracy, or urging on such attorney's part, �nowingly
willfully benefits from the proceeds derived from the use of such
fraud, is guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as
provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
No person or governmental unit licensed under chapter 395 to
(4)
maintain or operate a hospital, and no administrator or employee of
any such hospital, shall knowingly and willfully allow the use of the
facilities of said hospital by an insured party in a scheme or
conspiracy to fraudulently violate any of the provisions of this
part. Any hospital administrator or employee who violates this
subsection is guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as
provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084. �ny adjudication
of guilt for a violation of this section, or the use of business
practices demonstrating a pattern indicating that the spirit of the
law set forth in this part is not being followed, shall be grounds
for suspension or revocation of the license to operate the hospital
or the imposition of an administrative penalty of up to $5,000 by the
licensing agency as set forth in chapter 395.
Any insurance company damaged as a result of a violation of
(5)
any provision of this section where there has been a criminal
adjudication of guilt shall have a cause of action to recover
and
investigation
reasonable
all
compensatory damages, plus
litigation expenses including attorneys' fees at the trial and
appellate courts.
For the purposes of this section "statement" includes, but is
(6)
not limited to, any notice, statement, proof of loss, bill of lading,
invoice, account, estimate of property damages, bill for services,
x-ray, test
diagnosis, prescription, hospital or doctor records,
result, or other evidence of loss, injury, or expense.
The provisions of this section shall also apply as to any
(7)
insurer or adjusting firm or their agents or representatives who with
intent, injures, defrauds, or deceives any claimant with regard to
any claim. The claimant shall have the right to recover the damages
provided in this section.
It is unlawful for any person, in his individual capacity or
(8)
in his capacity as a public or private employee, or for any firm,
corporation, partnership, or association to solicit any business in
and about city receiving hospitals, city and county receiving
hospitals, county hospitals, justice courts, municipal courts, or in
any public institution or in any public place or upon any public
street or highway or in and about private hospitals, sanitariums or
in and about any private institution or upon private property of any
character whatsoever for the purpose of making motor vehicle tort
claims. Any person who violates the provisions of this subsection is
guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as provided in s.
775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
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(9)
It is unlawful for any attorney to solicit any business
relating to the representation of persons injured in a motor vehicle
accident for the purpose of filing a motor vehicle tort claim. Any
attorney who violates the provisions of this subsection is guilty of
a felony of the third degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082,
s. 775.083, or s. 775.084. Whenever any circuit or special grievance
committee acting under the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court shall
find probable cause to believe that an attorney is guilty of a
violation
of
this
section, such committee shall forward to
appropriate state attorney a copy of the finding of probable cause
and the report being filed in the matter.
Section 37.
Section 627.739, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
is amended to read:
(Substantial rewording of section. See
s. 627.739, F.S., 1976 Supp., for present text.)
627.739
Personal
injury
protection; optional limitations;
deductibles.--In order to prevent duplication with other private or
governmental insurance or benefits for senior citizens and others
with access to such insurance or benefits, each insurer providing the
coverage and benefits described in s. 627.736(1) shall offer to the
named insured's modified forms of personal injury protection as
described in this section. Such election may be made by the named
insured to apply to the named insured alone, or to the named insured
and dependent relatives residing in the same household. Any person
electing such modified coverage or subject to such modified coverage
as a result of the named insured's election shall have no right to
claim or to recover any amount so deducted from any
owner,
registrant, operator or occupant of a vehicle or any person or
organization legally responsible for any such person's acts or
omissions who is made exempt from tort liability by ss. 627.730627.74 1. Premium reductions for each modification or combination of
modifications shall be adequate to recognize the reduction in hazard
and shall be subject to the approval of the Department of Insurance.
(1)
Insurers
shall offer to each applicant and to each
policyholder upon the renewal of an existing policy, deductibles, in
amounts of S250, S500, $1,000, and $2,000, $3,000 and $4,000 said
amount to be deducted from the benefits otherwise due each person
subject to the deduction and shall explain to each applicant or
policyholder that if they have coverage under private or governmental
disability plans they may avail themselves of deductibles or other
modifications as provided in subsections (1), (2), and (3).
(2)
Insurers shall offer coverage wherein at the election of the
named insured all benefits payable under 42 USC 1395, the federal
"medicare" program, or to active or retired military personnel and
their dependent relatives shall be deducted from those benefits
otherwise payable pursuant to s. 627.736(1).
(3)
Insurers shall offer coverage wherein at the election of
named insured the benefits for loss of gross income and loss of
earning capacity described in s. 627.736(1)(b) shall be excluded.
Insurers shall offer, at the election of the named insured,
(4)
one of the following options:
(a)
Either a direct payment to the policyholder or a payment to
any person, corporation, association or other business entity which
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performs repair work upon the motor vehicle, or a combination of the
foregoing; or
(b)
A payment to any person, corporation, association, or other
business entity performing repair work upon the motor vehicle, where
the payee is under contract with the insurer to perform such work at
s tipulated rates which are no greater than eighty-five (85) percent
of prevailing rates for similar work within the county where the
payee performs the work upon the motor vehicle.
(5)
Each insurer may prepare and distribute to each of its
policyholders a listing of all business entities under contract with
the insurer to perform motor vehicle repair work at the rates
described in paragraph (1)(6) of this section.
The listing shall
include a clear and plain explanation of the options provided as
required by this section, and shall further state that if the
policyholder elects to have required motor vehicle repair work done
by any such business entity, the rates stipulated in the contract
with the insurer shall be all of the consideration which the business
entity will demand for such work and shall be paid by the insurer.
(6)
Insurers may offer coverage wherein at the election of the
named insured medical services shall be limited to specified medical
providers, including hospitals, which specified medical provider may
be a health maintenance organization, as provided in chapter 641,
part II, Florida Statutes.
Section
read:

38.

Section

627.7403,

Florida Statutes, is created to

627.7403
Mandatory joinder of derivative claim.--In any action
brought pursuant to the provisions of s. 627.737 claiming personal
injuries,
all claims arising out of the plaintiff's injuries
including all derivative claims shall be brought together unless good
cause is shown why such claims should be brought separately.
Section
read:
768.063

39.

Section

768.063,

Florida

Statutes, is created to

Nonjoinder of liability insurers.--

(1)
No liability insurer shall be joined as a party defendant in
an action to determine the insured's liability; however, each
insurer, which does or may provide liability insurance coverage to
pay all or a portion of a judgment which might be entered in the
action, shall file a statement of a corporate officer setting forth
the following information regarding each known policy of insurance:
(a)

The name of the insurer.

(b)

The name of each insured.

(c)

The limits of liability coverage.

(d)
A statement of any policy or coverage defense which said
insurer reasonably believes is available to said insurer at the time
of filing the statement.
(2)
The statement required under subsection (1) shall be amended
immediately upon discovery of facts calling for an amendment.
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(3)
If the statement or amendment indicates that a policy or
coverage defense has been or will be asserted, then the insurer may
be joined as a party.
(4)
After the rendition of a verdict, or a final judgment by the
court if the case is tried without a jury, the insurer may be joined
as a party and judgment may be entered by the court based on the
statement required by this section.

(5)
The rules of discovery shall be available to discover the
existence and policy provisions of liability insurance coverage.
Section 40.
Subsection (2) of section 768.18, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
768.18

Definitions.--As used in ss. 768.16-768.27:

(2)
"Minor children" means dependent unmarried children under 21
years of age notwithstanding the age of majority.
Section 41.

Remittitur and additur.--

(1)
In any action for the recovery of damages based on personal
injury or wrongful death arising out of the operation of a motor
vehicle, whether in tort or in contract, wherein the trier of fact
determines that liability exists on the part of the defendant and a
verdict is rendered which awards money damages to the plaintiff, it
shall be the responsibility of the court, upon proper motion, to
review the amount of such award to determine if such amount is
clearly excessive or inadequate in light of
the
facts
and
circumstances which were presented to the trier of fact. If the
cour� finds that the amount awarded is clearly excessive
or
inadequate, it shall order a remittitur or additur as the case may
be. 'If the party adversely affected by such remittitur or additur
does not agree, the court shall order a new trial in the cause on the
issue of damages only.
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It is ti1e intent of the Legislature to vest the trial courts
(3)
of this state with the discretionary authority to review the amounts
of damages awarded by a trier of fact in light of a standard of
excessiveness or inadequacy. The Legislature recognizes that the
reasonable actions of a jury are a fundamental precept of American
jurisprudence and that such actions should be disturbed or modified
with caution and discretion. However, it is further recognized that
a review by the courts in accordance with the standards set forth in
this section provides an additional element of soundness and looic to
our judicial system and is in the best interests of the citizens of
Florida.
Section 42.

Good Drivers' Incentive Fund.--

(1)
There is hereby created a Florida Good Drivers' Incentive
fund, hereinafter referred to as the "fund."
(2)
The fund shall be administered hy the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles, hereinafter
referred
to
as
the
"department," and the costs of administration shall be borne by the
fund.
The department shall draft a plan for the oper�tion of the
(3)
fund to implement the purposes of this section.
(4)

On and after the effective date of this act:

In determining whether an award is clearly excessive or
(2)
inadequate in light of the facts and circumstances presented to the
trier of fact and in determining the amount, if any, that such award
exceeds a reasonable range of damages or is inadequate, the court
shall consider the following criteria:

(a)
Any driver convicted of a moving traffic violation shall be
assessed an additional civil penalty or fine of $30 in addition to
the amount normally levied for such conviction. for purposes of this
section the term "moving traffic violation" means an infraction of
ss. 316.029, 316.030, 316.040, 316.053, 316.054, 316.055, 316.056,
316.0565, 316.057(9), 316.061, 316.081, "316.082, 316.083, 316.084,
316.085,
316.086, 316.087, 316.088, 316.089, 316.090, 316.091,
316.092, 316.094, 316.095, 316.096, 316.098, 316.100(1), 316.102,
316.104(2) or (4), 316.107, 316.108, 316.109, 316.110, 316.1105,
316.113, 316.121, 316.122, 316.123, 316.125, 316.126(1) or (3),
316.133,
316.134, 316.138, 316.139, 316.151, 316.152, 316.153,
316.154, 316.155, 316.157, 316.158, 316.159, 316.162,
316.181,
316.182,
316.183, 316.184, 316.185, 316.186, 316.196, 316.197,
316.198, 316.205, 316.206, 316.217, 316.236, 316.238, 316.2431, or
339.30(1) (a), (b), (c), (d), (g), or (h).

(a)
Whether the amount awarded is indicative of prejudice,
passion, or corruption on the part of the trier of fact.

(b)
Any driver convicted of a violation of s. 316.028 shall be
assessed an additional civil penalty or fine of $200 per conviction.

(b) Whether it clearly appears that the trier of fact ignored the
evidence in reaching a verdict or misconceived the merits of the case
relating to the amounts of damages recoverable.
(c)
Whether the trier of fact took improper elements of damages
into account or arrived at the amount of damages by speculation and
conjecture.
(d) Whether the amount awarded bears a reasonable relation to the
amount of damages provided and the injury suffered.
Whether the amount awarded is supported by the evidence and
(e)
is such that it could be adduced in a logical manner by reasonable
persons.
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It is the intent of the Legislature that any civil penalty or fine
normally levied be increased by the amounts specified in paragraphs
(a) and (b) and such additional civil penalty or fine shall be
considered a part of the total civil penalty or fine.
Such
additional civil penalty or fine shall be collected by the clerk of
the appropriate court and remitted on a monthly basis to the
department, which shall place such additional civil penalty or fine
in the fund. The purpose of this section is to provide an incentive
for those persons operating motor vehicles in this state to utilize
the privilege of operating such motor vehicles in a safe and
financially responsible fashion and at the same time to provide a
disincentive to those who would abuse such privilege.
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(5)
Beginning July 1, 1978, and at the beginning of each fiscal
year thereafter, all money in the fund after deduction of the costs
of administration of the fund shall be distributed to persons who
have:
(a)

CHAPTER 77-468

Purchased and maintained continuously for 12 months on a
(c)l.
volun�ary basis bodily injury liability insurance of at least $10,000
because of bodily injury to, or death of, one person in any one
accident, and, subject to said limits for one person, in the amount
of $20,000 because of bodily injury, or death of, two or more persons
in any one accident; or

filed in Office Secretary of State July 5, 1977.
CHAPTER 77-469
House Bill No. 43
AN

with the department financial
voluntarily
2.
Established
responsibility by one of the alternative methods · set forth in s.
324.031 (2), (3), or (4).
The moneys collected by each county shall be returned pro
(6)
rata to those persons who are residents of that county and who meet
the �guirements of subsection (5).
In the event the warrant
forwarded by the department to any such person is returned as
undeliverable such warrant shall be voided and the entitlement to the
proceeds of such warrant shall cease to exist, unless such person
files a claim of entitlement with the department within 90 days of
the date of return.
(7)
The department shall appoint an advisory study commission to
determine alternative methods of distributing the money in the fund.
The
study
commission
shall make its recommendations to the
Legislature by March 1, 1978.
Section 43.
There shall be no private passenger motor vehicle
insurance rate increases for bodily injury liability, personal injury
protection benefits, or uninsured motorist coverage, excluding rates
charged for coverage under the automobile
joint
underwriting
association established under s. 627.351(1), prior to January 1,
1978. The rate cap provided by this section shall take effect at
12:01 A.M., June 4, 1977. This shall not prevent rate reduction.
Section 44.
t hereof to any
invalidity shall
act which can be
To
application.
be severable.

If any provision of this act, or the application
person or circumstance is held invalid,
such
not affect other provisions or applications of this
given effect without the invalid provision or
this end the provisions of this act are declared to

Section 45.
This act shall take effect July 1, 1977, and shall
apply to all claims arising out of accidents ocurring after said
date, except that:
section 4 shall take effect January 1, 1978;
s ections 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33, and 37 shall take effect
September 1, 1977; and sections 43, 44, and 45 shall take effect upon
becoming a law.
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Became a law without the Governor's approval.

Been licensed to drive in florida;

(b)
Received no convictions as specified in subsection (4) or
convictions arising out of a motor vehicle accident during the
preceding 12 months; and
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ACT relating to the Florida Retirement System; amending
s. 121.021(19), Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
expanding the definition of "prior service" for the
Florida Retirement System to permit the purchase of
retirement
credit for employment during which no
contributions were made, under certain circumstances,
and to permit purchase of service when no contributions
were made due to a written rejection of the system;
amending
s.
121.051(2)(a),
Florida
Statutes,
authorizing certain
employees
who
had
rejected
membership in the Florida Retirement System to withdraw
such rejection and participate in the system; amending
s.
121.081 (2),
F'lorida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
providing the interest rate at which prior service must
be purchased for certain prior employment under which
no contributions were made; providing for the purchase
of creditable service by certain officers or employees
who possess 40 years of creditable service; provides
for
optional
participation in the Elected State
Officers' Class of the Florida Retirement System;
amending
s.
121.021(20),
Florida Statutes,
1976
Supplement; providing that "military service" includes
actual wartime service in the Allied F'orces; providing
a severability clause; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section l. Subsection (19) of section 121.021, Florida Statutes,
1976 Supplement, is amended to read:
121.021
Definitions.--The following words and phrases as used in
this chapter have the respective meanings set forth unless a
different meaning is plainly required by the context:
(19)

"Prior service" under this cha£ter means:

(a) Service of-e"y-membe�-fflee"e-thet-ee���ee for which the member
had credit under one of the existing systems and received a refund of
his contributions upon termination of employment. Prior service
shall also include that service between December 1, 1970, and the
date the system becomes noncontributory for which the member had
credit under the Florida Retirement System and received a refund of
his contributions upon termination of employment.
After the date the
Florida Retirement System becomes noncontributory, prior service
shall also include that service for which the member had credit under
the noncontributory provisions upon termination of employment.

1

(b)
Service with an em 10¥er under another system prior to an
employee's membership in the F orida Retirement System during which
service the employee was not a member of an existing retirement
system and did not make any retirement contributions, provided such
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BILL SUMMARY:
Creates "The Florida Insurance and Tort Reform Act of 1977".
Provides for valuation of portfolio at current market value.
Increases deposit requirements. Gives the department authority
to require annual certified financial reports. Removes motor
vehicle insurance from certain rate standards and provisions.
Provides for making and use of rates. Prohibits excessive pro
fits. Provides for risk classification reporting. Provides for
stacking of uninsured motorist coverage. Provides penalties.
for making false and fraudulent claims. Provides for civil
cause of action. Defines "statement". Provides that fraud pro
visions apply to insurers and adjusters. Prohibits solicitation
of motor vehicle tort claims and specifically prohibits attorneys
from soliciting. Provides the Division of Fraudulent Claims with
subpoena powers. Provides for crimina� contempt. Restricts
public inspection of Division's documents. Provides for explan
ation by State Attorney if prosecution is not begun within 60
days. Provides that underinsured motorist protection follows
the car rather than the person. Removes compulsion of liability
insurance except as required under financial responsibility
law. Provides that insurers providing mandatory personal injury
protection (PIP) coverage must also make available automobile
liability insurance. Provides for suspension of license and
registration if required secw:ity is not maintained. Provides
that PIP benefits would be payable for 80% of medical and 80%
of loss of gross income. Provides that insurer must reduce rates
in proportion to reduction in benefits. Provides for credits on
PIP for other sources of coverage. Provides definition of
pedestrian for PIP coverage. Prohibits claims for punitive damage
against insurers who don't settle within policy limits. Provides
that all collateral sources are admissible into evidence in
tort actions. Provides that contribubory negligence is not a
bar to tort recovery but provides for pro rata reduction. Pro
vides for set-offs in negligence actions. Provides for mandatory
joinder of derivative claims. Defines "minor children". Pro
vides for a "Good Driver Fund". Repeals law making rental car
insurance secondary. Repeals railroad contributory negligence
statute. Provides for a rate freeze and a pro rata rate reduction
for reduced benefits.
PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

Section 1.

Short title: "The Florida Insurance and Tort Re
form Act of 1977".

Section 2.

Under present law, an insurer applying for initial
certificate of authority does not have to value its
portfolio at current market value. This bill would
require valuation at current market value.

Section 3.

This would change from $250,000 to $1,000,000 the
cap on certain deposits required for the protection
of Florida policyholders and creditors.

Section 4.

Under current law, the Department may suspend or re
voke a certificate of authority if the ratio of net
premiums w�itten to surplus as to policyholders ex�
ceeds 4 to 1 and insurer has less than $5,000,000
surplus as to policyholders. This bill would increase
the $5,000,000 requirement to $50,000,000.

--·--

Section 5.

This section would give the Department authority to
require an annual certified financial report.

Section 6.

This would remove: . .motor vehicle insurance from the
provisions of s. 627.062, F.S., relating to rate
standards.

Section 7.

This would remove motor vehicle insurance from the
provisions of s. 627.072, F.S., setting the criteria
for making and using rates.

Section 8.

This would create a_ new s. 627.0651, F.S., that would
provide for the making and use of rates for motor
vehicle insurance, whereby insurers would establish
rates, file a copy with the Department within 30
days, and be subject to Department review. If the
Department finds the rates excessive, inadquate, or
unfairly discriminatory, the insurer would have 60
days to prove the opposite. If the insurer does not
carry the burden, the Department may order a new
filing.

section 9.

Section 627.066 is created to prohibit excessive pro
fits in motor vehicle insurance, by requiring the fil
ing of sufficient information and setting forth cri
teria for the Department in determining when profits
are excessive. Department would have the power to
order the insurer to return excessive profits to the
policyholders. Certain small volume insurers may
be excused from the reporting requirements.

Section 10. This would change s. 627.331, F.S., recording and re
porting of loss and expense experience,by deleting sub
section (5). That subsection required all insurers
to annually file their actual premium, incurred losses
and expense experience for the preceding three calen
dar years.
Section 11. Section 627.342, F.S., is created to provide that
insurance company statistics must be filed with the
Department annually to reflect loss experience by
classification •.
Section 12. Amends s. 627.4132, F.S., to allow stacking in un
insured motorist cases in which the injured party
would be qualified to commence a tort action under
s. 627.737 (2) (i.e. Threshold).
Section 13. �his section would substantially rewrite s. 627.7375
in the following manner:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Expands fraudulent claims to all persons in
volved in auto claims process;
Creates a civil cause of action for violation
of section;
Gives more inclusive definition of "statement"
Provides that acting as a runner would be a
third degree felony.
Further provides that an attorney soliciting
automobile injury business would be guilty of
a third degree felony.

Section 14. This amends s. 626.989, F.�.S., to give the Division of
Fraudulent Claims subpoena powers. It provides for
criminal contempt and provides for explanation by
the State Attorney if prosecution is not begun with
in 60 days �f Division's repent.

Section 15.

Clarifies legislative intent that underinsured motorist
protection follows the car rather than the person.

Section 16.

This section removes compulsory liability insurance
except as required under financial responsibility
law.

It would also require that insurers providing man
datory PIP must also make available automobile
liability insurance.
Section 17.

This provides that an owner operating a motor vehi
cle without the required security would have his
license and registration suspended rather than re
voked.

Section 18.

Changes PIP benefits in the following manner:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Medical would be 80% of all reasonable medical
expenses;
Disability benefits would be 80% of any loss of
gross income unless such benefits are deemed
not includable in gross income for federal tax
purposes, then it is limited to 60%;
It would provide that any insurer providing medi
cal or disability benefits which are reduced under
this section must also provide a proportional
rate reduction�
There would be a credit against benefits other
wise payable for Medicaid benefits.
For purposes of PIP, the definition of "pedes
trian" was clarified.

Section 19.

Section 627.739 is amended to prevent duplication of
PIP benefits through the use of deductibles based on
the availability of medicare benefits and benefits
due to active or retired military service, or reduction
based on duplicative disability income protection
benefits. Such reductions would be applicable to
the named insured or dependent relatives residing
in the same household.

Section 20.

This amends s. 627.737, F.S., pertaining to damages in
tort actions, by adding a new subsection (5) which
provides that there will be no punitive damages allowed
in any action against an automobile liability insurer
for damages in excess of its policy limits.

Section 21.

Provides that all collateral sources are admissible
into evidence in all tort actions.

Section 2i.

This provides that contributory negligence of a per
son will not bar recovery in any action brought pur
suant to s. 627.737, F.S., if the person's negligence
was not greater than the combined negligence of the
persons against whom recovery is sought. Any damages
awarded to the person bringing the action shall be
diminished in proportion to the amount his negligence
contributed to hi$ damages.

Section 23.

This would provide that,, when applying comparative
negligence, the court shall set-off the verdict.

Section 24. Provides for mandatory joinder of derivative claims
in actions brought under s. 627.737.
Section 25. Redefines "minor child" in s. 768.18(2), F.S., so
that it would mean depPndent unmarried children
under 21 years of age notwithstanding the age of
majority.

'-.__:_

III.

Section 26.

Provides for the creation of the "Good Driver Fund".
Each driver convicted on a moving traffic violation
would be assessed a separate $10 per point assessed.
The monies would be used to reduce premiums chargea
to good drivers.

Section 27.

Repeals s. 627.7263, F.S., 1976'Supplem�nt;re}ating
to·primacy of'rental,driver's insurance and s. 768.
06, F.S., relating to comparative negligence in actions
against railroad companies.

Section 28.

Provides that rates for bodily injury liability, per
sonal injury protection and uninsured motorist coverage
may not be increased prior to January 1, 1978 unless
the insurer can demonstrate that such rates are in
adequate as defined in s. 627.0651. Provides for rate
reduction in proportion to reduction in benefits.

Section 29.

Provides effective dates for the act as well as for
the rate freeze provided for in Section 28.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES

NO

Economic ImEact on the Public:

Testimony before the Senate Commerce Committee indicate? that the
tort limitations contained in this bill would reduce verdict amounts
with a corresponding reduction in insurance premiums. Since PIP
is the only required coverage, drivers could save on their premiums
by reducing their coverage. This bill would allow deductibles in
PIP up to 4/5 of the mandated coverage. The bill would institute
a rate freeze until 1/1/78. The total dollar amount of any savings
in not quantifiable at this time.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency�

Minimal.
IV.

COMMENTS:
Technical errors - none noted.
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BILL SUMMARY:
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PURPOSE:

Section l.

A. GRAY BUILDING
Tllllahass_.e, f"l
3239�25,f)-- Section 2.

#-

Subject:

cs

3. ______

Major rewrite of existing automobile insurance law. Provides for
various new reporting requirements. Eliminates requirement of liability
insurance. Provides for up to $4,000 deductible in PIP coverage.
Prohibits unfair rate discrimination. Provide_s for reform in tort
law. Provides for strong anti-fraud provisions. Creates "Good Driver
Fund.• Provides for a 6-month rate cap on BI, PIP, and OM coverage.

@ ® f?,
Se,les

-----2.-----

CCMMIT�E ACTION: 1.

,:i.

Short title:
Act of 1977•

"The Florida Insurance ar..d Tort Reform

Provides for retaining an actua_ry.

Section 3.

Excepts JUA rate hearings from the A.P.A.

Section 4.

Provides for �roof of insurance card and orovides
pe nalty for mi.suse of card. Provides for-proof of
financial responsibility at time of �otor vehicle
regist=ation.

Section S.

Provides for legislative intent.

Section 6.

324.021--Definitions, Mini.nun Insura�ce Re�uired.
The definition of •motor vehicle" is a�ended so as to ex. elude any �otor vehicle as defined in s. 627.732(1),
when the owner of such vehicle has co�olied wit.� the
require..�ents of sections 627.730 th=cugh 62i.741, in
clusive, unless the provisions of s. 324.051 ap9ly,
and in such case u.�til-January 1, 1979, such owner shall
establish oroof of co@oli�ce with such sections in
the manner-provided for evidence of insu=ance as set
forth in s. 325.19(7) at t..�e tbe of insoection
of anv
such mote= vehicle.
The definition of raotor vehicle lia:::iility policy is
altered to apply only to ope=ators and not owners.

Section 7.

324.051--Reports of Accidents; Suspensions of Licenses
and Regist=ations.
Accident reports must be =iled with the depa::t�ent within 10 days followir.g an accident. �epo=ts may also be
requested f=on individual owners or operators. Thirty
days after receipt of notice of any judgr::ent rendered
due to an accident involving a motor vehicle within this
state which has =esulted in bodily i..�ju_-ry or deat.� to
any person or total damage of $500 or more to property,
or ticket or other conviction for a violation of s. 316.
027 or s. 316.028, the depart..�ent shall suspend the
license of the operator against whom such judgnent or
ticket applies and all registrations of the vehicles
owned bv such coerator whet.�e= or not L,volved in such
accident. The bill also provides for scspension of a non
resi�ent's op 7 rating privilege in tr.is state, subject to ex
_
ernpti� ns. �his section
also provides a list of exceptions
t� whi h this act shall not apply (t..�ose cases in which
7
financial
_� esponsi�ility has been sr.own).

Section 8.

324.061 Security deposited with Depart.�ent of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles; release.

a=tount of
The depar-....:nent shall deter.nine the form and sions
of
the securitv deoosited pursuant to the provi injuries to
for
clab.s
to
ct
respe
with
6
s. 324.051 (2) (a)
persons or propez:ty resulti..g from an acc�dent
occurring prior to such deposit •. Such deposits are to
be invested in interest bearing accounts, the interest
therefrom to be deposited in a depar""..nent trust fund.
Section 9.

324.071

Reinstatement; renewal of license; reinstatement fee

Provides for reinstat:ient fee of $15. No renewal of
license or regist=ation withi� a period of 3 years
from such reinstate�ent.
Section 10.

324.072

Proof required upon certain convictions.

No suspension of registration upon revocation of a
license if proof of financial responsibility is
maintained. No license and registration renewed or issuec
until proof of financial responsibility as requi=ed by
s. 324.071 is shown.
Section 11.

324.081

Nonresident operator.

Provides for reciprocal agree..�ents with other states.
Provides for reinstatement of nonresident operator.
Section 12.

Repeals subsection (2) of section 324.181, F.S. concerning
equitable apportio?t!!!ent of applicants unable to procure insurance.
Repeals subsection (7) of section 325.19, F.S., con
cerning proof of insurance at tiz:le of auto inspection.

Section 13.

624.315

Departient; annual report.

An annual report for the preceding year containing a
sUI!lI!lary of all info:::mation reported to the depa=t.uent
as required by s. 627.?31(5) shall be filed by the
depart.�ent with the Gove=nor and Legislature.
Section 14.

624.316

Section 15.

For the purposes of satisfying the =equira�ents of ss.
624.407 and 624.408,the investnent port=olio of an
insurer applying for an initial certificate of authority
to do business in this state shall value its bonds and
stocks at the then current market value.

Section 16.

The ceiling on deposit require�ents is raised from
$250,000 to $1 million. This p=ovision does not relate
solely to motor vehicle L�surers.

Section 17.

Onder current law, t.½e Deparcent �ay suspe..�d or revoke
a certificate of authority if t.�e ratio of net p=emit.:...�s
written to S1L.""?lus as to policyholders exceecs 4 to 1
and insu=er has less tha� $5,000,000 su__�lus as to
policyholders. This bill would increase tee $5,000,000
require!llent to $50,000,000.

Exa:nination of insurers.

Section 18.

This section would give the Department aut.�ority to
require a=i ar-nual certified !ina.�cial report.

·section 19.

This section would orohibit an z.'utcn:obile insurer
from unfairly discrir:unati�g solely on the basis
of age, sex, ma=ital status or scholastic achieve
ment.

[ 1-:J

Section 20.

This amends s. 626.989 to allow the Division of
Fraudulent Clai.:ns to request that the circuit cou:t
compel testi.uony and provides for explanation by
State attorney if prosecution is not begun within
60 days of Division's report.

Section 21.

This would'remove motor vehicle insurance from t.�e
provisions of s. 627.062, F.S., relating to rate
standards. It would also say that rates are excessive
if replenishment of su....-plus from premiums is attribu
table to invest::lent losses.

Section 22.

This would create a new s. 627.0651, F.S., that
would provide for the making and use of rates fo= motor
vehicle insura.�ce, whereby insurers would establish
rates, file a copy with the De?artlent within 30 days,.
and be subject to Depart.�ent review. If t.�e Depart
ment finds t.�e rates excessive, inadeqt!ate, or unfair
ly discriminatory, the insurer would have 60 days
to prove the opposite. If the insurer does not carry
the burden, the Department may order a new_ �iling.

Section 23.

Section 627.066 is created to prohibit excessive pro
fits in motor vehicle insura.�ce, by requiring the
filing of sufficient information and setting forth
criteria for the Department in deter:n.ining when pro
fits are excessive. Depart.lent would have the power
to order the.'insu=er to return excessive profits to
the policyholder�. Certain snall voltl:ile insu=ers �ay
be excused from the reporting requirer;,.ents.

Section 24.

This would remove motor vehicle insura..1ce from t.�e
provisions of s. 627.072, F.S., setting t�e criteria
for making and using rates.

Section 25.

Repeals s. 627.082, F.S., relating to the basis of
approval or disapproval of filings and repeals sub
section (5) of s. 627.331, F.S., relating to reporting
of loss and expense experience.

Section 26.

Section 627.342, F.S.� is created to provid� that
insurance ccrnpany statistics ::iust i:;e filed with
the Depart.�ent annually to =e=lect loss experie�ce
by classification.

Section 27.

Provides for loss experience reporting by motor
vehicle insurers on a classificatio� syste.'!l inconsis
tent with t.'le rating syste.rn used by it. Specifies t.�e
reporting of certain infor::iation.

Section 28.

Requires that the auto joint u...�derwriting association
provide personal i�ju_---y protection benefits. �e�uires
notification to persons placed with the auto JUA
by prcducing agents. Provides for the use of loss
and experise experience to assure t.'le adequacy of auto
JOA rates. T�e rate maki."g for::iula shall include
a factor for projected claims t::-e:J.ding and 5'3 for
contingencies.

Section 29.

This section provides .that t.�e insurance of the
lessor of a motor vehicle be prir.i.arJ ur.less stated
other�ise in bold type on the face of the rental or
leasing agree.�ent. If the lessee's insurance is to
be primary then there shall be a space on t.�e lease
agreen:ent to indicate t.�e lessee's insura..�ce com?any's
name 2....�d t.�e lease agree£ent shall have language in
bold type stati�g that t.'1e lessee's i�surance will
be pri..11ary.

C3J

Section 30.

Clarifies legislative intent that u.�deri.nsured
motorist protection follows the car rather than the person.
Claims for pain and suffering cooe unde.:::- the tort
threshold.

Section 31.

Required security may only be furnished by motor vehi
cle liability insurer.

Section 32.

Provides for suspension rather than revocation of
motor vehicle owne.r's or registrant's license and regis
tration if he opera.tes or per.nits operation of the
motor vehicle without the required secu=ity.

Section 33.

Changes PIP benefits in the following manner:
(1) Medical would be 80% of all reasonable expenses.
(2) Disability benefits would be 80% of any loss
of gross income unless such be�efits are
deemed not includable in gross income for federal
tax purposes, then it is limited to 60%
(3) Provides that only motor vehicle liability insurers
may provide PIP coverage. Insurers shall not
require purchase of liability insurance as a
condition to buying PI?.
(4) There would be a credit against benefits other
wise payable for Medicaid benefits.
(S) For purposes of PIP, the definition of "pedestrian"
was clarified.
(6) Provides for direct payment to health ca..:::-e pro
vider?_,

Section 34.
Section 35.

Section 36.

Provides that all specified collateral ··sources paid
before trial are admissible i.,tc evidence i., all
automobile tort actions.
Prohibits clai!!ls for pcnitive da:r.ages in any action
brought against an automobile liability i.,surer for
damages in excess of its policy limits.
This sect i,on rawrites s. 627.73i�_in the following.
· ···

manner:

(1)
(2)

(3)

( 4)
·
(5)

. ·

·

·· ·

Fraudulent claims - expanded to all persons in
volved in auto claims process.
Creates a civil cause of action for viclation of
section.
Hore inclusive definition of "stat�ent".
Provides t.11.at acting as a ru..,.;1er is a third deg=ee
felony.
Special prohibition against an attorney soliciting
motor vehicle tort clai.�s
(third degree felony
and a report to t.11.e state attorney for action).

Section 37.

Section 627.739 is amended to prevent duplication of PI?
benefits through the use of dollar a.�oi.!..,t deductibles, ba5ed
on availability of rnedicare benefits and reduced benefits
due to active or retired milita.=y service, or reductions
based on duplicative disability income protection benefits, such reductions being a2plicable to the named
insured or deoendent relatives residing in t.�e s.a.�e
household.
·

Section 38.

Provides for mandatory joinder of derivative claims
in actions brought under s. 627.737.

Section 39.

Provides for non-joinder of liabilitv insu.=ers.

Section 40. ·Redefines ".:n.inor child" in s. 768.18(2), F.S., so that
it would mean deoendent unmarried childr�n under 21 years
of age notwithstandinq the ace of majoritv.

C'f:J

Section 41.

Provides for remi.ttitur and additur. Provides criteria.
for deter.nining whether an award is clearly e.�cessive
or inadequate.

Section 42.

creates the nGood Driver Fund n . Provides for assess
ment of civil penalty or fine. Provides for distribution
by the Depart:nent of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
of money to persons who have
been licensed to ci=ive in
Florida, received r.o convictions during the last 12
months, and have either purchased bodily injury liability
insw;ance or established financial responsibility by
an alternate method. Provides for appoint.�ent of
advisory study commission to determine alternative
methods of distribution.

an·

Section 43.

Provides a 6 month rate cap for BI, PIP, and OM.

Section 44.

Provides for severability.

Section 45.

Provides for effective dates.

III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES..._2L

NO__

Economic Irnoact on the Public:

Testimony before the Senate Commerce Committee indicated
that the tort limitations contained in this bill would
reduce verdict amounts with a corresponding reduction in
insurance premi=s. Since PIP is the only required coverage,
drivers could save on their premiu.�s by reducing their
coverage. This bill would allow deductibles in PIP up to
A/5 of the mandated coverage. The bill would institute a
rate cap until 1/1/78. The total dollar amount of any saving
is not quantifiable at this time.
B.

Fiscal Im?act on Imolementir.q or Enforcincr A�encv:

Minimal.
IV.

C0/1!-!ENTS:
Technical errors - none noted.
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S�CTIO� - ITE:1

1.

Short Title

2,

Joint Legislative
}:anage.:ient Cotr.rnittee

3.

(l,,/)'\f>,1tf<:'c

{\C.f'cJ'-1- (;N

SlTT-'.MARY OF �'El-'.,
H.!i.'.� C/S SENATE J31LL__ll-8J.�_EAS__SED
-

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

I

Directs J.L.M�C. upon request to retain
services of
. . .actuary
. . .
. . . . . . ..
'

'

COMl1ENTS

Leaves study of insurance reforms to standing
House and Senate Committees

Ad;:;;inistrative Procedures! Exempts J. U .A. rate hearings from A.P .A�
Requires Insurance Department to hold hearings
Act
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . ' . . . . . . . . . ,. if necessary
,,

4.

Co�pulsory Coverage

5�12.

Financial
Responsibility

Requires proof of P.I.P. coverage at time
of vehicle registration

Current law requires proof of P.I.P. at ti�e of
vehicle inspection. Provides that any d�pli
cating, altering or counterfeiting evide�ce of
proof is guilty of a misde:neanor of the first
degree

Revises current F.R •. Law

Major Revisions

l.· $500 'Judrent involving P.D. rather than
damage o $500.
2. · "Judgment involving B. I. or death rather
than accident involving B.I. or death.
3. Adds certain traffic convictions for:
. (a)
(b)

Hit and Run
D.W.I.

I.
13.

Depart�ent Annual Report Requires Insurance Department to prepare
su:n.�ary of automobile premium and loss
.
. . . . . . . . . . . .experience
. . . . . . . . .
.......
' . . . . ............. '
'

14.

Exa�inations

'

'

.

'

!

COXYIE�7S

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

SECrIO� - ITE�

I
I

Provides information for public review

.. . ........ . . ' . ' ..

'

'

I

. . . . ... . . .

I

Requires Department to examine infomation Additional examination by rate a�alyst
submitted
under
Section
. . . .
. .
. . .
. . . . . . . .27
. .
. . . . .. . . . . . .
. . . .
'

'

'

'

.

.

'

15.

Valuatio� of securities Requires bonds to be valued at·rnarket
at �arket value for new rather than amortized value at time of
application
e�:ries
. . . for
. . .certificate
. . . . . ..
'

16.
17.

Discretionary Deposit
. .

. .

.

'

Valuable tool in regulating for solvency

Increases maximum deposit from $250,000
to..$1
Million
..................
..... . . . . . . . . . . . .
'

'

'

Valuable tool in regulating for solvency

. . . .

.

Renoves $5 Million Cap. Inserts $50 Millior Valuable tool in regulating for solvency
Ratio of preoium to
surplus
. . . . . . . . . Cap_._ ....................................... . .
•

18.

I

'

Certified Audited
Annual State�ents

'

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

•

I

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

'

•

•

Valuable tool in regulating for solvency

Entire annual statement must be certified
by independent auditor
. . .

!

I

I
I

I

I
I

I
I

19.

Unfair discrimination
in rates

Basically included in current law
Prohibits unfair discrimination based
solely on age, sex, martial status,
scholastic· achievement
.... . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. .
'

20.

Division of Fraudulent
Claios

'

May secure court order to compel testimony
-2-

Strengthens investigative powers of Division

t

i

I
!

t

.

s:::c:ro:-: - :rrrn
Technical

Ra:ing Law

21.

.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

.

.

'

. . ' .

.

'

'

. .

. .

'

I

CQ��::.:i"rS

..

i

Deletes motor vehicle insurance fro� general �a:e
standards. (inserted in Sec. 22)

.

�aking a�d use of rates Requires additional information in support Valuable tool in motor vehicle rate regulation.
fo= �o:or vehicle
of rate request to be filed with Department Shifts burden of proof to insurance co=panies.
insu:-ance
. . . . . ...................... ......... . . .
. . .

22.

'

Excessive Profits Law

23.

.

. .

.

.

. . . . . . .

'

'

'

'

Amends current excess 'profits_ law
.

. . .

..

.•

.
.... . . . . . ...... . .. . .

24-:-25. ·Making and use of
Technical
rates
. . .
. ... . . . . ...
. ... . . . . . ... . . .
.

'

Includes all private passenger coverages. Incluces
J.U.A. Provides for 3 year calendar/acciden:
Requires cash refund.
. .. . . ... . . . . . . .. .compilation.
.
.
.
. .
.

•.
. . . . ...... ... . .. . .. ' ................. . .sections.
.' .

Deletes motor vehicle insurance froo current
(Inserted in Section 22)

,.

I

I

I
I

26.

Risk classification
re�orting

·Technical

Renumbering existing law

27.

Reporting requirements

Requires companies to report specific
auto-:nobile insurance pr_emium, loss and
other data
. ..

Valuable tool in regulating autooobile insurance
rates

. .

'

28.

..

Amends current J.U.A. I.aw

Auto J.U.A.

I

!

. .

.
-1-

Deletes 15% statutory agents co�ission. Recui::-es
insureds to be notified of place=ent in J.U.A.•
Requires insure=s to develop J.U.A. cata on a
more timely basis. Requi=es Depart=.e�: :o a??rcve i
supported filings within 60 days. Requires •tra�d �
factors and 5% for contingencies.
:

.

s::::c-:-rn:-: - I!E:·r

co.-:.v;i::.� 1·�

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

29.

P=i�zcy of lessees
a�:c�o�ile insur�nce

Amends current law

Provides for option on prinacy of coverage

30.

U/":f. Coverage

Amends. current law

Clarifies underinsured and provides arbitra�ion
of certain clains. Any clai� for spec�lativa
damages is subject to tort threshold provisic�s..

..........
31-33.

Re uired security
and benefits
. . .

34.

Collateral Sources

'

.

'

.

.

.

..

Only motor vehicle liability insurers may
sell P.I.P. $5,000 P.I.P. 80% Medical
60% Lost Wages. Requires P.I.P. to be
made available solely. A�lows assignment
benefits,
.of
.
......................................

'

.

Allow collateral sources to be introduced
into evidence
in motor vehicle
cases . . . . .
. .
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
. . .. . . . .
'

.

Prohibits A & H carriers from writi�g P.I.P.
Requires co-insura�ce on rr.edicals a�d lost
wages, Allows 20% of �edicals a�d 40% of
lost wages to ba pursued under tort syst1:::1.
. . . . . .

. . . . . . ...

. .

Identical to 1976 changes in medical malpractice

'

.

35.

Punitive damages

Prohibits punitive damages

Prohibits punitive damages on cases in excess of
policy limits

35.

Fraud

Prohibits runners. Makes the uresentation
of a fraudulent. claim in any iine of
insurance subject to a third degree
felony. Fraud provisions· also apply
to insurers.

Current law does not speak to the hiring of
runners . Current law relating to fraudulent
. claims only applies to motor vehicle insurance.

1

I

II

I

II

I

I
I
I

II

I

i

I

.

I

l

I

I

.

i
I

-4-
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37. P.I.P. Optional

Li�itatio�s-Deductibles

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

co:--:•:-sN7S

Adds $3,000 and $4,000 deductibles.
Provides credits for selecting options
excluding payments from medicare,
military and other wage replacement
programs.

Current law provides for maxi�u� $2,CCO
deductible.
Current law provides P.I.P. is prioary in all
cases except workmen's co�pensation.

Prohibits s_eparate actions for derivative
claims

Current law provides for nu�erous se?arate
actions

li

1-----------1------------____,;---1-----------------1I
38.

39.
40.

Joinder of Derivative
Cl abs

.

Nonjoir.der of liability
ir.sure:-s
Wrongful Death

Prohibits joinder of'all liability
insurers
Amends current law

..

Current law limits prohibiton to auto insurers

:
I

I

I

i
I

i

I
I

Redefines minor children to be dapenc!ant chilc!::e::: !
under age 21 regardless of the age of the =ajcri:yI

I

41.
42.

Re�ittitur and Additur
Good Drivers Incentive.
Fund

Provides for remittitur and additur in
automobile clair:is·

Broadens current law applying only to cec!ical
malpractice to include auto

Establishes Good Drivers Incentive Fund
administered by Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles

Provides for �dditional fines for convictio.. s of I
moving traffic violations ($30) a:i.d D.W.L ($2CO) •.
D.H.S.M.V. must retur:i. the uonies collected to
persons licensed to ci::ive i-:. F:'..c::i6a. ·,,:-.a r.ava
received no convictions and who r.ave .:,-:.::chasec
and maintained continuously fo= 12 �o���s o� a
voluntary basis 10/20 B.I. Eegin�i..g July 1,
1978, the money collected in each cou�ty shall
be returned pro-rata to those p�rso�s who are
residents of that county and who qualify.

- 'i -

i

S�CIC:, - I7E:1

43.

....

4/.

45.

CO:'il-2�TS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Rate Cap

Provides 6 month cap on P.I.P., B.I.,
U/M rates excluding J.U.A.

Saverability

Provides for severability clause

Effective Date

Provides various effective dates

No Private Passenger Auto rate incre�zEs for
P.I.P., B.I., U/M. except J.U.A. Begi��i�g
6/4/77 to 1/1/78. Does not prohibit decreases.

•

Usual severability clause

'

This act shall take effect July 1, 1977, and
shall apply to all claics arising out of
accidents occurring after said date, except
that: section 4 shall take effect Ja��ary l, 1978;
sections,19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33, a�d
37 shall take effect Septe=ber 1, 197i; a�d
sections 43, 44, and 45 shall take effect �pon
becoming a law.

.

I
I
I
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?7 /

A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to motor vehicle insurance;

3

amending ss. 624.404, 624.4 1 1, 624 .418,

4

624.424, 627.062, 627.072, 627.331, 627.733,

5

627.735, and 627.737, Florida Statutes, and ss.

6

627.7375 ar.d 324.051, Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement; creating ss. 627.0651, 627.066,

8

627.342, 627.7371, 627.7376, Florida Statutes;

9

providing that stocks and bonds held by

10

insurers applying for initial certification

11

shall be appraised at market value; providir.q

12

that the Department of Insurance may require

13

insurers to deposit securities valued up to $1

14

million within the state; providing for the

15

deletion of the exemption for companies with $5

16

rrillion or more surplus as to policyholders;

.1
7

providing insurers shall furnish certified

18

auditeo financial statements; providing a

19

procedure for making of rates for motor vehicle

20

insurance; providing a proc�dure to prohibit

21

excess profits of motor vehicle insurers;

22

providing a uniform classification system for

23

motor vehicle insurance; providing that

24

personal injury protection coverage is

25

mandatory; providing that motor vehicle

26

liability coverage is optional; prohibiting

27

r ecovery of pain and suffering and other

28

nonrnonetary damages in motor vehicle tort

29

claims; providir.g for recovery of reasonable

30

attorneys' fees in cases of motor vehicle tort

31

claims �nd �rovidir.a a procedure for
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determining the amount of those fees;
2

prohibiting certain compensation and

3

prescribinq penalties; providing subpoena power

4

to the Department of Insurance; mandating

5

insurers to reduce certain rates for motor

6

vehicle insurance; providing an implementation

7

schedule; repealing s. 627.082, Florida

8

Statutes; relating to basis of approval or

9

disapproval of filing of motor vehicle

10

insurance; providing an effective date.

11
12

WHEREAS, it is the finding of the Legislature that the

13

present cost of automobilenliability insurance in many areas

14

of this state exceeds the ability of persons of average means

15

to pay.

16

absence of meaningful alternatives to the automobile as a

17

means of transportation coupled with the high cost of

18

liability insurance has forced many persons in this state to

19

vi6late the present mandatory insurance law and drive without

20

insurance protection for themselves, their faITilies, their

21

passengers and persons they may injure on the road and

22

highways.

23

liability insurance the cost has become irrational a t best and

�

confiscatory at worst, and

25

It is further the finding of the Legislature that the

For persons who are paying for motor vehicle

WHEREAS, the Legis lature finds that the principal cause

�

of the high cost of motor vehicle liability insurance is the

27

increasing numbers of persons who are demanding recovery for

28

all elements of damages presently recoverable under the tort

29

system; that if t he number of persons asserting these clairrs

�

continues to increase as projected the crisis will worsen and

31

an increasing numcer of persons ir. this state will have no
2
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compensation for injury occurrina on Florida's roads and
2

highways.

3

presently cannot afford motor vehicle insurance, with the

4

interests of the few who are ultimately claimants in the tort

5

system, the Legislature finds that there must be a limitation

6

on the damages which are presently recoverable from motor

7

vehicle negligence suits.

8

Legislature finds that there are certain elements of damage

9

presently recoverable which have no monetary measure except

To balance the competing interests of the many who

In striking that balance, the

10

upon a purely arbitrary basis, while other elements of damage

11

are either easily measured on a monetary basis or reflect

12

ultimate monetary loss, and

13

WHEREAS, the Legislature finds that the present system

14

compensates fully those persons who are fortunate enough to te

15

injured by a wrongdoer with either a substantial net worth or

16

a large insurance policy; while many more injured persons are

·17

totally uncom�ensated because they are uninsured or because

18

they are injured by one who is uninsured.

19

adopting this act, the Legislature has attempted to deal with

20

the crisis in insurance rates facing the general public while

21

preserving, to the greatest extent economically possible, the

22

ability of the injured few to be made whole as a consequence

23 of automobile negligence.

Therefore, in

It is the finding of the

24

Legislat ure that recovery for noneconomic damages in cases of

25

motor vehicle-negligence should be prohibited, and that

26

persons who wish to be insured against this loss must insure

ll

themselves, regardless of fault, and

28

WHEREAS, it is the finding of the Legislature that such

29

a modification in the tort sysem will permit an immediate and

30

substantial reduction in insurance premiums, thereby, allowing

31

a far greater nu mter of persons to participate in anci. enjoy
3
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the benefits of our insurance system without substantially
2

affecting the ability of most i�jured parties to be

3

compensated for their injuries, and

4

WHEREAS, it is the intent of the Legislature to provide

51 a regulatory climate to allow and encourage insurers to earn a
61 reasonable rate of return on insurance business written in
Florida and the investment income earned therefrom, providing
8

those insurers diligently work t o control administrative

9

expenses and excessive claims and providing those insurers

10

provide an acceptable level of claims service to their

111 customers or subscribers, and
12

WHEREAS, the Legislature recognizes, however, that

13

review of a proposed insurance rate at the time of its filing

14

or immediately thereafter necessarily involves a judgment

15

question as to the extent of future claims and as a result the

16

adequacy or excessiveness of loss reserves.

·17

The Legislature

further recognize s that the department has the conflicting

18

objectives of protecting consumers from excessive rates while

19

at- the same time protecting consumers from insolvency of

W

insurers; an excessive rate may be �orrected whereas an

21

inadequate rate which results in insolvency may be impossible

22

to effectively rerredy after the insolvency, and

23

WHEREAS, it is the intent of the Legislature to provide

�

a regulatory system which allows the department to recoup for

25

the benefit of consumers those charges made by insurers in

26

reliance upon projected losses which do not occur, t hose

27

charges beinq excess profits, NOW, THEREFORE,

nl

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

w

30
31

4
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section 1.

Short Title.--This act shall be known and

Section 2.

subsection (8) is added to section 624.404,

may be cited as "The Florida Automobile Insurance Reform Act
1
3 of 1977. 11

4

5

6
8

9

1

Florida Statutes, to read:
624.404

General eliqibility of insurers for

certificate of authority,--To qualify for and hold authority
to transact insurance in this state an insurer must be

otherwise in compliance with this code and with its charter

10

powers, and must be an incorporated stock insurer, or an

12

same general type as may be formed as a domestic insurer under

11

13

14

incorporated mutual insurer, or a reciprocal insurer, of the

this code; except that:
(8)

For the purpose of satisfying the requirements of

15 ss. 624.407 and 624,408 the investment £Ortfolio of an insurer
16

applying for 3n initial certificate of authority to do

18

then current market value.

17

19
20
21

business in this state shall value its bonds and stocks at tr.e
Section J.

Subsection

Statutes, is amended to read:
624.411

221 insurers.-23

(3)

(3)

of section 624.411, Florida

Deposit requirement, domestic and foreign

In addition to the deposits otherwise required

24

pursuant to this section, the department may, after notice and

�

and maintain deposited in trust for the protection of the

n

for such time as ilie department deems necessary, securities

25 hearing, require any insurer, for good cause shown, to defosit
ll
�

30

31

insurer's policyhclders or its policyholders and creditors,

eligible for such deposit under s. 625.52, having a value of

not less than the amount which the department shall determine

is necessary, which amount shall be not less than $75,000, nor
5
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more than $1 million !z5e,eee, depending on the insurer's

21 obligations in this state.
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Section 4.

subsection (4) of section 624.418, Florida

Stat utes, is amended to read:
624.418

suspension, revocation of certificate of

authority for violations and special grounds.-(4)

The department may, in its discretion, suspend or

revoke an insurer's certificate of authority if it finds that
the ratio of net rremiums written to surplus as to

policyholders exceeds four to one and-the-instlrer-has-leee

than-$5-m±ll±on-stlr�ltls-as-to-pol±eyhelders. However, the
provisions of this subsection shall not apply to life and

disability insurers.
Sections.

subsection (8) is added to section 624.424,

Florida Stat�tes, to read:
624.424
(8)

Annual statement and other information.--

The department may reauire an insurer to furnish

certified audited financial statements or reEorts.
section 6.

Subsection (2 ) of section 627.062, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
627.062
(2)

Rate standards.--

As to all such classes of insurance, other than

workmen's compensationL and employer's liability insurances

and motor vehicle insurance:
(a)

No �ate shall be held to be excessive unless:

1.

Such rate is unreasonably high for the insurance

2.

A reasonable degree of cornretition does not exist

provided, and

in the area with respect to the classification to which the

rate is applicable.
(b)

No rate shall te held to be ir.adequate unless:
6
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1.

The rate is unreasonably low for the insurance

2.

The continued use of the rate endangers the

3.

The rate is unreasonably low for the insurance

21 provided, and
3
4

solvency of the insurer usinq the sarr.e, or unless

6

provided and the use of the rate by the insurer using the same

5

7

has, or if continued will have, the effect of destroying

9

not apply to motor vehicle insurance as defined in s. 627.063.

8

10

competition or of creating a monopoly. This subsection shall
Section 7.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section

111 627.072, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
12

13

627.072
( 1) (a)

Making and use of rates.--

As to all rates which are subject to part I of

14

this chapter other than motor V"!hicle insurance, the following

16

rates:

18

outside this state;

15
17

19

20

factors shall be used in the determination and fixing of
1.

Past and prospective loss experience within and

2.

The conflagration and catastro�he hazards;

3.

A

reasonable margin for underwriting profit and

4.

Dividends, savings or unabsorbed premium de�osits

21

contingencies;

D

allowed or returned by insurers to their policyholders,

22
U

members or subscribers;

26

loss reserves;

28

those specifically applicable to this state; and

25
27

29

5.

Investment income on unearned premium reserves and

6.

Past and prosoective expenses toth countrywide and

7.

All other relevant factors, including judgment

30 factors, within and outside this state.
1
31
7
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Section 8.

21 created to read:

3

627.0A51

5

( 1)

41 insurance.--

Section 627.0651, Florida Statutes, is
Makinq and use of rates for motor vehicle

Insurers shall establish rates, rating schedules

61 or rating manuals to allow the insurer a reasonable rate of
return on motor vehicle insurance written in Florida.

A copy

8 of ·rates, ratinq schedules, and rating manuals, and changes

9

10

11

12

therein, shall be filed with the department as soon as

practicable f ollowing their effective date, but no later than
30 days after that date.
(2)

Upon receiving notice of a rate filing or rate

13 change, the department may review the rate or rate change to
1
14
determine if the rate is excessive, inadequate or unfairly

15 I discriminatory.

In makinq that determination the department

161 may consider the following factors:

17

(a )

Past and prospective loss experience and income

19

(b)

The classes of risks insured.

21

(d)

181 within this state.
20

(c)

22

The size and market position of the insurer.

The past and prospective administrative, selling,

and loss adjustment expenses.

23

(e )

The degree of competition among insurers for the

(f)

The arrount of dollars generated from Florida

UI risk insured.

25

26
ll

28

29
30

31

1

business for investment and the amount of past and prospective

investment income resulting therefrom.
(q)

Dividends, savinqs, or unabsorbed premium deposits

allowed or returned to Florida policyholders, members, or

subscribers.

8
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(h)

The amount of income earned or losses incurred

21 from business outside the state.
3

(i )

All other relevant factors, including judgment

( j)

The cost of repairs to automobiles.

(k)

The cost of rredical services.

(1)

The adequacy cf loss reserves.

8

(m)

The cost of reinsurance.

9

(n)

Trend factors, including trends in actual losses

4 1 factors, within and outside this state.
5
6

101 per insured unit for the insurer rr.aking the filing.
11

(3)

Rates shall be deemed excessive if they are likely

12

to produce a profit from Florida business that is unreasonably

13

high in relation to the risk involved in the class of'

14

business, or if expenses are unreasonably high in relation to

15

services rendered.

16

( 4)

Rates shall be deemed i nadequate if they are

17

clearly insufficient, toqether with the investment income

18

attributable to them, to sustain projected losses and expenses

19

in the class of business to which they apply.

20

(5)

One rate shall be deemed unfairly discriminatory

21

in relation to another in the same class if it clearly fails

22

to reflect equitably the difference in expected losses and

23

expenses.

24

(6)

Rates are not unfairly discriminatory because

25

different premiums result for policyholders with like loss

26

exposures but different expense factors, or like expense

27

factors but different loss exposures, so long as rates reflect

�

the difference with reasonable accuracy.

�I

29

31

(7)

Rates are not unfairly discriminatory if aver3ged

broadly amona members of a group. Nor shall such rates be
unfairly discriminatory eve� thouqh they may be low er than
9
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rates for nonmembers of the group.

However, such rates are

unfairly discriminatory if they are net actuarially measurable

2

and credible and sufficiently related to actual or expected

3

loss and expense experience of the group so as to assure that

4

nonmembers of the group are not unfairly discrimi�ated

5

against.

6

(8)

7

In reviewing the rate or rate change filed, the

department may require the insurer to evaluate the condition

8

9 -of the company and the reasonableness of the filing according
1
10 to the criteria enumerated herein.
(9 )

11

If after review of the rate or rate change, the

12

p ertinent records of the insurer anc rrarket conditions, the

14

change may be excessive, inadequate or unfairly

13

department finds on a preliminary basis that the rate or rate

15

discriminatory, the department shall so notify the insurer.

16

Upon being so notified, the ir.surer or rating organization

· 17

shall within 60 days file with the department all information

18

which he or the organization believes proves the

19

reasonableness, adequacy, and fairness of the rate or rate

21

shall carry the burden of proof.

23

rate change is excessive, inadequate or unfairly

25

rate schedule be thereafter imp lemented by the insurer, and

27

abuse of this standard does not continue in the f uture.

20 I change.

22

In such instances the insu-rer or rating organization

(10)

24

In the event the department finds that a rate or

discriminatory, the department may order that a new rate or

26

may make such further orders as necessary to insure that the

28

Section 9.

n1 created to read:

30
31

I

627.066

prohibited.--

Section 627.066, Florida Statutes, is

Excess profits for motor vehicle insurers
10
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(1)

Each insurer shall fil e annually with the

2

department, on a form prescribed by the department, a

4

The information provided to the department shall include:

3
5

statement of its Florida business during the preceding year.
(a)

(b)

6

(c)

7

8
9

10
11

year.

12

14

calendar year paid losses.

Accident year paid losses.

( d)

Loss reserves at the beginning of the year.

(f)

Accident year incurred losses.

(h)

Loss reserves at the end of the year.

(e)

(g)

13

calendar year earned premiums.

Prior accident year paid losses paid during the

Accident year outstanding losses.

(i)

The administrative and selling expenses incurred

16

( j)

The arr.aunt earned from investment of funds

18

(2)

Each insurer shall also file, on a form prescribed

151 in Florida or allocated to Florida for that year.
171 generated from Florida business.
191

W

21

by the department, a schedule of Florida business for each of

the preceding 7 years including:
(a)

The earned premium for each year.

(C)

The year by year tot al of claims, and claims

26

(d)

A current evaluation of the initia l projection of

29

(e)

The year by year total of funds taken from

22

23

year.

24

{bl

The total losses initially projected for that

251 expenses actually paid from those earned premiums.

27 claims, showing the extent to which the projection for that
1
28 year was low or high.
30

31

I

reserves or added to reserves as a result of overestimation or

underestimation of the intial projections.
CODING:
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(3)
2

The corr.pany•s underwriting qain or loss for the

period which shall be computed as follows:

3

(a)

Earned premiums shall be increased to include

4

those funds determinen in that year to have been unnecessarily

5

reserved in prior years for losses which did not or will not

61 occur.

Earned premiums shall be decreased to exclude those

funds required in that year to be added to loss reserves
8

resulting from unanticipated losses from premiums earned in

9

previous years.

10

income" for the year.

11

(b)

This total shall be "gross underwriting

The total of reasonable administrative and selling

12

expenses for the year; plus claims paid, including loss

13

adjustment expense, in the year from premiums earned in the

14

year; plus the total reserved for future losses, including

15

loss adjustrr.ent expense, from premiums earned in the year

16

shall constiti.;.te "gross underwriting deductions."

. 17

18

(c)

cash dividends paid to policyholders.

(d)

Underwriting gain or loss shall be the difference

19

between (a) and the sum of (b) and (c), subject to review and

W

approval of the department on the basis of reasonableness of

21

expenses, and the allocation thereof, and the validity of

22

reservir.g practices.

23
24
25

(4)

Insurance company profits from Florida business

shall be determined as follows:
(a)

The underwriting gain, or loss, shall be added to

26

the total investment income earned from funds generated by

V

Florida business; however, net investment losses shall not be

n

considered.

29
30

(b)

The total incorr.e thus determined shall be divided

by the total of earned premiums for the year to determine the

31
12
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2
3

oercent of return on earned premiums for that year, i.e. the

company's "profit" for that year.

No company shall be permitted to earn an "excess

(5)

4 1 profit" from business written in Florida.
5

6

excess profit shall be as follows:

Determination of an

The department shall determine, upon examinir.g the

(a)

7 company's financial statement the percent of return on earned

8 premiums which is reasonable for that comi:;any for that year.

9

10

In making that determination the department shall consider the
followinq factors:
1.

The earninqs, or lack thereof, in prior years of

13

2.

The size, financial strenqth, and rr.arket portion of

15

3.

The risk undertaken by the company;

11

121 the corr.pany;

14 I the company;

16

171 claims;
18

�-

The experience of the company in projecting its

5.

The degree of competition for the business written

6.

The company's income or losses other than in

7.

other factors which should be considered to foster

191 by the corrpany;

20
21

Florida; and

23

active participation by insurers in the Florida market.

�

excess profit shall be added to qross underwriting income in

22
U

�

(6)

Any amounts determined by the department to be

the followinq year for the purpose of determining profit in

27 I that year.

Also, upon a finding of excess profits, the

28 department may, at its discretion, order a rate reduction to
1
29 return the excess to policyholders in the following year and

301 to prevent the ex cess from recurrinq.

A company with an

311 excess profit which in the followinq year substantially
13
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reduces its writinqs in Florida may be compelled by the

2

department to return its excess profit to the policyholders

4

earned.

3

5

6
7

8

9

who were insured durinq the p�riod the excess profit was
(7)

The department may excuse an insurer from

complying with these reportinq requirements if the volume of

business written by the insurer would not justify the expense
of the reportinq requirement.
Section 10.

10 I amended to read:

11

12

13

1

627.331

Section 627.331, Florida Statutes, is

Recording and reporting of loss and expense

experience; rating information. -(1)

The department shall promulgate and may rr.odify

14

reasonable rules and statistical plans, reasonably adapted to

16

used by each insurer in the recording and reporting of its

18

experience of all insurers may be made av ailable at least

20

the d!;!partrrent in determining whether rates comply with the

15

17

19

each of the ra�ing systems used, which shall thereafter be

loss and countrywide expense experience, in order that the

annually in such form and detail as may be necessary to aid

21

applicable standards of this part.

23

experience items which are specially applicable to t his state

22
24

Such rules and plans may

also provide for the recording and reporting of expense

and are not susceptible of determination by a prorating of

251 countrywide expense experience.

Nothing in this section shall

26

be construed as prohibitinq the department from requiring all

28

as defined in s. 32�.021, to report their loss and expense

30

statistical plan or plans adopted by the department.

27

29
31

insurers licensed to write insurance covering a motor vehicle,

experience to the department in a manner in conformity with a

1�
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(2)

In pro�ulgatinq such rules and plans, the

2

department shall give due consideration to the ratinq systems

3

in use in this state and, in order that such rules and plans

4

may be as uniform as is practicable among the several states,

5

to the rules and to the form of the plans used for such ratinq

6

systems in other states. No insurer shall be required to
record or report its loss experience on a classification basis

8

that is inconsistent with the rating system used by it, except

9

for motor vehicle insurance as otherwise Provided by law.

10

( 3)

The department may designate one or more rating

11

organiz ations or other agencies to assist it in gathering such

12

experience and making compilations thereof, and such

13

compilations shall be made available, subject to reasonable

141 rules promulgated by the department, to insurers and rating
15
16

orqanizations.
(4)

The department shall require insurers and rating

17

organizations to furnish it with a copy of their rates, rating

18

schedules, and rating manuals which are in effect, and a copy

19

of any changes in such rates, rating schedules, and rating

20

manuals, as soon as practicable following their effective

21

date, but in no event later than 30 days thereafter.

22

submission of rates, rating schedules, and rating manuals to

23

the department by a licensed rating organization of which an

24

insurer is a member or subscriber will be sufficient

25

compliance with this subsection for any insurer maintaining

26

membership or subscribership in such organization, to the

27

extent that the insurer uses the rates, rating schedules, and

28

rating manuals of such organization. All such infor�ation

29

shall be available for public inspection, upon receipt by the

30

department, durinq usual business hours.

The

31
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iSr--Notwit.�standir.q-any-other-provi9ion9-of-thi9-part,
2

all-instirers-shall-anr.tia±±y,-on-or-before-otlne-4,-iile-their

3

aettial-�emitlm,-inetlrred-±osses,-and-expe�se-experienee-on

4

those-eo�erages-pro�±d±ng-reqtlired-9eetlrity-tinder-ss.-6z�.�3e-

5

6��-�ij4-for-the-preeeding-�-ea±endar-year9.-�n-the-event-any

6

of-stleh-�-year-exper±enee-eompilation9-ref±eet-tlnderwriting
profits-in-exeess-of-those-determined-by-the-department-to-ee

8

reasonab±e,-the-department-sha±±-d±reet-eaeh-±n9tlrer-earning

9

said-exeess-�rofits-to-reftlnd-said-exeess-prof±ts-to-their

10

polieyho±ders-whose-eoverages-were-in-effeet-at-the-t±me-stieh

11

a-determ-i...�at±on-is-made,--or-eredit-said-exeess-profits-to

12

the±r-po±ieyho±ders-tlpon-renewal-of-their-po±ieies.-uExeess

13

ttnderwriting-profits u -are-defined-as-any-tlnderwr±tinq-profits

14

±n-exeess-of-the-amotint-btldgeted-for-profit-and-eontingeneies

15

in-the-individtia±-eompan y-rate-filings-in-tise-dtlr±ng-the-3-

16

year-experienee-period-provided-for-in-this-stibseetion.

17

Section 11.

Section 627.342, Florida Statutes, is

181 created to read:
19

627.342

Unifor.n risk classification system for motor

W1 vehicle insurance.-21

( 1)

The department shall establish and promulgate a

22

uniform statewide system to classify risks for the purpose of

23

evaluating rates and premiurr.s and for the purpose of

24

evaluating competition and the availability of insurance in

25

the voluntary market.

26

classifications based upon variations in hazar ds or expense of

27

claims.

28

among risks that can be demonstrated to have a procatl e effect

29

upon losses or expenses, but in no event shall the system

30

adopted by the de�rtment discriminate among risks based UFOn

The system shall divide risks into

The classification system may include any difference

31 i race, cr eed, color, or national oriqin.

The classification

16
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system shall divide the state into geoqraphical areas based

upon hazards or expenses of claims.
(2)

3

4
5

6

Each insurer shall annually file with the

department a statement reflecting the total number of persons

insured by the insurer within each classification by coverage,
the premium volume in each classification by coverage, the

paid and reserved losses incurred in each classification by

al coverage, the number of cancellations or nonrenewals by the

9 1 insurer during the period and the number of new insureds

10
11

12
13
14

15

during the period.

This statement shall be filed annu ally on

a date determined by the department and shall cover a 1-year

period.

(3)

The department may promulgate rules to require

each insurer to report its loss and expense experience by

classification, in such detail and as often as may be

16

necessary to aid the department in determining the

18

the validity of the risk classification system.

17

19

�
21

reasonableness of rates, the validity of loss projections and
Section 12.

amended to read:

section 627.733, Florida Statutes, is

{Substantial rewordina of section.

22

627.733, F.S., foe present text.)

24

(1)

23
25

627.733

See s.

Required security.--

Every owner or registrant of a motor vehicle

required to be registered in this state s hall maintain

26

continuously throughout the registration or licensing period a

�

described in s. 627.736.

V

29
30
31

policy of insurance providing the coverage and benefits
( 2)

Every nonresident owner or registrant of a motor

vehicle which, whetter operated or not, has been physically

present within this state for more than 90 days during the
17
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precedinq 365 days shall thereafter maintain coveraqe and
2 benefits described in s. 627.736, continuously throughout the
3

period such motor vehicle remains within this state.

4

( 3)

Such insurance shall be �rovided by one of the

51 following methods:
6

(a)

Insurance may be provided with respect to such

motor vehicle by an insurance policy delivered or issued for
8

delivery in this state by an authorized or eliqible insurer as

9

otherwise defined in this code.

10

coverinq motor vehicles registered or licensed in this state

11

and any policy of insurance represented or sold as �roviding

12

the coverage required hereunder for registered and licensed

13

motor vehicles under ss. 627.730-627.741 shall be deemed to

14

provide insurance for the payment of such benefits; or

15
.

Any such policy of insurance

(b)

Security in lieu of insurance may be provided with

16

respect to any motor vehicle by any other methcd approved by

17

the Department of Highway safety and Motor Vehicles as

18

affordinq security equivalent to that afforded by a �olicy of

19

insurance, if such security is continuously maintained

20

throughout the motor vehicle's regi�tration or licensing

21

period.

22

obligations and rights of an insurer under ss. 627.730-

23

627.741.

24

The person filing such security shall have all of the

(4)

An owner of a motor vehicle with respect to which

25 security is required by this section who fails to have such
26

security in effect at the time of an accident shall have no

27

immunity from tort liability, but shall be personally liable

28

for the payment of benefits under s. 627.736.

29

such benefits, such an owner shall have a ll of the rights and

30

obligations of an insurer under ss. 627.730-627.741,

With respect to

31
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Section 13.

21 amended to read:

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

627.735

Section 627.735, Florida Statutes, is

Operation of a motor vehicle illegal without

security; penalties.-( 1)

Any owner or registrant of a motor vehicle with

respect to which security is required under subsection ( 1 ) or

subsection (2) of s. 627.733 who operates such motor vehicle

or·permits it. to be operated in this state without having in
full force and effect security complying with the terms of

lO subsection (1) or subsection (2) of s. 627.733 shall have his
I
11 operator •s license and registration susoer.ded revoked.

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

( 2)

Any motor vehicle liability insurance policy

delivered or issued for delivery in this state '>lhier.-p:rO'o'ides
seetl:rity-:re�tli:red-�tlrstlant-to-stl�seetio�-i3r-of-s.-6z1.133

shall also be deemed to comply with the applicable limits of
liability required under the financial responsibility or
compulsory laws of any other state.
Se ction 14.

19 I amended to read:

20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

section 627.737, Florida Statutes, is

(Substantial rewording of section.

627.737, F,S., for present text.)
627.737

damages.-( 1)

See s.

Tort exemption; limitation on right to

Every owner, reqistrant, operator, or occupant of

a motor vehicle with respect to which security has been

provided as required by ss. 627.730-627.741, and every person

or organization legally responsible for his acts or omissions

is hereby exempted from tort liability for damaqes because of
bodily injury, sickness, or disease arising out of the

ownership, operation, maintenance, or use of such motor
vehicle in this state to the extent that the benefits
19
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nescribed in s. 627.736(1) ,ire payable for such injury, or
2

would be payable but for any exclusicn or deductible

3 authorized by ss. 627.730-627.741, under any insurance policy
4

or other method of security complying with the requirements of

5

s. 627.733, or by an cwner personally liable under s. 627.733

6

for the payment of such benefits.

7

(2)

In any action of tort brought against the owner,

8

registrant, operator, or occupant of a motor vehicle arisir.g

9

from the ownership, operation, mainter.ar.ce, or use of such

10

motor vehicle or against any person or organization legally

11

responsible for his acts or omissions a plaintiff may recover

12

the following damages subject to the limitations of subsection

13
14

(1)

herein:
(a)

Medical benefits.--All reasonable expenses for

15

necessary medical, surqical, x-ray, dental and rehabilitative

16

services, including prosthetic devices, and necessary

17

ambulance, hospital, and nursing services.

18

shall also include necessary remedial treatment and services

19

recognized and permitted under the laws of the state for an

20
21
22
23

Such benefits

injured person who relies upon spiritual means through prayer
alone for healing , in accordance with his religious beliefs.
(b)

Disability benefits.--All l oss of gross income and

loss of earning capacity per individual, from inability to

24

work proximately caused by the injury sustained

25

person, plus all expenses reasonably incurred in obtaining

26
27
28
29
30

by

the injured

from others ordinary and necessary services in lieu of those
that, but for the injury, the injured person would have
performed without income for the benefit of his household.
(c)

Funeral, burial, or crematio� benefits.--?uneral,

burial, or cremation expenses.

31
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(d)

2
3

Property damaqe.--All damages caused for

replacement or repair cf property.
(e)

Out of pocket expenses.--All expenses incurred by

4

the plaintiff or reascnably expected to be incurred in the

5

future because of the tort.

6
7
8

(f)

Attorney's fees.--Reasonable attorney's fees for

preparing and presenting the plaintiff's claim.
( 3)

All future damages awarded against a tortfeasor

91 and his insurance carrier shall be reduced to present value.
10

(4)

The only damages recoverable in a tort action

11

arising from the cwnership, operation, maintenance, or use of

12

a motor vehicle a re those enumerated in subsection (2) herein.

13

It is the intent of the Legislature to specifically prohibit

14

recovery in tort of damages for pain and suffering, mental

15

anguish, inconvenience, disability, incapacity, disfigurement,

16

loss of consortium, and all other such damages which cannot be

17

measured in monetary terms except upon an arbitrary basis.

18

( 5)

Every insurer which writes motor vehicle insurance

19

in this state shall offer as optional coverage, first party

W

insurance to provide benefits to the insured, his fa�ily and

21

passengers in the event of a motor vehicle accident causing

22

pain and suffering, mental anguish, loss of consortium,

23

disfigurement, disability, inconvenience, incapacity, loss of

24

enjoyment, or any of the remaining general damages which

25

cannot be recovered from a tortfeasor.

26

coverage for scheduled and unscheduled benefits depending upon

Insurers shall offer

27

the option of the insured.

28

coverage to their insureds in limits selected by the insured.

29

However, coverage in increments up to at least $100,000 per

30

claim and $300,000 per occurrence is available to the insured.

Every insurer shall offer this

31
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Section 15.

21 created to read:
3

4

5

627.7371

Section 627.7371, Flo=ida Statutes, is

Procedure for filinq motor vehicle tort

claims; limitations on attorney's fees.--In any action of tort

brouqht aqainst the owner, reqistrant, operator, or occupant

6

of a motor vehicle arising from the cwnershi�, operation,

8

person or organization legally responsible for these acts or

9

10

11
12

13

14

maintenance, or use of such motor vehicle or against any

omissions, a plaintiff may recover damages and attorney's fees
only upon compliance with the following:
( 1)

The claimant shall, as part of his claim, allege

damages in excess of $5,000.

To obtain jurisdiction in a

particular trial court the claimant shall allege as p·c1rt of

his complaint damages in an amount in excess of $5,000 which

15

would be sufficient to invoke the jurisdiction of that court.

17

cl aimant shall notify the alleged wrongdoer of his intention

16

18
19

(2)

Prior to or as part of a civil suit for damages, a

to bring suit.

The n otice shall be sworn to by the claimant

and must include a statement of the basis of liability, the

20

damages caused, and the amount thereof.

22

claimant shall provide with the notice copies of medical

21
23
24

25
26

27

28

29

30

31

If the notice

includes claims fer past and future medical expenses the

records, inv oices for services, medical evaluations,

permission of the claimant for t he defendant to obtain all

medical records, and a summary of all preexisting connitions
and accidents.

If the notice includes a claim for past and

future lost waqes, the notice shall include a detailed

statement of waqes lost prior to the notice and those expected

in the future.

All other claims for damages shall be

specifically stated.

22
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( 3)

2

The defend�nt or his insurer may require a

claimant to submit a physical examination by a physician

3

residinq in the same qeoqraphical area upon reasonable notice

4

within 45 days of the claim.

5

desiqnated by the defendant or his insurer and the defendant

6

o r his insurer shall tear all costs of this examination.

7

(4)

The examininq physician may te

With in 60 days of receiving the notice, the

8

defendant or his carrier may offer a settlement of the claim.

9

The offer, if made, should include a sum which in the judqment

10

of the defendant or his carrier, is sufficient to compensate

11

the claimant for his recoverable damage and should include

12

sums wh ich in the judqment of the defendant are sufficient to

13

compensate the claimant for those professional fees necessary

14

to file the claim and review the sufficiency of the offer of

15

settlement.

16

(5)

If the claimant accepts the offer for damages, and

17

rejects the offer of attorney's fees, the amount of fees to te

18

awarded would be determined by judicial proceeding in the

19

co urt which would have jurisdiction of the amount of

20

settlement, or, if a comFlaint had been filed, by the court

21

with jurisdiction over that complaint in determining the

22

amount of reasonable fees the court shall consider the

23

reasonableness of all settlement offers made prior to the time

24

the attorney's services were incurred.

25
26
27
28
29

(6)

The claimant may reject the offer entirely and

bring suit or Frosecute his suit for the damaqe alleged.

The

offer of settlement would be inadmissible as evidence in a
trial for damages.
(7)

If the suit results in an award of da�ages, the

30

trial court will, in FOSt judqment proceedings, determine if

31

the claimant is entitled to an award of reasonable attorney's
23
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fees.
2
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If the amount awarded the claimant by trial is equal to

or less than the offer of settlement, then the claimant shall

3 not be entitled to an award of fees and costs other than those
4

fees and costs required to prepare the claim and review the

51 offer of settlement.

If the amount awarded is qreater than

61 the offer of settlement, then the claimant shall be entitled
to an award of fees, and costs, which amount would be
In no event, however, shall those

81

established by the court.

9

fees awarded exceed 50 percent of the difference between the

10

offer of settlement and the amount awarded, unless the offer

11

is shown to have been in bad f aith.

12

{8)

The defendant or his insurer may make offers of

13

settlement at any time f ollowing the initial 60-day r,:;eriod

141

provided herein.

15

that date will continue to be subject to the provisions of

16

this section except that the defendant will be liable for

17

professional fees and costs incurred to prepare the claim for

18

trial in addition to those fees and ccsts to file the claim

19

and review the sufficiency of the settlement offer.

20
21
22
23
24

(9)

Settlement offers made and accepted after

This section shall be supplemental to any rule of

civil procedure providing for offers of judgment.
{10)

�ttorr.eys are prohibited from charging or

acceptinq fees f or representing clients in motor vehicle tort
claims in excess of those fees awarded by the court or given

25

in settlement as provided herein unless the claimant is also a

26

defendant to a counterclaim and the arrount claimed exceeds the

27

amount of the claimant's insurance.

28
29

30

section 16.

Subsection (5) is added to section

627.7375, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, to read:
627.7375

Fraud.--

31
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ru

It is unlawful for any persQD__,_ in his individual

2 capacity or in his cacacity as a public or private e�floyee,
3

or for any firm, corooration, partnersh.!..P._t_ or association to

4

act as a runner to solicit any business in and about city

5

receiving hosoitals, city and county receiving hospitals,

6

county hospitals�ustice courts, municinal courts, or in any

7

public institution or in any oublic place or uoon any oublic

8

street or hiahway_or in and al:;out private hospitalsL

9

sanitariums or in and about any private institution or upon

10

private property of any character whatsoever for the ouroose

11

of maki ng motor vehicle tort claims.

12

the provisions of this subsection is auilty of a felony of the

13

third degree, punishal::le as provided in s. 775.082, s.

14

775.083 £ or s. 775,084.

15

Section 17.

AnY_E_erson who violates

Section 627.7376, Florida Statutes, is

161 created to read:
17

18

627.7376

Investigative powers of Department of

Insurance.--

19

( 1)

If, by its own inquiries or as a result of

20

complaints, the department has reason to believe that a person

21

has engaged in, or is engaging in, an act or practice that

22

violates this part, it may administer oaths and affirmations,

23

subpoena witnesses or matter, and collect evidence according

24

to the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure.

25

(2)

If matter that the department seeks to obtain by

26

subpoena is located outside the state, the person subpoenaed

27

may make it available to the department or its representative

28

to examine the matter at the place where it is located.

29

department may designate representatives, including officials

30

The

of the state in which the matter is located, to inspect the

31
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matter on its behalf and it may respond to similar requests
2/ from officials of other states.
3

( 3)

Upon failure of a person withou t lawful excuse to

4 obey a subp oena and upon reasonable notice to all persons
5

affected, the department may apply to the circuit court for an

6

order corrpe llinq compliance.

7

(4)

The department may request that an individual who

8

refuses to comply with a subpoena on the ground that testimony

9

or matter may incriminate him be ordered by the court to

10

provide the testimony or matter.

11

perjury, an individual who complies with a court order to

12

provide testimony or matter after asserting a privileqe

13

against self-incrimination to which he is entitled by law may

14

not be subjected to a criminal proceeding or to a civil

15

penalty with respect to the consumer transaction concerning

16

which he is required to testify or produce relevant matter.

17

Section 18.

Except in a prosecution for

Paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (2)

18

of section 324.051, Florida S tatutes, 1976 Supplement, are

19

amended to read:

20

324.051

Reports of accidents; suspensions of licenses

21

and registrations.--

22

(2) (a)

Thirty days after receipt of notice of any

23

accident involving a motor vehicle within this state which has

24

resulted in bodily injury or death to any person, or total

25

damage of $500 or more to property, the Department of Hiqhway

26

Safety and Motor Vehicles shall suspend the licenses of the

27

operators and all registrations of the owners of the vehicles

28

involved in such accident and, in the case of a nonresident

29

owner or operator, shall suspend such nonresident's operating

30
31

privileae in this state, unless such operator or owner shall,
prior to the exoiraticn of such 30 days, be found by the
26
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depr1rtm0nt to be exempt from the operation of this chapter,
2

based upon evidence in its files sati sfr1ctory to the

3

department that:

4
5
6

1•

No injury was caused to the person or proi:;erty of

anyone other than such operator or owner;
2.

The motor vehicle was legally parked at the time of

71 such accident;
8

3.

The motor vehicle was owned by the United States

9 1 Government, this state, or any political subdivision of this
10 state or any municipality therein;
11

4.

such operator or owner [has) been finally

12

adjudicated not to be liable by a court of competent

13

jurisdiction;

14

5.

such operator or owner [has] secured a duly

15

acknowledged written agreement providing for release from

16

liability by all parties injured as the result of said

· 17

accident and had complied with one of the provisions of s.

181 324.031-;.
19

The provisions of s. 324.031 shall not aoply to an

owner or QEerator of a defined rr.otor vehicle as defined in s.

201 627.732.
21

6.

Such operator or owner has deposited with the

22

Department of Hiqhway safety ana Motor Vehicles �n�tt�aflee

23

security to conform with s. 324.061 and has complied with one

24
25

of the provisions of s. 324.031; or
7.

One year has elapsed since such owner or operator

26

was suspended pursuant to subsection 324.051 (4), the cwner or

27

operator has complied with one of the provisions of s.

28

324.031, and no bill of complaint of which the department has

29

notice has been filed in a court of compe tent jurisdiction.

30

(b)

This subsection shall not apply:

31
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1•

To such operator or owner if such owner had in

2

effect at the time of such accident an automobile liability

3

policy with respect to the motor vehicle involved in such

4

accident;

5

2.

To such operator, if not the owner of such motor

61 vehicle, if there was in effect at the time of such accident
an automobile liability policy or bond with respect to his
8

operation of motor vehicles not owned by him;

9

3.

To such operator or owner if the liability of such

10

operator or owner for damages resulting from such accident is,

11

in the judgment of the department, covered by any other form

12

of liability insurance or bond; nor

13

4.

To any person who has obtained from the department

14

a certificate of self-insurance, in accordance with s.

15

324.171, or to any person operating a motor vehicle for such

16

self-insurer.

17
18

5.

To such O2erator or owner of a motor vehicle as

defined in s. 627,732 L if such owner had in effect at the tirre

19

of such accident security as required bys. 627,733 a�d such

20

owner. or operator has satisfied, or entered into an aareement

21

to satisf�l judg�ents entered against such cwner or

22

operator arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of

nl

a motor vehicle.

25

No such policy or bond shall be effective under this

26

subsection unless it contains limits of not less than those

�

27
28
29

specified in subsection 324,021 (7).

apply to policies er bonds as set forth in sub�araaraoh 5.
Section 19.

30
31

This orovision does not

(1)

Irrplernentation of this act.--

The Department of Insurance shall adopt all rules

necessary to implement this act.
CODING:
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3
4

5

6
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( 2)

Notwithstandinq any other provision of law or of

this act all insurers issuing insurance coverage under ss.

627.730-627. 741, Florida Statutes, shall comply with the
followinq provisions:
(a)

Within 60 days after July 1, 1577, each insurer

shall file its proposed manual of rules, rates, and rating
plans with the department for approval.

Rates for basic

s I limits bodily injury liability and uninsured mo torist coverage

9

after January 1, 1978, shall be reduced by each insurer by not

10

less than 55 percent, calculated as a percentage of the rate

12

bodily injury liability and uninsured motorist coverage.

11

of such insurer in effect on July 1, 1977, for basic limits

13

There shall be no exception to the requirements of this

15

rates required herein by any insurer will result in rates

14
16

provision unless the deoartment shall find that the use of the

which are inadequate under s. 627.0651, :lorida Statutes, to

17

the extent that such rates would result in an insolvency, as

19

required to use such rates.

18

defined in s. 631.011, Florida Statutes, of the insurer

Notwithstanding the provisions of

20

chapter 627, Florida Statutes, or �he contrary provisions in

22

motorist insurance shall be increased prier to July 1, 1978,

21

23
24

25
26

this act, no rate for bodily injury liability or uninsured

unless the insurer proposing such rate increase shall show

that the rates required herein are inadequate as defined in s.

627.0651, Florida Statutes.
(b)

Within 60 days from the date of filing by such

27

insurer, the department may approve or disaoprove the filinq.

29

filing shall be deemed approved.

28
30

If no action is taken l:::y the department within 60 days, the
(c)

If the department approves the filing or the

31! filing ctherwise l:::ecomes effective, the mnnual of rules,
29
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rates, and rating plans shall take effect January 1, 1978. If
2

the departrre nt disapproves the filing, the insurer shall

3

revert to a rate level for said coverage which shall be lower,

4 1 by not less than 55 percent, than the July 1, 1977, rate for
5

bodily injury liability and uninsured motorist coverage.

6

(d)

Upon complying with this subsection, any insurer

appealinq an order of disapproval may use the rates set forth
8

in.the ctisapproved filinq durinq the pendency of the appeal,

9

so long as such rates do not exceed its rates for bodily

10

injury liability and uninsured motorist coverage at the time

11

of its rate filing required herein.

12

of such disapproved rates, the insurer must enter into a

13

leqally binding agre ement with the department to secure the

14

repayment to the i�surer's policyholders of the difference

15

between the insurer's proposed rate and that rate which would

16

be lower, by not less than 55 percent, than the July 1, 1977,

17

rate for bodilv injury liability and uninsured motorist

18

coverage.

19

premium, the company shall agree to pay to the insured the

20

legal rate of interest on any money refunded.

21

As a condition to the use

In addition to the r epayment of the difference in

(e)

Any private passenger automobile liability policy

22

in force on January 1, 1978, and thereafter shall reflect by

23

endorsement any reduction in rates for bodily injury liability

24

and uninsured motorist coverage as filed by the insurer, and

25

such reduction shall be comouted on a pro rata basis for the

26

remaining term of said policy.

27

at the renewal date of the policy or the termination of the

28

policy.

29

policy , or, if the policy is terminated, the return premium

30

shall be refunded to the insured.

Such endorsement may be issued

Any return premium shall be credited to the renewal

31

30
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(f)

For the purposes of the irrpleme�tation of this

2

act, rating orqanizations as defined in chapter 627, :lorida

3

Statutes , shall be permitted until January 1,

4

and furnish rates and forms to their members or subscribers.

5

However, members and subscribers of rating organizations shall

6

not participate in the decisions or deliberations of such

7

organizations in the development of such rates under this act.

8
9
10

section 20.

1978, to develop

Section 627.082, Florida Statutes, is

hereby repealed.
section 21 •

If any provision of this act, or the

11

application thereof to any person or circumstances is held

12

invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or

13

applications of this act which can be giv en effect without the

14

invalid provision or aoplication.

15

of this act are declared to be severable.

16

Section 22.

To this end the provisions

This act shall take effect July 1, 1977,

17

provided however, that the provisions of section 14 shall not

18

become effective unti l January 1, 1978, and shall not apply to

19

ac�idents or injuries occurring before said date.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
31
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2
3
4
5
6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
1,
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

HOUSE SU1·1'11\?Y

Proposes the "Florida Automobile Insurance Reform Act of
1977."
Exempts motor vehicle insurance from present general rate
standards and establishes procedures specifically for
setting motor vehicle insurance rates. Sets forth 14
factors which are to be considered ty the Department of
Insurance in determininq rates. Prcvides criteria
relatinq to determination of excessive, inadequate, and
unfairly discriminatory rates. Requires each insurer to
annually file a statement of its Florida business for the
preceding year disclosing earnings, losses and
experience. Requires similar disclosure with respect to
the preceding 7-year period. Prohibits excess profits
and provides specific criteria for determination of same
by the department.
creates a Uniform Risk Classification system for motor
vehicle insurance, under which the department is to
establish a statewide uniform system for the purposes of
evaluating rates, premiums, competition, and the
availability of insurance in the voluntary market.
Requires that all owners of motor vehicles shall be
covered by perscnal injury r,rotecticn insurance, and
provides that operation of a vehicle without coverage
shall result in suspension of registration and operator rs
license.
sets forth limitations on the right to recover damages in
a tort action and specifically prohibits recovery for
pain and sufferinq and similar damages which cannot be
measured in monetary terms. Provides t hat insurers shall
offer first party insurance which would provide coverage
to the insured for such damages.
Provides procedures for filina motor vehicle tort claims
and places a lirritation on attorney's fees.
Provides that it shall be a felony for any person to
solicit motor vehicle tort claims business in and about
hospitals, courts, and in other public and private
places.
Empowers the Department of Insurance to investigate
violations of the act and pursuant thereto to subpoena
witnesses and collect evidence according to the Florida
Rules of Civil Procedure.
Requires that rates for basic limits bodily injury
liability and uninsured motorist coverage shall be
reduced by not less than 55 percent.
Provides for irrplementation and transition to the new
procedures.

31

32
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Amenns provisions relatina to financial responsibility
and suspensicns of or,erator's licenses and registrations
to conform with the provisions of the act.
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13

With respect to insurance gener1lly, the bill also:
1. Provides that for the purpose of satisfying capital
funds and special surplus requirements, the investment
portfolio of an insurer applying for initial
certif ication to do business in the state shall v alue its
bonds and stocks at current market value.
2, Increases from $250,000 to $1,000,000 the maxirr.um
amount of securities that the Department of Insurance may
require an insurer to deposit in trust for the protection
of policyholders.
3. Deletes the exemption of ir.surers having a surplus of
$5,000,000 or more from certain provisions relating to
suspension or revocation of authority to do business.
4. Authorizes the Department of Insurance to requ ire an
insurer to furnish certified audited financial statements
or reports.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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Bill No. and Sponsor:

SB 871

REFERENCES:
I.

Senators

Commerce

3!:l',fA'.�E

Amend. or

MacKay, Zinkil et al

Subject:

2. -----3.

cs

Attached

Motor Vehicle I�fill�

BILL SUMMARY:

Creates " The Florida Automobile Insurance Reform Act of
1977." Provides that the investment portfolio of certain
funds of insurers applying for initial certification be
valued at current market value. Insurers with $5,000,000
surplus would no longer be exempt from certain provisions
relating to suspension or revocation. Provides for certified
audited financial statements. Repeals s. 626.082, F.S., pro
viding for basis of approval or disapproval of motor vehicle
insurance rate filings. Provides new procedures and standards
for setting motor vehicle (MV) insurance rates. Provides for
more comprehensive reporting to the Department of Insurance.
D
V Creates a uniform risk classification system for MV insurance.
Requires only personal injury protection (PIP) coverage and
0
provides for suspension of license and registration for
reproduced hy
those without coverage. Places limitations on MV tort
FLORIDA ST ATC t-RCHl'/ES recovery. Eliminates recovery for pain and suffering. Requires
insurers to offer first party coverage for pain and suffering.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Establishes procedures for filing MV claims. Places limits
R. A.GRAYBUILulNG
Tallaha e
l 32399-025Q. on attorney's fees. Makes it a felony to operate as a
runner" (i.e., a procurer of MV accident business.) Gives
y
/
Series
Carton �
department subpeona powers to investigate violations.
Provides for transactional immunity. Provides for a reduction
of at least 55% for basic limits of bodily injury (BI)
and uninsured motorist (UM) coverage. Amends ch. 324
(Financial Responsibility) to conform with this act. Repeals
s. 626.082, F.S., providing for basis of approval or disapproval
of MV insurance rate filings.

'®-@ �

II.

PURPOSE:

Section 1.

Short title.

Section 2. Under present law, an insurer applying for
initial certificate of authority does not have to value
portfolio at current market value. This bill would require
valuation at current market value.
Section 3. This would chan ge from $250,000 to $1,000, 000
the cap on certain deposits required for the protection
of policyholders and auditors.

Section 4. Under current law, the department may suspend
or revoke certificates if the ratio of net premiums written
to surplus as to policyholders exceeds 4 to 1 and insurer
has less than $5,000,000 surplus as to policyholders.
This bill would eliminate the $5,000,000 requirement.

Section 5. This section would give the department authority
to require certified audited financial statements.

Section 6. This would delete MV insurance from the provisions
of s. 627.062, F.S., relating to rate standards.

Section 7. This would delete MV insurance from the provisions
of s. 627.072, setting the criteria for making and using rates.

SB 871
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Section 8. This would create a new s. 627.0651, F.S., that
would provide for the making and use of rates for MV insurance,
whereby insurers would establish rates, file a copy with
the department within 30 days, and be subjected to department
review. If the department finds the rates excessive, inadequate,
or unfairly discriminatory, the insurer would have 60 days
to prove the opposite. If the insurer does not carry the burden,
the department may order new rates.
Section 9. Section 627.066 is created to prohibit excess
profits in MV insurance, by requiring the filing of sufficient
information and setting forth criteria for the department
in determining when profits are excessive. Department
would have power to order a rate reduction to return excess
profits to the policyholders. Certain small volume insurers
may be excused from the reporting requirements.
Section 10. Current law states that no insurer is required
to report its loss experience on a classification system
that is inconsistent with the rating system it uses. This
section would allow the department to require reporting
under a classification system inconsistent with that used
by the insurer. It also strikes the language in s. 627.331(5),
providing for certain annual reports concerning loss experience
and excess profits.
Section 11. Provides for a new s. 627.342, F.S., which creates
a uniform risk classification system for MV insurance. The
system would divide the state into geographic areas based
on hazards or expenses of claims. Reports would be required,
by classification, on premium volume, paid and reserved losses
incurred, cancellations and renewals, and new insureds.
Section 12. Under current no-fault law, there is a requirement
of liability insurance as well as PIP. This bill would require
only PIP coverage.
Section 13. This bill provides that any person who
operates a MV without the required PIP would have his license
and registration suspended. Current law provides for revocation.
Section 14. This bill would eliminate the present verbal
threshhold for tort actions and would specifically preclude
"recovery in tort of damages for pain and suffering, mental
anguish, inconvenience, disability, incapacity, disfigurement,
loss of consortium, and all other such damages... ", Every
insurer writing MV insurance in Florida would be required
to make available optional first party insurance to cover
these excluded damages.
Section 15. This section sets forth the new procedures and
requirements for filing MV tort claims and places limitations
on attorney's fees.
Section 16. Acting as a "runner" is made a third degree
felony. Currently, there is no penalty for this activity.
Section 17. This section would give the department subpeona
powers to investigate violations. It provides for trans
actional immunity if testimony is compelled after a claim
of privilege against self-incrimination.
Section 18. This would amend s. 324.051, F.S., dealing
with financial responsibility, to conform it to the other
provisions of this act. The provisions of suspension of license
and revocation of registration following an accident would
not apply to owners or operators if the owner had PIP
ocverage and had satisfied any judgment arising out of the
accident.
Section 19. This would provide for a rate decrease of at
least 55% for basic limits of BI and UM after 1/1/78,
unless such a reduction would lead to insolvency. This
reduction would be calculated as a percentage of the
rate of the insurer in effect on 7/1/77.

SB 871
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Section 20. Section 627.082, F.S., would be repealed.
It pertains to the basis of approval or disapproval of
rate filings. It would be replaced by section 8 of this
proposal.
Section 21.

Provides for severability.

Section 22. The effective date would be 7/1/77 with the exception
of the tort exemptions and limitations on rights to certain
damages. Those provisions would become effective 1/7/78 and
would not apply to accidents occurring before that time.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

X Yes

No

Economic ImEact on the Public:

Department spokesmen have estimated that reductions in auto
insurance premiums as a result of enactment of this bill
could be as high as 80% depending upon individual needs
and preferences. Exact figures are unquantifiable.
The bill mandates not less than a 55% rate decrease in the
rates for bodily injury and uninsured motorist coverage.
With department premium estimates for 1978, the projected
reductions in bodily injury liability premiums for 1978
could be as high as $262,350,000 and in the case of
uninsured motorist premiums as high as $49,500,000.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

There would be no significant impact on the Insurance
Department in implementing this bill.
IV.

COMMENTS:
Technical errors - none noted.
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Rates are a symptom. Effective legislation attacks causes. No-Fault trie
attack causes but seems to have bitten off more than it can chew- - - and, in the
process, caused results the opposite of those sought. With a more limited target
and, therefore, more predictable results, I propose:

1.

Make optional the present mandatory offer of the U. Ni. coverage. Now
that No-Fault is available, U.1Vl. is an uneccessary anachronism and it
distorts rates.

2.

Strengthen the existing restriction on "Double Dip".

3,

Relieve premium of the burden of raising funds to pay the tort claims of
those who defy the law by refusing to buy insurance. From whatever
viewpoint the premium to pay those claims is an unjustified tax on the
law abiding motorist. Relief in this area will help premiums in property
damage area as well as bodily injury.

4.

Take loss of use out of reparations system. This system ought not to be
burdened with costly trifles. Action in this area will benefit P. D. rates,
an area otherwise not readily susceptible to legislative remedy.

5.

Restore contributory negligence and impute drivers' negligence to their
passengers. Juries are obviously unable to cope with comparative
negligence and with $5,000 PIP coverage provided, the system needs
incentives to compromise rather than to litigate.

6.

Limit carriers' liability to the amount of the insurance purchased.
Present law confers no needed protection on policyholders who are al
ready well protected by constitutional exemptions. Present situation
creates an almost impossible rating problem to the sole benefit of
claimants and their attorneys at the expense of the public.

7.

Require claimants to give notice and to make available to carriers that
information needed by the carriers in order that they can properly per
form their duties to defend the rate. Subject claimants to established
rules of discovery before suit is filed. This provision will inhibit the
practice of hiding claims until it is too late to investigate them effec
tively. This provision is an essential prerequisite to #8 below.

8.

Provide that the claimants must give defendants an opportunity to settle
before suit may be entered. If offer refused, contingent fee thereafter
chargeable only on that portion of the recovery which exceeds the volun
tary offer. Another incentive to settle rather than to litigate.

The public with considerable justification suspects that somewhere there is a
rip-off. What is often overlooked is that the rip-off is of one section of the public,
the premium payers, by another relatively small fraction of the same public. The
insurance companies are unwilling and very unhappy instruments by which the rip
off is accomplished.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Age:

C.T. JOHNS

63

Claims business since:

April, 1936

10 years Liberty Mutual, � as adjuster, ½ as supervisor.
Founded Johns & Co., 1946 (Now Johns Eastern)
Chairma� Johns Eastern
Author: "Introduction to Liability Claim Adjusting"
30,000 copies sold, in national use.
"Adjustors Guide to Taking Statements"

Treasurer Bankers Insurance Co.
Treasurer Bankers Life Insurance Co.
Consultant on claims matters.
Bankers' involvement in liability insurance is, and for a long time will
be, mil,.imal.
In respect to legislation, I do not represent Bankers.

Remarks
To Senate Sub-Committee on Insurance.

3/30/77

I am here to promote the idea that by a series of moves, each move in
itself of limited and predictable consequences, insurance rates aan be
brought back to affordability.
My entire business experience teaches me that sweeping solutions are
dangerous. They so often have consequences precisely the opposite of their
intentions. "No Fault", in my view, is an example.
The tort system works best when cases settle rather than litigate. It
can be likened to a tunnel with delights and disasters at the end. With
delights and disasters in balance, no one wants to go down the tunnel unless
he has to, but if for one class of litigants all the potential disasters
(defenses) are removed, and the delights are magnified, then the tunnel becomes
attractive. You gentlemen are members of the bar. If you disagree with my
views that plantiff's deligits now outweigh possible disasters, you will be
justified in finding my proposals without merit.
Juries are emotional rather than rational.
Defenses needful to balance probabilities at the end of the tunnel were
removed at a time when plaintiffs were handed the means of magnifying their
claims.
Meanwhile legal restraints preventing companies from discharging their
duties to investigate and defend crept in.
Judges abdicated their duty of structuring trials so that lay juries
could be conscientious and rational.
Now some of the defenses can be restored.
I think the legislature can make substantial immediate progress to
redress the balance of delights and disasters.
The legislature cannot write judicial rules but I woufd like to see this
committee as a continuing body. As such it would, in my opinion, have potent
tools --- for instance, the ability to restrict or abolish champerty --- to
negotiate, successfully I would think, substantial improvement in rules of
procedure.
You may agree that many things are better handled by other than legis
lative action. I see continuing activity by a legislative committee as the
second (in time) but most important part of a two step program. Now for the
specifics. To the staff of each of you I gave a summary of my proposals, as
well as my proposals themselves. First, number seven. This is an area that
obviously troubles Mr. Gunter. Page eleven of his program speaks directly to
the point. From an actuarial standpoint, his program should go a long way
toward firming the statistical base on which rates are computed. But regard
less of actuarial soundness, figures can be no more reliable than the infor
mation on which they are based.
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Passage of the legislation summarized in point seven will enable
carriers to investigate and defend (which in the long run means defend
the rate) more effecitvely. Given the difficulty of demonstrating a
negative (no injury or minor injury), it will not do as much as I or the
rate payer would like to see but it will be a positive help
M.D.'s will no longer be able to hide behind a perversion of the
principle of privacy. It will greatly strengthen carriers' ability to
reserve on the basis of discovered information. It will place carriers
in�-a position to offer realistically --- believe me it is tough when you
have been sitting on a file for two years, pleading for information and
then in a few days have to verify or refute a lot of evidence and come up
with a realistic offer to what may indeed be a serious claim and worth a
lot of money.
Point eight provides some present delights and possible future disasters
at the end of the tunnel. Mr. Gunter's proposals tend in the same direction.
I prefer my approach to the treatment of fees at the settlement table largely
because I am fearful that courts, if called on to resolve a dispute about
fees, will be overly generous.
My proposal number eight and Mr. Gunter's proposal relative to contin
gent fees will, in my opinion, be almost valueless without the notice,
disclosure, and inmrunity provisions of proposal number seven. I do not
think eight should be enacted without seven because I don't like legislation
which seems to promise and·.then fails to deliver.
Proposal Number Six - Honest sceptics have criticized my proposal on
the ground that the companies would negotiate in bad faith. My answers are:
Yes in some instances they will trade within the limits of their
policies.
aut we are not dealing with right
and wrong. We are merely transferring money. If we do a dollar's
good to the citizenry of Florida, we do a dollar's damage to the
same citizenry.

Good faith breaches were always rare. It has been suggested to me
that my proposal would benefit by a provision requiring carriers
to notify insureds of potential in excess of limits. By and large,
the claims business regards failure to notify as dirty pool. I see
no reason to object to legislation to require us to do what we are
already doing willingly.
Number five, an obvious attempt to redress the balance of delights
and disasters. If the provision about imputed negligence is too strong,
I would like to see the guest statute reenacted but with a stated
definition of gross negligence requiring evidence of conscious wrongdoing
over a period of time so we don't get back to treating gross negligence
as just another jury question.
Number four - Loss of Use.

Treatment of loss of use as damages may be sound law but it's poor
insurance. There may be a constitutional defect. I've worked this over
with counsel. We think that the requirement of mandatory coverage provides
the quid-pro-quo to balance the loss. Passage of this provision will get a
costly, unnecessary factor out of the insurance system.
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Three, no matter how I slice it, I can't see making somebody else pay
prern±um to support a claim that I might make against him if I haven't paid
my share to support his claim against me. We wouldn't think of letting a
guy sit in on a poker hand if he didn't ante.
This thing does a little deeper.
I sense that many of your brothers would like to wash their hands of
the whole business by simultaneously repealing no fault and compulsory.
That would be my private desire, but not my recommendation as a person
trying to speak responsibly about Insurance.
I do not recommend a "wash your hands of the whole mess" approach.
Why?
The companies are now sitting on top of the Bl claims of the last two
years. The largest part of them are still unsettled - many are still unknown
to the carriers they will be made against. I do not relish the idea of the
carriers fighting that long tail on a falling cash flow.
My apprehension increased when I examined a bunch of our files to see
what I could project if pain and suffering were eliminated. What I found
shook me. In most instances, files already reflect evidence of economic
loss in excess of what experience tells us juries are likely to .award.
I should describe my method. I had three separate managers pull from
ten to twenty Bl files each. Files recently closed or sufficiently develop
ed so I could see fairly well the evidence we would be up against. There
was no attempt to select.
I evaluated each file under present law. v7hen the file showed a defen
dant's evaluation, I adopted it, otherwise I supplied my own. Settled claims
I picked up at settlement figures.
I looked for evidence of economic loss. I based earning capacity on
figures denonstrated by the file or on what seemed a reasonable assumption,
as evidence which a juror could consider, but not necessarily accept. I
took those figures as to permanent partial incapacity that the files already
showed by medical reports.
When the file did not reflect permanency, but showed injury that simply
had to involve permanency, for instance fracture into the metacarpal joint
of an index finger, torn knee. ligament, f�actured pelvis, I supplied a
degree of perrnancy that I felt to be conservative.
Where I was dealing with a built up lame-back, lame-neck, and the file
had no reports showing permanency, I treated the claim as having no perman
ency, even though I could easily write the reports which will soon appear
undoubtedly supporting permanency. Thus, a $10,000 earning capacity, life
expectancy of 40 years and a report maintaining 10 per cent permanent
impairment, I classified as showing $10,000 times 10 per cent equals
$1,000 times 40 years, equals '$40,000. This doesn't mean t.�at I thought
a jury would buy that, simply that they would have that much leeway into
which to make an award. The value of the files surveyed with pain and
suffering in aggregated $47G,OOO. Those same files showed evidence which,
if believedwould have supported findings on economic loss alone of
$902,000.
. ....-.;:
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There were some files where limitations of damages to economic loss
would reduce the amount a jury could award. By and large I saw sufficient
leeway for a jury to do about as they now do.
I have said that I am apprehensive about the long tail against a
declining cash flow. I would expect this to be especially acute working
its way back through JUA and eventually to assessment against the carriers
with, goodness knows, what ultimate effects on rates and market.
In short, I was sorry to see compulsory enacted but now that we have
it, it seems to Qe that the best course is to let it stand, get such quick
relief as we can by excluding those who refuse to insure from the system and
go to work to curtail losses and get the citizen some rate relief.
Because it could affect availability in a tiray 1that would make rate
complaints seem nothing, I am afraid of anything that clamps down on cash
flow, at least until something like my proposal number seven has smoked the
hidden claims into the open.
One more related point, if the number of vehicles insured drops, claims
for the injuries of those still insured will be hitting the system, but from
another angle --- as UM claims. For that reason, if you decide to relax
your present requirement of mandatory liability, I think you should first
enact my proposal number one. Whether or not he has legal power to require
a more manageable form of UM providing a lot of excess medical and some
form of limited income support, I know that thessirnple weight of "the
commissioner desires" could bring many such coverages into being.
I skipped over my proposal number two because some of the people I
talked to persuaded me that its benefits are less certain than I thought.
Basic to my whole proposal is the idea that we ought not to legislate
except when the results have high predictability. I would fly in the
face of my own advice if, since I now have doubts, I continued to prorrote
that idea.
To summarize, I suggest seven specifics, each of which will have a
predictable tendency to reduce loss. I urge you to seek appointment as a
continuing committee in which capacity I think you can have a beneficial
and fruitful effect on judicial rules and a further beneficial effect on
losses and rates.
I see the job as much like losing weight. It's a terribly hard job
to lose weight. Tnere is no easy way. It can be done.

3-1488-7
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A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to casualty insurance

3

contracts; amending s. 627.7263(1), Florida

4

Statutes, 1976 Supplement; deleting the

5

reference to personal injury protection

6

insurance with respect to the rental or leasing
driver of a rented or leased car; amending s.

8

627.727(1), Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement;

9

removing reference to personal injury

10

protection benefits; repealing ss. 627.730,

11

627.731, 627.732, 627.733, 627.734, and

12

627.735, Flor�da Statutes; repealing ss.

13

627.736, 627.737, 627.7375, 627.7377, 627.739,

14

627.741, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,

15

relating to the Florida Automobile Reparations

16

Reform �ct; providing an effective date.

17
lSlse It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
19
20

Section 1.

Subsection (1) of section 627.7263, Florida

21 IStatutes, 1976 Supplement, is amended to read:
22

627.7263

Rental and leasing driver's insurance

23 lprimary.-(1)

2.1

The valid and collectible liability insurance or

25lf)e1"e6fl6�-�fl�tify-�f6�ee��efl-�fl9tif6flee providing coverage for
26lthe rental or leasing driver or any other person operating the
27lmotor vehicle with the permission or consent of the rental or
28lleasing driver shall be primery.

Such insurance shall be

29lprimary for the limits of liability ond-pe��one1-�njtl�1

© [P V

30lf,-fe�ee�Je�-ee¥efe�� as required by 2..:.. ee� 324.021(7) ancl
31 16��·:+36.
l
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Section 2.

Subsection (1) of section 62J.727, Florida

21Statutes, 1976 Supplement, is amended to read:
3

627.727

5

(1)

Automobile liability insurance; uninsured

4lvehicle coverage; insolvent insurer protection.--

No automobile liability insurance covering

6lliability arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of

7lany motor vehicle shall be delivered or issued for delivery in

Blthi$ state with respect to any motor vehicle registered or

9lprincipally garaged in this state unless coverage is provided

lOltherein or supplemental thereto for the protection of persons

lllinsured thereunder who are lega lly entitled to recover damages

12lfrom owners or operators of uninsured motor vehicles because
13lof bodily injury, sickness, or disease, including death,
14lresulting therefrom.

However, the coverage required under

15lthis section shall not be applicable when, or to the extent
16lthat, any insured named in the policy shall reject the
17lcoverage.

When a vehicle is leased for a period of l year or

18 llenger and the lessor of such vehicle, by the terms of the

19 lease contract, provides liability coverage on the leased
1
20.vehicle in a policy wherein the lessee is a named insured or

2llo n a certificate of a master policy issued to the lessor, the

22llessee of such vehicle shall have the sole privilege to reject
23luninsured motorist coverage. Unless the named insured, or

24llessee having the privilege of rejecting uninsured motorist

�!coverage, requests such coverage in writing, the coverage need

26lnot be provided in or supplemental to a renewal policy when

27lthe named insured had rejected the coverage in connection with

2Bla policy previously issued to him by the same insurer. The

29lcoverage provided under this section shall be excess over, but
301shall not duplicate the benefits available to an insured
Jllunder, any wor�men's compensation law, peroono1-��iary
2
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l f)'f"«ee�-:i:ef".-eel'le�•i�e, disability benefits law, or any similar
l
2 law; under any automobile liability or automobile medical

3lexpense coverages; or from the owner or operator of the

4luninsured motor vehicle or any other person or organization

5ljointly or severally liable together with such owner or

6loperator for the accident. Such coverage shall not inure

7ldirectly or indirectly to the benefit of any workmen's

8lcompensation or disability benefits carrier or any person or

9lorganization qualifying as a self-insurer under any workmen's

l0lcompensation or disability benefits law or any similar law.
Section 3.

11

Sections 627.730, 627.731, 627.732,

121627.733, 627.734, 627.735, Florida Statutes, and sections

131627.736, 627.737, 627.7375, 627.7377, 627.739, and 627.741,
141Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, are hereby repealed.

15

16 llaw.
17

Section 4.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

18

*****************************************

20

Deletes references to personal injury protection
insurance or benefits with respect to rental and leasing
driver's insurance and uninsured motorist coverage.
�peals the Florida Automobile Reparations Reform Act.

19
21

22

23

SENATE SUMMARY

24

25
26
27

28
29
30

31

3
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Ee It Er.acted ::iy tr:e Legi::;J_"\TUPl': c,r ',.'JU: ::;T::.i:'E
Section 1.

21 may be cited as

JI 1977."

11

J

Section 2.

6

624.404

of ?lode.a:

Short Title.--�his act s�all te known a.�d

The Florida Insurance and Tort Reform Act of

Subsection (8) is added to section 62�.404,

SI Florida Statutes, to read:

Ger.eral eliqibility of insurers for

71 certificate cf aut.�ority.--�o qualify for and hold author ity
81 to ·transact insu=ance in t.,is state an insurer must te

91 otherwise in com?liance witt this code and with its c�arter

101 powers, a!1d must '!:::e an i ncort=orated stcck insurer, or a.:1

111 incorporated �utu al insu=er, er a reci?rocal insurer, o: t�e

12 same qeneral type as may '!:::e for�ed as a do�estic)i�s�=er u�Ce=

131 t..1-tis coce; except t:ia t:
u
15
I6
I7
18

19

.(_fil

,.�.
"-�-

,--.

✓--

For the ourcose o= s a 2i:-s-::�1i r:c th� �ecui=e��nts
:".

"'"''::::1

a=

ss. 624.U07 and 624.408 the<- '.'{:;0\e�;·i·;e'.'::1t coy:::-tfolio a:' a:: insu::-�r
,c \,/., ':-:;. �

·....�

......-:•"'\ ���:�.�:��;�\:?'.� ;;, ''l;.i �..•

-

....

..

..

.

aoolv1.ncr for an 1.r.�:r:2.l�ce:rt1:.z:.=:'cate o:: autnor.!.tv to co
l-\-:'_.\[:. . �- ·: ::.? {\ �·;,. ½, .,.
busir. 0ss in tr.is 'k:::2c't·e::sh'all v -" lue ·its bo:-.ds ar:::. stoc:-:s �t t:-:e
.

.

.

-�

..

then c�rrent �arket value.
Section J.

Subsection (3) of section 624.411, Florica

20f- Statutes, is ar.:er:ced to read:
21

624.411

221 insurers.-23

( 3)

De�osit resuire�ent, co�estic and foreig�

In addi tion to the de?osits ot�en,ise req�i=ed

�I hearing, require any insurer, :or gcod cause shown, to de�osit

�I and maintain de9osited in trust for the protection of the

�, insurer's pol.icyhclders o:::- its �olicyholders ar.d crecitors,

23

for such ti�e as t.�e cepa:::-t�ent cee�s necessary, securities

30

not less than the arr.aunt which t�e deS=,rt�ent shall ceter�i�e

�I eliqible fer such deposit under s. 625,52, havi�g a v�:�e o:
is necess a;y, which a=cu�� shall te not less tha� $75,0CC,

reproduced

by

FLORIO.C; STATE ARCHIVES
OEPARH.-1[1'1T OF STATE

2f

Talloha!ft,i• FL 3239�
Serles�Carton 3
Fit o,, S8 \\8'\
R. A. GRAY BUILDING

{"C/J','},'Y( ('

241 pursuant to this section, the de9art.�e�t �ay, after-�otice and

31

©@(J)\i

�=r
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more t::ar. S1 �illion S�Se,B9B, de?er.di::s on the ir.su=er's
21 obliqations in t:iis state.
Section 4.

3

Sub.secticn (!+) of section 624.418, Florida

41 statutes, is arnenced to reac:
624.418

5

suspension, revocation cf ce=tificate of

61 authority fo� violations and special grcur.ds.-1

a

�he de?art.�ent may, i:: its discretion, sus�e::d or

( 4)

revoke an insurer's certificate of aut::ority

-- --; C:

.;

.... fi::c.s t::at

91 the ratio of net FremiQ�s written to su:r.-plus as to
101 policyholders exceeds four to one and the insurer has less
11 I than $5£. million su_rplus as to policyholders.

However, the

121 9rovisions of this su!:section shall not a?;>ly to lif e ar:d
13

disability insurers.

.-r � ��::;:

...-�

. .. \,
- ,-::>-:

14

Section 5.

16

624.424� ihrttiil statement and ether informaticn.--

Subs.ecd:o: (SJ ·.is added ....to section 524.424,

. .. a S '- atu:'·""
�-'s�
:\��7�:.'\·.•c.,.... ·•·�:�·' ..\-'�" \';,.• :.;
�o' r{_;_
·· \���
15 i:-i
- -oria
eac'··
( . '- �� -�i<�>-"- ... f��� '·-f� �� � \�� � (8)

�--

u:

The department may reauire an insurer to furnish

an annual certified financial reEort which shall reflect
the audited financial condition of the insurer as of the
end of the calendar year and its operations, changes in
financial position, and changes in capital and surplus
for the year then ended in conformity with statutory
accounting practices prescribed, or otherwise permitted,
by the Florida Department of Insurance.
19

Section 6.

�ubsectio� (2) of sectio� 627.062, ?iorica

:ZO I statut:e s, is arne.nded to read:
21

627.062

22

( 2)

nl

U

Rate standards.--

As to all such classes o= insurance, ot.�e: than

workmen's co�pensatior.i e�� employer's liability insurances
and rnotor vehicle i�surar.ce:

23

(a)·

26

1.

No rate shall he held to be excessive unless:
such rate is u�reaso�atly r.igh for the i�surance

VI provided, anc
:ZS

2.

A. re as enable c.egree

o=

ccrn?eti tioc does not exist

�I in tte area wit� respect to tee classi:icaticn to w�ich t�e
10

rate is acplicatle.

J._

6-J0 91·-7·

1.

The rate is u:i=easonably lc., for the insurance

21 provided, and
3

2.

The continued use of the rate endangers the

41 solv�ncy of the insu rer usinq the sarr.e, or unless

J.

5

The rate is unreasonably lo,; for t!:e ir..surance

61 provided and the use of t...�e rate by the insurer usi.r.g the sawe
71 has, or if continued will have, the effect of destroying
a1 competition or of creating a mono?oly. This subsection shall
91 not apply to motor vehicle insurance as defined in s. 627.063.
10
11
12

Section 7.

Paraqraph (a) of subsection (1) of section

627.072, Florida Statutes, is a;:nended to reac:_..,,-.
·:
•�.r-:· \
627.072 i'.-!a'.<.ing and use of rates.,f:"�

13

As to all rates whic.�
are subJ·ect to pa::::t I cf
,...
,... ...... .. .
14 this chapter othe!:" than rnotefr' v<>hicle insurance, t.�e fcllowi.:;g
(1) (a)

�

;:r - ·-,

'

�.<"·.

15

factors shall be use.d:�in ·the deter�inatio� and fixing of

16

rates:

17

1.

Past ar.d prospective loss experie:1ce within a�d

la I outside t...'1i s state;

19

�a

2.

The conflagration and catastro�he hazards;

3.

A

reasonable �argin for under�riting profit ar.d

211 contingencies;

22

4.

Dividends, savings or unabsorbed premiu::r. de�osits

n1 allo�ed or returr.e� by insurers to their policyholders,
�I me�bers or subscribers;
25

5.

Invest:nent incorr.e on unearned premiur:i reser·.res 2.:1d

�I loss reserves;
27

6.

Past and prospective expenses coth countrywide anc

�I those specifically ap�licable to this state; and
2.9

7.

All other relevant factors, includi:1g jucgr.,e��
. .. . .
.
.. . . t·��s
. s�a�e.
.. ..
30 I . �ac
,: tors, wi�nin
ana ou�sice

31
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3

Section 627.0551, Florida Statutes, is

Section 8.
21 created to read:
627.0li51

3

Ma�i nq and use of rates for motor vehicle

4.1 insurance.-5

( 1)

Insurers shall establish rates, rating schedules

61 or rating manuals to allow the insurer a reasonable rate of
71 return on motor vehicle i nsur ance written in �lorida.

A copy

8I of rates, ratinq schedules, and rating manuals, and cha�ges
91 therein, shall be filed with the department as soon as
101 practicable following their effective date, but no later than
T1I 30 days after that date.
12

( 2)

Upon receiving notice of a ra te pli�g er rate

13 cha�ge, the de9ar�"Tient may review the sate or r�te chacge to
.
. � h
.
.
. } . .,.
..- .
: . ,
deter:71.ine ::i.:.: t. e rate 1.s excess1.v�;- ir:acequp.t'..e
or ur:.;.a1.r_y
--

T4

T5 discriminatory.

,,,.... : ;,,.
In ma'.tl:10' t::.� d���r.:1.i'r/a ticn the de:::art..
- "Tie nt

;_,.�/-:·\ -.:.�1� \�� <). -�

16 may consider the follc-�ng· fa_c1:6.fs�
11!

i

. ·--·•-·-· - ----�-� - _..;.:-:_iL·�:!.':::.. "':

( a)

.�

-

Past a."ld prospective loss experience

18 i wi t.'1.in a."ld outs ic.e t.'1.is •state.
y

19

20
21

(b)

The past and �respective ad:ninistrative, selling,

:n

(c)

The degree of competition among insurers for the

22I and loss adjustment expenses.·
Ui

25
26
Tl
2R
29
30
Jl

�isk insured.

---- ·---... ---------------(d)

Invest:nent income ex:iected on the flow of funds

generated bv t.'1.e a0,eraqe -::iolicy for motor vehicle insu=ance
i.'1. tilis state.
(e) Di•1::..de:1ds, savings, er ur.absorbed :;?re?:ni ur:i c:eposi ts
allowed er returne::. to Florida policyhol,cers, rae!:lters, or
subscri::ers.
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2
3

4

5

6

1

(g)
(h)

7

(i)

9

( j)

8

0
11

All other relevant factors, including judg�ent

factors, witr..in and outside this state.
(f)

The cost cf re:'.)airs to 2.utor::ol::iles.

The cost cf rr.edical services.

Tl::e ac.equacy cf loss reserves.

The cost of reinsu=an ce.

(k)

Trend factors, includinc; trenc.s in actual losses

(3)

Rates shall te c.ee:ned excessive if t.'-:ey are likely

per insured unit for the insurer rr.aking tr.e filing.

12 t
r duce a ro.fit f orn l r da busin ss that is � n easonatly
� � �
�
�
�
�
1 � � �
13 hign in rel=.tior: to tne ris.-< involved. .:.n t!:e class o::

i4 busi.ness, or if expenses are unre asona:il..y
hig'.:1 in. .-:?:'elation to
.....
.,,
.,>
.,..�
15 services renc.erec..
.,,-'
,. �-. ·.: · .
.
_,.."1"-"':':·-.�\··.•:;-.__ tt,_:::,_-).
16
if they are
(4) Rates shall be deemea in�decuate
J .
.,,..-"!"_ • _ : ·:-.:•_.... ·.··�::_·:>•:-_;,.
17 clearly insufficient, together'. wj:�n
the invest.--r.er.t incc.::e
...,

.-

ta

19

:o

att=il:::uta.l::le to t.hem;·;,tJ�,°5,",-�in cro J-' ected losses anc. ex::ier.ses
�-·�. - ..

.....,�.,

in· the class of business to which they a?ply.
(5)

�

.

'-;,,;,-�

One rate stall be dee�ed u."fai=ly discrirr�natory

n1 in relation to another in the sa=e class if it clearly fails

21 to reflect equitably the difference in expected losses and
2:3 expenses.

u

Rates are not unfairly discri�inatory because

251 different preruu::ns result fa:::- policyholc.ers with like lcs s
26

( 6)

exposures but d.iffere:it ext=ense fac�o:::-s, or like e:<:'.)ense

VI factors but �i=ferent loss exposu=es, so lor.g as rates reflec�
2lil the difference wit,'1 r easonable accuracy.

1'1

(7)

Rates are not unfai=ly discri::ti.�atory if ave=aged

broacly ar:icna members of a c;rcu?. Nor shall suc:i rates :;e
0
331 l unfairly disc:::-i;;:inatory eve:: thoU<:;::. they r.:ay :::e lc-;1er than
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5

rates fer nor.�emte�s of t�e group.

�owever, s uch ra�es are

21 unfai=ly discriminatory if they are net actuarially �easuratle
31 and cred ible and sufficiently related to actual or expected
41 loss and expense experier:ce of the group so as to assure that

51 nonme�bers of the qroup are not unfairly discriwinated
61 against.
7

. ( 8)

In reviewing the r ate or rate change filed, the

81 dep,artr::ent ::iay require the i nsurer to evaluate the condition
91 of the company and the reasonableness of the filing according
101 to the criteria enui::erated herein.
11

(9)

If after review of the rate or rate cba;:ige, the

121 pertinent records of the insurer and :::ark et condi tio::1s, the
-�
13 de part.-::e nt finds on a preli�ina.:y tasis that the rate·o::- :?:ate

u change may be·excessive, inadequate or. unfai;+Y\
15

discriminatory, t�e de9a=��ent sh�li so notify the insurer.

16

Upon l:::eing so notified, the __ir.,;urer::o,r rating organization
shall within 60 days file- fi�h· L�:.;epa.=t:r.ent all info�a tion

17

,�-

181 which

... ·-- ·- ··--·---A..\·. -

the insurer or

19

reasonableness,

20

change.

...,,..

aal4ua�4".,

.

.,,,

'•. :::__.,··;,, � ·-·- --·- ·-·

organization believes proves t.�e

and fai r�ess of the rate or rate

��
In such i;stances the insurer o=- rating orqa.:-.izatio�

211 shall carry the burden of Froof.
22

(10)'

In the event the depart.�e.r,.t finds that a rate or

Z3 I rate change is excessive, inadequate or unfair ly
241 discriminatory, the department may orde::: that a r_ew rate or

-·---- - ----·----- ------------

�I rate schedule be t.�ereafter

281

filed by t.�e insu=er,

St-rt:� i!l� _;.nror.na�qn resoons iV_§__to___the_ deoar!:=ten t' s

� findincs shall be submitted with t.�e filinc.
Section

9.

Section 627 .066, 1:'lo:::ida Stat:ites, is

created to read:
627.066

Excessive i;:rofits for motor vehicle

i�surance prohibited.--

(p
��

4-75

1

(1)

Each insurer group shall file with the Department

2lprior to July 1 of each year on a form prescribed by the
3IDepartment the following data for Florida private passenger
4lautomobile business.

The data filed for the group shall be

Sia consolidation of the data of the individual insurers of
6lthe group.

The data shall include both voluntary and Joint

7IUnderwriting Association business, as follows:
8

(a)

Calendar year total limits earned premium.

9

(b)

Accident year incurred losses and loss adjustment

101expenses.
11

(c)

The administrative and selling expenses incurred

12lin Florida or allocated to Florida for the calendar year.
13

(d)

Policyholder dividends applicable to the

14lcalendar year.
15

Excessive profit has been realized under any of the

16 I following conditions:
17

(a)

If there has been an underwriting gain for the

lBlmost recent calendar/accident year which is greater than the
19lanticipated underwriting profit plus 5 percent of earned
20 I premiums for that calendar/accident year.
21

(b)

If there has been an underwriting gain for the

22ltwo most recent calendar/accident years combined which is
2 3lgreater than the anticipated underwriting profit plus 3
24 I percent of earned premiums for those calendar/accident years.
25

(c)

If there has been an underwriting gain for the

26lthree most recent calendar/accident years combined which is
27 greater than the anticipated underwriting profit plus l
,
28 percent of earned premiums for those calendar/accident years.
29

As used herein with respect to any one, two or three

301year period, "anticipated underwriting profit" means the sum
3llof the dollar amounts obtained by multiplying, for each rate

7
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4-75

llfiling of the insurer group in effect during such period, the
21earned premiums applicable to such rate filing during such
3lperiod by the percentage factor included in such rate filing
4lfor profit and contingencies, such percentage factor having bee
Sldetenuined with due recognition to investment income from funds
6 !generated by Florida business; provided that separate
?!calculations need not be made for consecutive rate filings
8lcontaining the same percentage factor for profits and
9lcontingencies.
10

(2)

Each insurer group shall also file a schedule

lllof Florida private passenger automobile loss and loss
12ladjustment experience for each of the three most recent
13laccident years.

The incurred losses and loss adjustment

14 I expenses shall be valued as of March 31 of the year following
lSlthe close of the accident year, developed to an ultimate
16 I basis, and at two twelve months intervals thereafter, each
17ldeveloped to an ultimate basis, so that a total of three
18 I evaluations will be provided for each accident year.

The

19lfirst year to be so reported shall be accident year 1976,
20lso that the reporting of three accident years will not take
2llplace until accident years 1977 and 1978 have become available.
22

(3)

Each insurer group's underwriting gain or loss

23lfor each calendar/accident year shall be computed as follows:
24

The sum of the accident year incurred losses and loss

25ladjustment expenses as of March 31 of the following year,
26l developed to an ultimate basis, plus the administrative and
27l selling expenses incurred in the calendar year, plus
28l policyholder dividends applicable to calendar year, will be
29 I subtracted from the calendar year earned premium to detenuine
30l the underwriting gain or loss.
31

<2
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1

(4)

For each calendar/accident year and for the two

2lor three year periods covering the two and three most recent

3lcalendar/accident years, the underwriting gain or loss will
4lbe compared to the anticipated underwriting profit.

5

( 5)

If the insurer group has realized an excessive

6lprofit the Department may order a return of the excessive

7 I amounts to policyholders.
8

In determining what action should be taken if

9lexcessive profits are realized the Department shall consider

l0lthe following as they relate to Florida private passenger

lllautomobile insurance:
12

(a)

The underwriting profit or loss of the insurer

14

(b)

The financial strength and stability of the

16

(c)

The loss development patterns of the insurer

18

(6)

The Department may excuse an insurer from complying

13lgroup in prior years.
151 insurer group.
17 1 group.

19lwith these reporting requirements if the volume of business
20 written by the insurer would not justify the expense of the
1
21 reporting requirement.
22

23

Section 10.
Section 11.

24 I created to read:

Section 627.331(5) is hereby repealed.

Section 627.342, Florida Statutes, is

25

627.342

27

Each insurer shall annually file with the Department

Risk classification reporting for motor

26 vehicle insurance. --

28 a statement reflecting the total car years insured within

2 9 each classification by coverage, the premium volume in each

30 classification by coverage, and the paid and reserved losses

31I incurred in each classification by coverage.

This statement
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llshall be filed with any rate filing made by an insurer, but in

2lany case once each calendar year.
3
4

Section 12.

627.4132

Section 627.4132, F.S., is amended to read:

Stacking of coverages prohibited. -- If an

5linsured or named insured is protected by any type of motor

6lvehicle insurance policy for liability, uninsured motorists,

7lpersonal injury protection, or any other coverage, the policy
SI shall provide that the insured or named insured is protected

9lonly to the extent of the coverage he has on the vehicle

lOlinvolved in the accident; provided, however, the provisions

lllof this section shall not apply to uninsure� �otorist coverage
12lin the event and to the extent that an insured or named

_J:> rii:i_g_ai:i_ �ction in tort pursuant to the re_g_uirement
13 I insured may
l4lof s. 627.737(2).

Heweve�, �Jf none of the insured's or named

15linsured's vehicles is involved in the accident, coverage is
16 I available only to the extent of coverage on any one of the

17 I vehicles with applicable coverage.

Coverage on any other

18lvehicles shall not be added to or stacked upon that coverage.

191This section shall not apply to reduce the coverage available

20l by reason of insurance policies insuring different named

2llinsureds.

22

Section 13.

24

(Substantial rewording of section.

Section 627.7375, Florida Statutes, 1976

231Supplement, is amended to read:

See section

251627.7375, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, for present text.)

26 I

False and fraudulent claims. --

27

(1)

Any person who, with the intent to injure, defraud

29

(a)

Presents or causes to be presented any written or

281or deceive any insurance company:

30 oral statement as part of or in support of a claim for payment
,
31 or other benefit pursuant to an insurance policy, knowing that

ID
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ll such statement contains any false, incomplete, or misleading
2linformation concerning any fact or thing material to such
3lclaim; or
4

(b)

Prepares or makes any written or oral statement

5lthat is intended to be presented to any insurance company in
6 I connection with or in support of any claim for payment in
7lother benefit pursuant to an insurance policy, knowing that
8lsuch statement contains any false, incomplete, or misleading
9linformation concerning any fact or thing material to such
lOlclaim is guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as
lllprovided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
12

(c)

All claims forms shall contain a statement in a

13lform approved by the Department that clearly state in substance
14lthe following:

"Any person who knowingly and with intent to

15linjure, defraud or deceive any insurance company files a
16 I statement of claim containing any false, incomplete or mis17 1leading information is guilty of a felony of third degree."
18

(2)

Any physician licensed under chapter 458, osteopath

19llicensed under chapter 459, chiropractor licensed under chapter
201460, or any other practitioner licensed under the laws of this
2llstate who knowingly and willfully assists, conspires with, or
22 I urges any insured party to fraudulently violate any of the
231provisions of this part, or any person who, due to such
24 I assistance, conspiracy, or urging by said physician, osteopath,
25 chiropractor, or practitioner, knowingly and willfully benefits
26 from the proceeds derived from the use of such fraud is guilty
27 of a felony of the third degree, punishable as provided in
281s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

In the event that a

29 I physician, osteopath, chiropractor, or practitioner is
301adjudicated guilty of a violation of this section, the State
311Board of Medical Examiners as set forth in chapter 458, the

i=e

I\
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11state Board of Osteopathic Medical Examiners as set forth in
21chapter 459, or the Florida State Board of Chiropractic
JIExaminers as set forth in chapter 460, or other appropriate
4llicensing authority, whichever is appropriate, shall hold an
5ladministrative hearing to consider the imposition of adminis6ltrative sanctions as provided by law against said physician,
7losteopath, chiropractor, or practitioner.
8

(3)

Any attorney who knowingly and willfully assists,

9lconspires with, or urges any claimant to fraudulently violate
l0lany of the provisions of this part, or any person who, due to
lllsuch assistance, conspiracy, or urging on such attorney's part,
12lknowingly and willfully benefits from the proceeds derived from
13lthe use of such fraud is guilty of a felony of the third degree,
14lpunishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
15

(4 )

No person or governmental unit licensed UF1der

16 I chapter 395 to maintain or operate a hospital, and no admini17lstrator or employee of any such hospital, shall knowingly and
18 !willfully allow the use of the facilities of said hospital by
19lan insured party in a scheme or conspiracy to fraudulently
20lviolate any of the provisions of this part.

Any hospital

2lladministrator or employee who violates this subsection is
22lguilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as provided
23lin s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

Any adjudication of

24 lguilt for a violation of this section, or the use of business
25lpractices demonstrating a pattern indicating that the spirit
26lof the law set forth in this part is not being followed, shall
27lbe grounds for suspension or revocation of the license to
28loperate the hospital or the imposition of an administrative
29lpenalty of up to $5,000 by the licensing agency as set forth in
30lchapter 395.
31

(5 )

Any insurance company damaged as a result of a
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llviolation of any provision of this section where there has been

21a criminal adjudication of guilt shall have a cause of action

3lto recover compensatory damages, plus all reasonable investiga-

4ltion and litigation expenses including attorneys fees at the

5ltrial and appellate courts.
6

( 6)

For the purposes of this section "statement"

7 I includes, but is not limited to, any notice, statement, proof

Blof loss, bill of lading, invoice, account, estimate of property

9ldamages, bill for services, diagnosis, prescription, hospital

l0lor doctor records, x-ray, test result, or other evidence of
lllloss, injury, or expense.
12

(7)

The provisions of this Section shall also apply as

13lto any insurer or adjusting firm or their agents or representa

l4ltives who with intent, injures, defrauds, or deceives any
15lclaimant with regard to any claim.

The claimant shall have

16 !the right to recover the damages provided in this Section.

17

(8)

It is unlawful for any person, in his individual

18 I capacity or in his capacity as a public or private employee,

19l or for any firm, corporation, partnership, or association to

20l solicit any business in and about city receiving hospitals,

2llcity and county receiving hospitals, county hospitals, justice
22lcourts, municipal courts, or in any public institution or in

23lany public place or upon any public street or highway or in

24 l and about private hospitals, sanitariums or in and about any

25l private institution or upon private property of any character

26 I whatsoever for the purpose of making motor vehicle tort claims.
271Any person who violates the provisions of this subsection is

28 guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as provided
1
29 in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
30

Section 14.

Section 626.989, Florida Statutes, 1976

3llsupplement, is amended to read:

� 13
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1

Division of Fraudulent Claims; investigative

626.989

2 powers; subeoena eowers; accident reports to division;
3 personnel and expenses; division of costs.
4

(2)

--

In aid of making: such investig:ation1 the Division

5 of Fraudulent Claims shall have the :eower to issue sub:eoenas 1
6 to com:eel witnesses to testify and to :eroduce evidence.

Shoul,d

7 any witness fail to res2ond to the lawful sub2oena of any such
8 investigation or, having: res:eonded, fail to answer all lawful
9 inguiries or to turn over evidence that has been sub12oenaed,
10 the Division of Fraudulent Claims may file a com2laint before
11 any circuit court of the state setting: UJ2 such failure on the
12 :eart of the witness.

On the filing: of such com12laint 1 the

13 court shall take jurisdiction of the witness and the subject
14 matter of said cor.rolaint and shall direct the witness to
15 respond to all 12.wful questions and to produce all docume ntar1

'
16 evidence i:,. his possession which is lawfull•r -c:emanced. Thee

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

failure of

a.."l.v

cu=t:
wit.."1ess to comolv __w.ith sucn·-orde!:' of t..."fJ.e cc

shall constitute a direct and crioinal contem:)t of cou=t:,

a....,,.;

the court shall ;:iu.:iish said witness 2.CCO!:"cinclv.
( 3)

T.he dena::-tr:i.en t' s paoe::-s, Co c:1ne:1 ts

evic.e!1ce relative to t...1-ie subject of

2-"1

re:>o::-t.s o::

investicration unc.er

.....
shall not be subiect to Eublic ins-::iection for
this sec1..1.0!1
,.. so
lon9: as t.':-ie c.eoart:r:ent deems reasonably ne�essa�, to cor.i.nl ete

investication, to orotect the oerson i:r;estic-2.t2d f::-:>n
25 t.'1e

.,.,..
26 u;1warr2.nt2d injur,, or to be i:1 t.',.e oublic i..:1te::-8st .. Furt.h --,
27 such paoe.::-s, doc1..:.rr..en�s, recJorts o::- evidence rel2..t.ive to t..."-1 e
28 subject of

a.."1

investis:ation unde= t.riis section shall not h e

29 subject to subcoena u...,til o�ened for oublic ins:eection by the
30 decart:nent, u.,less the den artr::ent consents; o:::- after n otic!e to
31

�1+
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1 the department and a hearin�, the court dete=r;iines the

2 deoart:nent would not be unnecessa::-ilv hincered by_ such

3 subooena.
4
fil-P-+

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Any corr;pany which believes t.�a t such a

fraudulent claL� is being made shall, wit.�in 60 days of t:.e

receipt of such notice, send to the Division of Fraudulent
Claims, on a form prescribe<: by the departnent, t.�e
infonu.ation requested and such additional infor2ation relative
to the acc ident and the parties cla.ir.ting loss or da�ages
because of t:"e accident as the depart.�ent may require.

The

Division of Fraudulent Claims shall review sue� =eports �d
select such claims as, in its judgment, �ay resuire further
investigaticn.

-

T''--

shall then cause an inc:eper.c:ent exar.d.nation

15 of the facts surrou.�ding such clai� to be made to deter�ne
16 the ex�ent, if a.�y, t� which ==a�d, dec��t, o� inte�tio�al
17

misrepresentation of any kir:d exists in t.�e sdnission

of

die

18 claim. The Division of F:::'audulent Clai!:l.s shall re?ort any
hi . .
.
.
--:' ---�- ( l
19 a llegec:.
.
. 1atl.ons
o= 1 aw w 'C.'"l its inv2s-::..:.q2.tions�...c.isc ose to
., v.i..o

20

21
22
23
24
25

__,.

the a99:::09riate licer.sing asency-c:.:.d-s�a::e atto::::ey h2.v:i 'lg
jurisdiction with res?ect to a.�y such violation, as p=ovided
in s. 62�.310.

If prosecu.-�ion by t.�e St:2.7:2 A:tt:?=:-:ev is not.

bequn witr.i.n 60 davs of the divisicn's re=o=-::., t..�e s��te
Attornev s�all ir.fo=:.i t.�e division of t.�e reascns for t.½e lack

26 of prosecution.
(5)�3t No insurer, or the err:ployees or aqents 0£ any
27

281 insw:er, shall be subject to civil li2.bility for libel or

29lotherMise by virtue of t.�e filing of re�o=�s or £1-!..--r.isning
JOI other info:::wation required by -this section or re�uired by the
311 Division 0£ Frauculent Cla�s as a result of the ·aut..�ority
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l I herein granted.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

J.§1_��7

All costs of·acr.u..::.istration and ope=ation of

said Division of F=audulent Claira.s shall be bo:::-:1e by the
insurers licensed to write Eoto= vehicle insc:ra.�c� in this
The L-isu.=2.!lce, Cor:-.r::::.ssione::- shall equally Givic.e such

state.

costs �ong all such coillpa.,ies, cha=ging eac� s�c.� co�p�y an
identical a!'uOu.nt ace91ate to p=ovice the total cost of eac.�
fiscal year of o�eration.

Sue.� [��o��ts] as cerived by said

assess�nt shall be [ceposited in] t-�e State �=easu=er a.-ic
Insurance Cor.:.-:lissioner's

?.esulato.:::-_! T:::-ust :?i.:.-:c.

The total

12 I number of positions t::i be allocated. to t-'-le D::..v::..s::..on o::
13 I Fraudule:1t Claims shall not exceed 25 employees, and the total
14 sh�ll not exceed $500,000 for said fiscal year.

15

Section 15.

Section 627.727 (3) is amended and new

16 I subsections (6) and (7) are created to read:
17

627.727

Automobile liability insurance; uninsured

18 I vehicle coverage; insolvent insurer protection.-19

( 3)

For the purpose of this coverage, the term

20 I "uninsured motor vehicle" shall, subject to the terms and
211 conditions of such coverage, be deemed to include an insured
22 I motor vehicle when the liability insurer thereof:
23

(a)

Is unable to make payment with respect to the legal

24 I liability of its insured within the limits specified therein
25 I because of insolvency; or
26

(b)

Has provided limits of bodily injury li�bility for

271 its insured which are less than the limits applicable to the
281 injured person provided under hi� uninsured motorist's
291 coverage, applicable to the injured person.
30

(6)

If an injured person or in the case of death, the

311 personal representative, agrees to settle a claim with a

16
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11 liability insurer and its insured, and such settlement would

2lnot fully satisfy the claim for personal injuries or wrongful

3ldeath so as to create an uninsured motorist claim against the
4 I uninsured motorist insurer, then such settlement agreement
SI shall be submitted to the uninsured motorist insurer which

61 shall have a period of 30 days from receipt thereof in which

71 to agree to arbitrate the uninsured motorist claim and approve

8lthe settlement, waive its subrogation rights against the

91 liability insurer and its insured, and authorize the execution

l0lof a full release.

If the uninsured motorist insurer does

lllnot agree within 30 days to arbitrate the uninsured motorist

12lclaim and approve the proposed settlement agreement, waive its
131 subrogation rights against the liability insurer and its in-

14 I sured, and authorize the execution of a full release, the

lSlinjured person or in the case of death, the personal repre16 ls
; entative, may file suit joining the liability insurer's

17linsured and the uninsured notorist insurer to resolve their

18 respective liability for any damages to be awarded; provided,
19 however, that in such action, the liability insurer's

20 coverage shall first be exhausted before any award may be

21 entered against the uninsured motorist insurer, and the court

22 shall sever the uninsured motorist clain from the clair:t against

231the liabiility insurer's insured for the purpose of trial.
24 I Any award in such action against the liability insurer's
251 insured shall be binding and conclusive as to the injured

26 I person and uninsured motorist insurer's liability for damages
271 up to its coverage limits. The provisions of section 627.428,
281 Florida Statutes, shall not apply to any action brought pur291 suant to this section against the uninsured motorist insurer.
30

(7)

Except where arbitration is provided by the

311 uninsured motorist provisions of the insurance policy, a claim

t#i- 11
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llagainst an uninsured or under insured motorist may be made in

21a court of competent jurisdiction against the uninsured

3lmotorist, the claimant's insurer, or both.
4

Section 16.

6

(Substantial rewording of section. See s. 627.733,

8

627.733

slamended to read:

Section 627.733, Florida Statutes, is

71Florida Statutes for Eresent text.)
9

Required Security. --

(1) Every owner or registrant of a motor vehicle

lOlrequired to be registered in this state shall maintain

lllcontinuously throughout the registration or licensing period
121a policy of insurance providing the coverage and benefits

131described in s. 627.736.
14

(2)

Every nonresident owner or registrant of a motor

1slvehicle which, whether operated or not, has been physically

16 present within this state for more than 90 days during the
17 preceding 365 days shall thereafter maintain security as

18 defined by subsection (3) in effect continuously throughout

19 I the period such motor vehicle remains within this state.
Such insurance shall be provided by one of the
(-)
20

21 I following methods:

22

(a)

Insurance shall be provided with respect to such

231 motor vehicle by an insurance policy delivered or issued for
24 I delivery in this state by an insurer authorized to issue

251 policies of automobile liabiltiy insurance.

26

(b)

Security in lieu of insurance may be provided

271 with respect to any motor vehicle by any other method approved

28l'by the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles as

29l'affording security equivalent to that afforded by a policy of

301 insurance, if such security is continuously maintained

311 throughout the mo':or vehicle's registration or licensing

I 'n
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11 period.

The person filing such security shall have all of the

21 obligations and rights of an insurer under ss. 627.730-627.741.
3

(4)

An owner of a motor vehicle with respect to which

4 I security is required by this section who fails to have such

SI security in effect at the time of an accident shall have no

61 immunity from tort liability, but shall be personally liable

7 I for the payment of benefits under s. 627.736.

With respect to

8 I such benefits, such an owner shall have all of the rights and

91 obligations of an insurer under ss. 627.730-627.741.

10

11

(5)

No insurer shall provide the security required

121 by this section unless it also shall make available at the

131 written request of the insured the security required by Ch.324.
14

Section 17.

16

627.735

18

(1)

lSlamended to read:

Section 627.735, Florida Statutes, is

Operation of a motor vehicle illegal without

17lsecurity; penalties. --

Any owner or registrant of a motor vehicle with

19 I respect to which security is required under s. 627.733 who

20 I operates such motor vehicle or permits it to be operated in

2llthis state without having in full force and effect security

22lcomplying with the terms of s. 627.733 shall have his operator's

23llicense and registration suspended.
24

(2)

Any motor vehicle liability insurance policy shall

25lbe deemed to comply with the applicable limits of liability

26 required under the financial responsibility or compulsory laws
I
27 of any other state.
28

Section 18.

30

627.736

Section 627.736, Florida Statutes, 1976

29 I supplement, is amended to read:

Required personal injury protection benefits;

3llexclusions; priority. --

� 1q
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(1)

1

REQUIRED BENEFITS.--Every insurance policy comply-

21 ing with the security requirements of s. 627.733 shall provide
31 personal injury protection providing for payment of all

41 reasonable expenses incurred for necessary medical, surgical,
SI X-ray, dental, and rehabilitative services, including

61 prosthetic devices; necessary ambulance, hospital, nursing

71 services; necieeary ambulance, hospital, nursing services;

81 and funeral and disabliity benefits to the named insured,

91 relatives residing in the same household, persons operating

1 0 1 the insured motor vehicle, passengers in such motor vehicle

111 and other persons struck by such motor vehicle and suffering

121 bodily injury while not an occupant of a self-propelled ffle�e�

131 vehicle ef-ffleee�eyele7 all as specifically provided in sub141 sections (3) and S(d)(2) and ( 4)(d), to a limit of $5, 000

1 51 for loss sustained by any such person as a result of bodily
16 I injury, sickness, desease, or death arising out of the

171 ownership, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle as follows;
(a)

18

19

20

21
22

I

1

Medical benefits. -- Eighty percent of A�ll

reasonable expenses for necessary medical, surgical, X-ray,
dental and rehabilitative services, including prosthetic

devices, and necessary ambulance, hospital, and nursing
services.

Such benefits shall also include necessary remedial

231 treatment and services recognized and permitted under the laws
24 I of the state for an injured person who relies upon spiritual

251 means through prayer alone for healing, in accordance with

261 his religious beliefs.

27

(b)

Disability benefits. -- Eighty Bne-htindred percent

281 of any loss of gross income and loss of earning capacity per
29 I individual, unless such benefits are deemed not includable

30 1 in gross income for federal income tax purposes, in which

311 event such benefits shall be limited to 6 0 85 percent, from

�20
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1

inability to work proximately caused by the injury sustained

3

obtaining from others ordinary and necessary services in lieu

5

have performed without income for the benefit of his household.

2 by the injured person, plus all expenses reasonably incurred in
4 of those that, but for the injury, the injured person would

7

I burial,

9

I

Funeral, burial or cremation benefits.--Funeral,

(c)

6

or cremation expenses in an amount not to exceed $1,000

8 I per individual.
10

11

12

I

(2)

AUTHORIZED EXCLUSIONS.--Any insurer may exclude

(a)

For injury sustained by the named insured and

benefits:

I relatives

residing in the same household while occupying

13 I another motor vehicle owned by the named insured and not

14 I insured under the policy or for injury sustained by any person
15

I operating

the insured motor vehicle without the express of

16 I implied consent of the insured.
17

18

(b)

I contributed

19 !stances:

20

21
22

1.

2.

To any injured person, if such person's conduct

to his injury under any of the followins circum-

Causing injury to himself intentionally;

Being convicted of driving while under the influence

of alcohol or narcotic drugs to the extent that his driving

23

faculties are impaired;

25

Whenever an insured is charged with conduct as set forth in

27

( 4) (b) shall be held in abeyance, and the insurer shall

24
26

3.

While committing a felony.

subparagraphs 2 or 3, the 30 day payment provision of paragraph

28

withhold payment of any personal injury protection benefits

30

charge is nolle prossed or dismissed or the insured is acquit

29

31

pending the outcome of the case at the trial level.

If the

ted, the 30-day payment provision shall run from the date the

� zt

1

2

3

4

5

insurer is notified of such action.

I

I

I
7 I
8 I
6

9

10

11

12

I
I
I

(3)

SPECIAL DAMAGES IN TORT CLAIMS. -- No insurer shall

have a lien on any recovery in tort by judgment, settlement,

or otherwise for personal injury protection benefits, whether

suit has been filed or settlement has been reached without suit
An injured party who is entitled to bring suit under the

provisions of s. 627.737, or his legal representative, shall

have no right to recover any damages for which personal injury
protection benefits are paid or payable.

The plaintiff may

prove all of his special damages notwithstanding this limitation, but if special damages are introduced in evidence, the

trier of facts whether judge or jury, shall not award damages

13 l for personal injury protection benefits paid or payable.
14

15

16
17

18

I
I

I
I

all cases in which a jury is required to fix damages, the

court shall instruct the jury that the plaintiff shall not

recover such special damages for personal injury protection

benefits �aid or payable.

19 I insurer

20

21

22

23

I
I

I

In

(4)

BENEFITS:

WHEN DUE. -- Benefits due from an

under ss. 627.730-627.741 shall be primary, except

that benefits received under any workmen's compensation law or

Medicaid as provided under 42
credited against the benefits

uses

1395 et seq. shall be

24

25

26
27

28

29
30
31

--z;f?-r·
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11 provided by subsection (1) and be due and payable as loss

21 accrues, upon receipt of reasonable proof of such loss and the
JI amount of expenses and loss incurred which are covered by the

41 policy issued under ss. 627.730-627.741
5

(a)

An insurer may require written notice to be given

61 as soon as practicable after an accident involving a motor

71 vehicle with respect to which the policy affords the security

81 required by ss. 627.730-627.741.
9

(b)

Personal injury protection insurance benefits

101 shall be overdue if not paid within 30 days after the insurer

111 is furnished to the insurer as to the entire claim, any partial

12 amount supported by written notice is overdue if not paid

13 within 30 days after such written notice is furnished to the
14 insurer.

Any part or all of the remainder of the claim that

15 is subsequently supported by written notice is overdue if not
16 paid within 30 days after such written notice shall not be
17 deemed overdue when the insurer has reasonable

proof to es-

181tablish that the insurer is not responsible for the payment,

19 notwithstanding that written notice has been furnished to the
,
20 insurer. For the purpose of calculating the extent to which
21 I any benefits are overdue, payment shall be treated as being

221made on the date a draft or other valid instrument which is

231equivalent to payment was placed in the United States mail in
24 a properly addressed, postpaid envelope or, if not so posted,
l
25 on the date of delivery.
26

(c)

All overdue payments shall bear simple interest

28

(d)

The insurer of the owner of a motor vehicle shall

30

1.

27 lat the rate of 10 percent per annum.

29,pay personal injury protection benefits for:

Accidental bodily injury sustained in this state by

311the owner while occupying a motor vehicle, or while not an

� 2..3
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l occupant of a self-propelled ffleee� vehicle e�-ffleee�eyele if the
l
2 injury is caused by physical contact with a motor vehicle.
3

2.

Accidental bodily injury sustained outside this

4lstate but within the United States of America, its territories
Slor possessions, or Canada by the owner while occupying the

6 I owner's motor vehicle.

7

3.

Accidental bodily injury sustained by a relative

Blof the owner residing in the same household, under the circum-

9lstances described in subparagraph 1. or subparagraph 2.,

l0lprovided the relative at the time of the accident is domiciled
111 in the owner's household and is not himself the owner of a

12 I motor vehicle with respect to which security is required under
13 ss. 627. 730-627. 741.
1
14
4. Accidental bodily injury sustained in this state by

151 any other person while occupying the owner's motor vehicle or,
16 I if a resident of this state, while not an occupant of a

17 I self-propelled ffleee� vehicle e�-ffleee�eyele if the injury is

!Bl caused by physical contact with such motor vehicle, provided

191 the injured person is not himself:

20

a.

The owner of a motor vehicle with respect to which

22

b.

Entitled to personal injury benefits from the

2llsecurity is required under ss. 627.730-627.741, or

23linsurer of the owner or owner of such a motor vehicle.

24

(e)

If two or more insurers are liable to pay personal

25linjury protection benefits for the same injury to any one

26lperson the maximum payable shall be as specified in subsection

271 (1), and any insurer paying the benefits shall be entitled to

2Blrecover from each of the other insurers an equitable pro rata

29lshare of the benefits paid and expenses incurred in processing

30 I the claim.

31

� 2J-r
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(5) CHARGES FOR TREATMENT OF IN
JURED PERSONS.-Any physician, hospital, clinic,
or other person or institution lawfully rendering
treatment to an injured per..on for a bodily i."ljury
covered by personal inju.rJ protection insurance may
charge only a reasonable amount for the products,
services, and accommodations rendered. in no event,
however, may such a charge be in excess of the
amount the person or institution customarily
charges for like products, services, and acco=oda
tions in cases involving no insurance.
2(6)
DISCOVERY OF FACTS ABOUT AN IN
JURED PERSON; D[SPtJTES.(al Every employer shall, if a request is made by
an insurer providing personal injury protection ben
efits under ss. 627.730-627.741 against whom a claim
has been made, furnish forthwith, in a form ap
proved by the Department of Insurance, a sworn
statement ofthe earnings. since the time ofthe bodi
ly injury and for a reasonable period before the inju
ry, of the per..on upon whose injury the claim is
based.
(b) Every phys ician, h06pital, clinic; or other
medical institution providing, before or after bodily
injury uoon which a claim for personal injuq protec
tion insurance benefits IS 0aseci, any pru<.iu......, =•·
vices, or accommodations in relation to that or any
other injury, or in relation to a condition claimed to
be connected with that or any other injury, shall, if
requested to do so by the insurer against whom the
claim has been made, furnish forthwith a WTitten
report of the history, condition. treatment, dates,
and costs of such treatment of the injured person,
together with a sworn statement that the treatment
or services rendered were reasonable and necessary
with respect to the bodily inju.rJ sustained and iden
tifying which portion of the e:cpenses for said treat
ment or services was incurred as a result of such
bodily injury, and produce forthwith, and permit the
inspection and copying of, his or its r�ords regard
ing such history, condition, treatment. dates. and
costs of treatment. Said sworn statement shall read
as follows: "Under penalty of perjury, I declare that
I have read the foregoing, and the facts alleged are
true, to the best of my knowledge and belief." No
cause of action for violation of physician-patient
privilege or invasion of the right of privacy shall be
against any physician, hospital, clinic, or other medi
cal institution complring with the provisions of this
section. The person requesting such records and said
sworn statement shall pay all reasonable costs con
nected therewith..
(c) ln the event of any dispute regarding an in
surer's right to discovery of facts about an inju:ed
person's earnings or about his history, condition, and
treatment. and dates and costs of such treatment.

- '(7)-MEmAL -:'\ND -PHYSICAi:-EXA.i.\'1INA
TION OF INJURED PERSON; REPORTS.Ca) Whenever the mental or physical condition of
an injured person covered by personal injury protec
tion is material to any claim that has been or cay
be made for past or future personal injurJ protection
insurance benefits, such person shall, upon request
ofan insurer, ;�mit to mental or physical examina
tion by a physician -,, physicians. The coses of any
examinations reque,,ted by an insurer shall be borne
entirety Dy tilt! i.u:.UJ.t:...·. ���t c::��i0!' cihAll hP.
conducted within the city ofresidence of the insured.
If there is nu qualified physician to conduct the e:c
amination within the city of residence of the insured,
then such e:camination shall be conducted in an area
of the closest proximity to the insured's residence.
Personal protection insurers arc authorized to in
clude reasonable provisions in personal injurJ pro
tection insurance policies for mental and physical
e=mi.nation of those claiming personal injury pro
tection insurance benefits.
(b)

I

If requested by the person examined. a part'/

causing an e:camination to be made shall deliver to
him a copy of every written report concerning the

examination rendered by an examining physician,
at least one of which reports must set out his find
ings and conclusions in detail. Afte, such request
and delivery, the party causing the e=mination to
be made is entitled, upon request, to receive from the
person examined every written report available to
him or his representative concernir.g any examina
tion. previously or thereafter made, of the same
mental or physical condition. By requesting and o'b
taining a report of the exami::iation so ordered or by
taking the deposition of the e=mi.ner, the person
examined waives any privilege he may have, in reb
tion to the claim for benefits, regarding the testimo
ny of every other person who has examined. or may
thereafter examine, him in respect to the same men
tal or physical condition. If a person unreasonably
refuses to submit to an examination, the personal
injury protection carrier is no longer liable for subse
quent personal injury protection benefits.
-- ··--··•··.
(8) With resoect to any dispute under the provi
sions ofss. 627.730-627.741 between the insured and
the insurer, the provisions of s. 627.428 shall apply.

the insurer may petition a court of competent juris
diction to enter an order permitting such discovery.
The order may be made only on motion for good
cause shown and upon notice to all persons having
an interest, and it shall specify the time, place, man
ner, conditions, and scope of the discover/. Such
court may, in order to protect against annoyance,
embarrassment, or oppression. as justice requires,
enter an order refusing discovery or specifying con
ditions ofdiscovery and may order payments of coses
and expenses of the proceeding, including reasona
ble fees for the appearance of attorneys at the pro
ceedings, as justice requires.
(d) The injured person shall be furnished, upon
request, a copy of all information obtained by the
insurer under the provisions of this section, and
shall pay a reasonable charge, if required by the
insurer.
(e) Notice to an insurer ofthe existence ofa claim
shall not be unreasop_!!�ly wi_�l,,helci_qx_anjnsured._
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l

Section 19.

Section 627.739, Florida Statutes, is

2 I amended to read:
3
4

(Substantial rewording of section.

See s. 627.739,

Florida Statutes, for £resent text.)

5

627.739

Personal injury protection; optional limita-

6 I tions.
7
8

(1)

In order to prevent duplication with other private

or governmental insurance or benefits for senior citizens and

9 others with access to such insurance or benefits, each insurer

10 providing the coverage and benefits described in s. 627.736(1)
11

shall offer to the named insureds modified forms of personal

12! injury protection as described in this section.

Such election

13

may be made by the named insured to apply to the name insured

14

alone, or to the named insured and dependent relatives residing

i sl
16

in the same household.

Any person electing such modified

coverage or subject to such modified coverage as a result of

17 the named insured's election shall have no right to claim or
18

to recover any amount so deducted from any owner, registrant,

19 operator or occupant of a vehicle or any person or organization
20 legally responsible for any such person's acts or omissions who
21

is made exempt from tort liability by ss. 627.730-627.741.

22 Premium reductions for each modification or combination of

23 modifications shall be adequate to recognize the reduction in

24

hazard and shall be subject to the approval of the Department

25 of Insurance.
26

(2)

Insurers shall offer deductibles, in amounts of

27 $250, $500, $1,000 and $2,000, $3,000 and $4,000 said amount
28
to be deducted from the benefits otherwise due each person

29 subject to the deduction. As an alternate to such deductibles,
30
insurers shall offer the modifications of subsections (2) and
31
(3) individually and in combination.
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1

Section 20. Section 627.737, Florida Statutes, is

3

627.737

2lamended to read:
4

5

6

1a

(1)

Damages in tort action,

punitive damages. --

Every owner, registrant, operator, or occupant of

motor vehicle, and every person or organization legally

7 responsible for his acts or ommissions, is hereby exempted
_
8 ,from tort liability for damages because of bodily injury,

9 sickness, or disease arising out of the ownership, operation,
lO ,maintenance, or use of such motor vehicle in this state to the

11 extent that the benefits described in s. 627.736(1) are payable

12 for such injury, or would be payable but for any exclusion or

13 deductible authorized by ss. 627.730-627.741, under any

14 insurance policy or other method of security complying with the
15 requirements of s. 627.733, or by an owner personally liable

16 under s. 627.733 for the payment of such benefits, unless a

17 person is entitled to maintain an action for pain, suffering,

18 mental anguish, and inconvenience for such injury under the

19 provisions of subsection (2).

20

(2)

In any action of tort brought against the owner,

21 registrant, operator, or occupant of a motor vehicle with

22 respect to which security has been provided as required by
23 ss. 627.730-627.741, or against any person or organization

24 legally responsible for his acts of omissions, a plaintiff may

251 recover damages in tort for pain, suffering, mental anguish,

261 and
inconvenience because of bodily injury, sickness, or
271disease arising out of the ownership, maintenance, operation,

28 or use of such motor vehicle only in the event that the injury
291
or disease consists in whole or in part of:

30

31

(a)

(b)

Loss of a body member.

Permanent loss of a bodily function.

�. z,7
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1

(3)

Insurers shall offer coverage wherein at the

21 election of the named insured all benefits payable under 42
31 use

the federal "medicare" program, or to active or retired

41 military personnel and their depend�nts shall be credited
SI against the benefits provided by 627.736(1).

Such modification

6 I shall be available only as respects a named insured
7 I

who provides certification that such person, or
J.,

, . ..

), I,.·,

8 I persons and all tlrelatives residing in the same household are
91 eligible for such federal benefits.

Such certification shall

101 be in a form approved by the Department of Insurance.
11

( 4)

Insurers shall offer coverage wherein at the

121 election of named insured the benefits for loss of gross income
13 I and loss of earning capacity described in s. 627. 736 (1) (b}
14 I shall be excluded.
15
16

( ;;·)

In any action brought against an automobile

l7 II liability insurer for damages in excess of its policy limits,
1811no claim for punitive damages shall be allowed.

19

��ctir� 21.

�����-;

��7.7372 is created to read:

20

627.7372

Collateral Source Disclosure. --

211

All collateral sources are adrnissable into evidence

22 I in all tort actions.
23

Section 22.

24

768.061

25

(1)

Section 768.061 is created to read:

Contributory negligence not a bar to recovery .

The negligence of a person shall not bar recovery

26lin any action brought pursuant to the provisions of ss. 627.737
27lby any person or his legal representative to recover damages
28lfor negligence resulting in such person's death or injury to
29lhis person or his property, if his negligence was not greater
30lthan the combined negligence of the person or persons against
3llwhom recovery is sought or a known person or persons whose

c.}b
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1 negligence contributed to the injury or death but who are not
1
2 parties to the action; however any damages awarded to the

3lperson bringing the action shall be diminished in proportion to

4lthe amount his negligence contributed to his damages.

Therefor

S if any person's negligence contributes more than 50% to the
l
6 causing of the accident, he shall be barred from recovery.
7

(2)

This section shall apply to all causes of action

81pending on the effective date of this act and to cases there9 lafter filed.

10

11

12

Section 23.

768.062.
(1) (a)

Section 768.062 is created to read:

Set-offs in negligence actions. --

In any action brought claiming property damage,

13 personal injuries, including any and all derivative claims, or
14 wrongful death in which the jury returns one or more verdicts

lS applying comparative negligence as to each party against the

16 other for said claims arising out of the same tortuous event,

17 the court shall set-off the verdicts.
181

(b) Set-off occurs when the court enters one judgment

19 I for each party predominantly prevailing in a negligence action

20 I in which comparative negligence is applied, representing the

211 difference between the verdicts rendered for each party based

221 on each claim.
23

(c)

The provisions of paragraph (a) shall apply to all

24lnegligence actions notwithstanding the existence of one or

25lmore policies of liability insurance containing provisions for

261 the payment of all or a part of a judgment against the insured.

27

(2)

29

Section 24

31

In any action brought pursuant to the provisions of

This section shall apply to all negligence actions

281filed or pending on or after the effective date of this act.

30

627.7403

Section 627.7403 is created to read:

Mandatory joinder of derivative claim.

�l--q
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lls. 627.737 claiming personal injuries, all claims arising out
2lof the plaintiff's injuries including all derivative claims

3 ,shall be brought together unless good cause is shown why such
1
4 claims should be brought separately.
5

Section 25

Subsection (2) of

6lsection 768.18, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
7

8

768.18
(2)

Definitions. -- As used in ss. 768.16 and 768.27

"Minor children" means dependent unmarried children

9lunder 21 years of age notwithstanding the age of majority.

10

Section 26

12

627.7373

11 I to read:
13

(1)

There is created a new section, 627.7373,

Good Drivers' Fund. --

There is hereby created within the Department of

141 Insurance a Good Driver Fund (hereinafter "Fund") to be

15l maintained and administered by the Department.

16

(2)

On and after the effective date of this act, any

171 driver convicted of a moving traffic violation, or who forfeits
18 I an appearance bond with respect thereto, shall be assessed a

·19 I separate fee in the amount of $10 per point assessed.

Such

201 fee shall be collected by the clerk of the appropriate court

211 and remitted on a monthly basis to the Insurance Commissioner

22 I who shall place such monies in the "Fund."

23

(3)

Annually, no later than July 1 of each year,

241 pursuant to a plan adopted by the Commissioner after notice and

251 a hearing thereon, the monies in the "Fund" shall be distribute,
261 to insurers writing motor vehicle liability insurance in this

271 state.

Subsequent to such distribution, and pursuant to the

28 plan formulated herein, such insurers shall return to policy

29 holders monies so distributed at the time of the next renewal;
30 provided, however, that such distribution shall be limited to

31 the named insured of a policy under which, for the 36 months

� 30
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llnext proceeding the date of the renewal, the named insured and
21any operator who regularly operates an insured vehicle has not
3 the monies so distributed shall be used by such insurers to

4 reduce premiums charged to policyholders qualifying for such

5 reduction in accordance with the provisions of the plan.
6

Section 27.

Section 627.7263, Florida Statutes, 1976

Section 28.

Implementation. --

7lsupplement, is hereby repealed and 768.06, Florida Statutes.
8
9

Notwithstanding the provisions of chapter 627, Florida

l0lstatutes, or the contrary provisions in this act, no rate for

ll bodily injury liability, personal injury protection benefits,
l
1 2 or uninsured motorist insurance shall be increased prior to
13 January 1, 1978, unless the insurer proposing such rate
14 increase shall show that the rates required herein are

15 inadequate as defined in s. 627.0651, Florida Statutes.

16

17

Section 29

Effective Date.

(1)

Section 28 of this Act shall become effective

(2)

Sections 1-27 of this Act shall become effective

( 3)

Policies written or renewed to become effective

18 1 July 1, 1977.

19

201January 1, 1978.
21

22 on or after January 1, 1978 shall comply with all requirements
1
23 of this Act.
24

25
26

27
28

29

30
31

�3l
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REPORT OF THE SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON
CRISIS PROBLEMS IN THE FLORIDA INSURANCE INDUSTRY
T O THE SENATE COMMERCE COMMITTEE
The Select Subcommittee on Crisis Problems in the Florida
Insurance Industry met on March 29 and 30, 1977. The subcoi.Tu�it
tee was chaired by Senator Kenneth MacKay; other members were
Senators Barron and Ware.
March 29, 1977
On March 29, the subcommittee met at 9:00 a.m. in conunittee
room "H", Senate Office Building. The first item on the agenda
was discussion of unemployment compensation. The primary speaker
was Andy McMullian, Director, Division of Employment Security,
who gave an overview of the Unemployment Compensation Program and
urged that the Legislature adopt the federally mandated require
ments of HR 10210. Representatives of Associated Industries of
Florida and the Florida League of Cities also made presentations
and provided testimony before the subcommittee.
Among Mr. Jon Shebel of Associated Industries' suggestions
were the following:

@@
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1. Reject Labor's attempt to have the maximum weekly benefit
amount placed on a formula basis.
2. Oppose the elimination of the week waiting period.
3. Disqualify union employees from drawing benefits for
refusing "suitable" non-union work.
4. Increase the minimum tax for new employers.
5. Set up a special fund to pay benefits to the employees
of governmental entities.
6. Amend the law to provide that in no case where an em
ployer discharges an employee for misconduct should the
employer have his account charged for benefits paid to
the employee.
7. Provide for an action offset.
8. Provide for an Unemployment Compensation Advisory Board
to be established.
9. A.mend the law to prohibit mail claims.
10. Oppose establishment of unemployment benefits for the
self-employed.

Upon the request of the subcommittee chairman, staff is re
searching fraud provisions, the definition of income as it relates
to retirement funds, and the possibility of requiring recipients
of unemployment compensation benefits to register with the Florida
State Employment Office.
The next item on the agenda was a discussion of the effect
of sovereign immunity on insurance. Of importance to the subcom
mittee was whether the cities were having difficulty in obtaining
liability insurance and if so, whether the rates were affordable.
The speakers were representatives from the Florida League of
Cities and an insurance agent, Mr. Jack Mullin, from Daytona
Beach. Concern was voiced by the city representatives as to
whether or not cities were responsible for claims bills beyond
the $50,000/$100,000 limits set by s. 768.28, F.S. Mr. Mullin
discussed the possibility of risk apportionment plans for cities
to replace present insured plans. He expressed the opinion that
political subdivisions could run self-insured plans more economi
cally than industry and state government could run them.
At the request of Chairman MacKay, staff will be working with
representatives of the Florida League of Cities to clarify possi
ble ambiguities in the current law.
Next on the agenda, a representative from the Florida Attor
ney General's Office provided a brief background and status re
port on the medical malpractice litigation. He mentioned that an
appeal has been taken from the recent circuit court decision hold
ing the 1976 Malpractice Act unconstitutional.
The next topic was health insurance; representatives of the
Health Insurance Association of America, Blue Cross/Blue Shield,
and the Florida Association of Life Underwriters discussed indus
try problems. Mr. Dineen of HIAA mentioned that the cost of com
pliance with new legislation nationwide was very high and that
companies needed more time in which to comply with newly enacted
laws. The representatives also discussed the escalating costs of
health care and stated that at least three states had enacted laws
requiring hospitals to submit budgets in advance. Concern was ex
pressed by representatives from the Florida Life Underwriters
Association about the lack of regulation of out-of-state group
insurance contracts which purport to cover Florida residents. Also,
the F.A.L.U. representative expressed concern about the lack of
state control over uninsured group health trusts which were pre
empted from state regulation by the enactment of the Employee
Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).
A brief presentation was made by a benefits consultant agent
from Fort Lauderdale with regard to self-insured health benefit
programs of cities and counties. He suggested that inasmuch as
premium taxes are not presently paid on self-insured health plans
of cities and counties, s. 112.08, F.S., be amended to require
that the "plans" pay their fair share of the cost of regulating
them. Also, he suggested that the Section be amended in such a
manner as to allow enough time for all of the advantages of retro-

2

spective retention rating methods to be utilized.
A councilman from the City of Bradenton testified that his
city had just set up a self-insured health program for its employ
ees and their dependents, but he indicated that it was too early
to determine whether the new plan would provide a savings to the
city. Chairman MacKay requested that staff monitor the experience
of the Bradenton plan.
Next, representatives from the American Insurance Alliance
and Associated Industries of Florida made presentations on products
liability insurance. Both suggested tort reform. Among the sug
gested revisions were:
1. Shorten statute of limitations.
2. Establish defense of "product modification."
3. Establish "state of the art" defense.
4. Do not use evidence of subsequent improvement to show
fault.
5. Modify duty to warn.
6. Put limit on punitive damages.
7. Use workmen's compensation as an exclusive remedy or
use workmen's compensation benefits as an offset.
The final item on the agenda for the first day was workmen's
compensation. The first speaker, from the Department of Insurance,
provided a report on the latest rate increase of 1.1% granted by
the Commissioner effective March 1, 1977. A preliminary draft of
a proposed bill was circulated to those present and comments and
suggestions were requested by the chairman. A representative of
the Department of Commerce commented on various provisions con
tained in the draft. A presentation was made by the manager of
the Florida Compensation Rating Bureau concerning the reinsurance
pool and the plan for employees who are unable to obtain workmen's
compensation coverage on the open market. He mentioned that the
system is working for the large employer but not for the small
employer.
Other speakers included representatives of the National
Council on Workmen's Compensation Insurance, Associated Industries
of Florida, United States Fidelity and ·Guaranty Insurance Company,
Farm Bureau Insurance Company, Florida Roofing and Sheet Metal
Association, AFL-CIO, the Florida Academy of Trial Lawyers, and
the Florida Bar.
Chairman MacKay requested that each speaker submit to staff
written comments on the proposed draft and any further recommenda
tions they might have.

3

March 30, 1977
On March 30, 1977, the subcommittee reconvened at 9:00 a.m.
to receive testimony on automobile insurance. The first speaker
was Commissioner Bill Gunter, who provided a brief overview of
the current automobile insurance crisis and presented his proposals
for reducing premiums. He expressed the opinion that a motorist
should be granted the freedom to purchase as much coverage as he
needs and as much as his budget can stand.
A proposed draft incorporating Commissioner Gunter's propos
als was distributed at the meeting, and at the request of Chairman
MacKay, staff is currently reviewing the draft.
A representative from the Florida Bar Association commented
briefly on the "Gunter Proposals" and called it a "cruel hoax" to
take away constitutional rights in such a manner. He indicated
that his Association would provide proposed alternatives as soon
as possible that would reduce rates and assure access to courts.
A presentation was made on the Florida Joint Underwriting
Association by Mr. Sru� Rogers of the Florida Association of In
surance Agents. He provided statistics on the number of drivers
in the J.U.A. and compared Florida's J.U.A. population to that of
several other states. He also listed some reasons why agents place
drivers in the J.U.A. He urged that legislation be adopted to
require adequate rates in the J.U.A. at all times. He mentioned
that his Association expected to have specific recommendations
within a week on what to do about agents' commissions.
Next, the new director of the Department of Insurance's Divi
sion of Fraudulent Claims provided a brief status report of the
work of that division. Two planned items for the division are a
claims fraud seminar scheduled for May 3, 1977 in Miami and the
development of a brochure on fraud for distribution to the public.
He indicated that the division was attempting to work closely with
the medical community and bar association and was getting proper
access to insurance company files.
The chairman of the Florida Association of Life and Casualty
Insurer's Committee on Fraud, Mr. Rick Riccardelli, provided a
presentation on insurance claim fraud in Florida. He told about
recent federal indictments and convictions in Dade County having
to do with the submission of fraudulent claims. He stated that
the federal action was possible because of the federal five year
statute of limitations and the fact that under federal law money
did not actually have to be received. He announced that his
Association would be offering up to a $500 reward for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of any person making a fraud
ulent claim.
Reports were provided by representatives of the Florida Insur
ance Guaranty Association as to the history and experience of the
Association. One mentioned that a third of the nation's insurance
insolvencies were potentially involved with the Florida Insurance
4

Guaranty Association.
Mr. Ward Wagner, representing the Florida Academy of Trial
Lawyers, made a brief presentation opposing the "Gunter Proposals"
on the grounds that they would increase premium costs for the
responsible driver. He questioned the lack of reduction in pre
miums on the part of the insurance companies as a result of legis
lation enacted last session. Chairman MacKay requested that his
organization develop alternative proposals.
A presentation was made by Mr. Jack Mullin, an insurance
agent from Daytona Beach, concerning a proposal for a scheduled
automobile insurance contract which he felt would allow an indi
vidual to purchase whatever coverage he desired. Under this pro
posal, a person would not have the right to sue unless he had
used the arbitration process for recovery and the amounts of
damages to be pursued in court exceeded the amounts provided for
recovery in his own scheduled contract.
Mr. Cory Johns, Chairman of the Board of the Johns Eastern
Company, presented a proposal to the subcommittee which he thought
would bring insurance rates back to affordability. Mr. Johns'
plan consisted of the following eight provisions:
1. Make uninsured motorist coverage optional.
2. Strengthen the existing restriction on "Double Dip."
3. Relieve the premium payer of the burden of raising
funds to pay tort claims of those who defy the law by
refusing to buy insurance.
4. Take the loss of use out of the reparations system.
5. Restore contributory negligence and impute drivers'
negligence to their passengers.
6. Limit carriers' liability to the amount of the insurance
purchased.
7. Require claimants to give notice and to make available
to carriers that information needed by the carriers to prop
erly perform their duties to defend the rate.
8. Provide that the claimants must give defendants an
opportunity to settle before suit may be entered.
The final speaker was Mr. Charles Damsel, representing the
Defense Lawyers, who indicated that he had not had an opportunity
to review the "Gunter Proposals" and would submit written comments
and recommendations at a later date. This presentation concluded
the testimony.
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SUGGESTIONS (INS.) SUMMARIZED

Rates a.re a symptom. Effective legislation attacks causes. No-Fault tried to
attack causes but seems to have bitten off more than it can chew-- - and, in the
process, caused results the opposite of those sought. With a more limited target
and, therefore, more predictable results, I propose:
1.

Make optional the present mandatory offer of the U. M. coverage. Now
that No-Fault is available, U. M. is an uneccessary anachronism and it
distorts rates.

2.

Strengthen the existing restriction on "Double Dip''.

3.

Relieve premium of the burden of raising funds to pay the tort claims of
those who defy the law by refusing to buy insurance. From whatever
viewpoint the premium to pay those claims is an unjustified tax on the
law abiding motorist. Relief in this area will help premiums in property
damage area as well as bodily injury.

4.

Take loss of use out of reparations system. This system ought not to be
burdened with costly trifles. Action in this area will benefit P. D. rates,
an area otherwise not readily susceptible to legislative remedy.

5.

Restore contributory negligence and impute drivers I negligence to their
passengers. Juries are obviously unable to cope with comparative
negligence and with $5,000 PIP coverage provided, the system needs
incentives to compromise rather than to litigate.

6.

Limit carriers' liability to the amount of the insurance purchased.
Present law confers no needed protection on policyholders who are al
ready well protected by constitutional exemptions. Present situation
creates an almost impossible rating problem to the sole benefit of
claimants and their attorneys at the expense of the public.

7.

Require claimants to give notice and to make available to carriers that
information needed by the carriers in order that they can properly per
form their duties to defend the rate. Subject claimants to established
rules of discovery before suit is filed. This provision will inhibit the
practice of hiding claims until it is too late to investigate them effec
tively. This provision is an essential prerequisite to ,f8 below.

8.

Provide that the claimants must give defendants an opportunity to settle
before suit may be entered. If offer refused, contingent fee thereafter
chargeable only on that portion of the recovery which exceeds the volun
tary offer. Another incentive to settle rather than to litigate.

The public with considerable justification suspects that somewhere there is a
rip-off. What is often overlooked is that the rip-off is of one section of the--i,t-Jblic,
the premiwn payers, by another relatively small fraction of the same public. The
insurance companies are unwilling and very unhappy instruments by which the ripoff is accomplished.
'-
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to automobile liability:
amending s. 627.727(1), Flo�ida Statutes; allowing
automobile liability insurers to provide uninsured
motorist coverage for their insureds; prohibiting
such recovery from more than one policy; amending
s. 627.735(1), Florida Statutes; providing that
owners or registrants of certain motor vehicles who
operate or permit their vehicles to be operated without
adequate security are trespassers on the roads and
highways for the purposes of civil litigation;
deleting the provisions allowing attorneys' fees and
other reasonable expenses in effecting a recovery to
be excluded in the computation of the insurer's in•

demnity; providing new requirements :f'or notice, dis closure, examination, and reports regarding the
discovery of facts about an injured person; adding
s. 627.737(3), (4), Florida Statutes; establishing
the defense of contributory negligence and imputing

·,·1

.)

,

.,.,

negligence to guests or passengers for certain acci
dents; amending s. 627.738(4), (5), F lorida Statutes;
prohibiting the plaintiff from recovering for the

·)•"\
_.)

loss of use of his vehicle or for the rental costs

2-t

of a replacement; deleting certain exemptions from

r

tort liability for damages because of accidental

_;J

!!

1-

which exceeds the final offer of record.

Section

2

1!
'I

!1

-i
0
-

Subsection

(3)

and

(4)

are added to

section 627.737, Florida Statutes, to read:

')
,.)

'

5.

ii

!;

627.737

Tort exemption; limitation on right to

I',I damages.--

(3)

6

In any action of tort available to an injured

person under subsection (2), there shall be no recovery
.,
ii

if the injured person, by his own negligence or by the

8

negligence of another legally imputable to him, proxi

,,

mately contributed to the injury.

lG

(4)

11

person under subsection (2), where such person is a

12

,,.
,
l.0
l-!

In any action of tort available to an injured

i
j.

guest or passenger in a motor vehicle with respect to
which security has been maintained �s required by this

1LU
-

act1 the negligence or the owner or operator shall be

16

imputed to such guest or passenger.
Section

1 'i
1s

11

6.

(4) and (5) of section

627.738, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

19

627.738

20

tort liability.--

21

Subsections

(4)

Property damage, basic or full coverage;

In any action of tort brought to recover

22

damages for property damage to a motor vehicle with

23

respect to which security has been maintained as re

24

quired by this act, a plaintiff may not recover damages

25

for the loss of use of his vehicle or for the cost of

2

property damage; creating s. 627.7381, Florida
Statutes; providing insurers with the sole right to
settle claims against its insureds, except where the
contract provides otherwise; creating s. 627.7384,
Florida Statutes, requiring the plaintiff in a civil
action for damage arising from a motor vehicle acci
dent to meet the disclosure requirements of this act
and requiring that the defendant be afforded the
opportunity to meet personally with the plaintiff
and make a settlement offer of record; requiring an
a�fidavit stating such requirements have been met;
providing for the nondisclosure of such offers of
record to the jury; providing certain limitations
on attorneys' contingent fees; providing an effective
date.
WHEREAS, the rights o f a defendant can be serious
ly da.ma.ged and irretrievably lost by not allowing the
defendant to exercise, from the date of an accident,
those rights which are provided by the rules of
·""(\

::'.i.
•)·l

'.23

discovery after a lawsuit has been filed; and
WHEREAS, the legislature has provided without
regard to fault the payment of generous benefits; and
WHEREAS, the cost of all benefits eventually

2-!

translates into premiums which may be burdensome upon

2.5

the citizens; and

WHEREAS, the legislature has attempted to provide

l
2

compensation to the owners of vehicles whose vehicles

3

may be damaged on the ways of Florida. by providing that

1

it shall be compulsory for all vehicles to be covered

s

by insurance; and
WHEREAS, the insurance system thus mandated ought

6

not to be burdened with the cost of claims for loss of
use; and

.�

WHEREAS, the premiums which must be paid to financ�

9

1')

the claims of those who have defied the law by failing

1i

to purchase insurance are an unf"air and illegal tax on

11

'I
'"-

10

13
!
!
11

�dequate sanctions to punish those who intentionally

15

choose to defy the law; a.nd

16

18

t:

Ii
:1

ij

WHEREAS, the present law does not provide

11

17
11I

those citizens who have complied with the law; and

WHEREAS, the cost of purchasing automobile in
surance has skyrocketed in the past few years; and
WHEREAS, the consumer, the citizens of the state

19

of Florida, must directly bear the financial burdens

20

created by the high cost of such insurance; and

21

22
23
24
25

WHEREAS, without some legislative relief, the
cost of insurance will continue to shoot upwards; and
WHEREAS, the problem has reached crisis proportion.
1n Florida,
Be it Enacted by the Legislature of the state

-:

of' Florida:

l

Section 1.

2

627.727

4

protection.--

6

(1)

i

9

Automobile liability insurance;

uninsured vehicle coverage; insolvent insurer

.j

1

Subsection (1) of section 627.,727,

Florida statutes, is amended to read:

3

8

L

Any automobile liability insurer authorized

II to transact such business in this state may, in its

I

sole discretion, provide coverage for the protection

10

:! of' 1ts insureds who are legally entitled to recover

;; 11

i! damages from owners or operators of uninsured motor
vehicles because of' bodily injury, sickness, or

I,

13

disease, including death resulting therefrom, which

1-4:

coverage shall hereinafter be called "uninsured

1

5

motorist covera�." lfo-�tomob_t3::e--ttabt3:.tty-f:n:tttranee

16

ea,,ertng-.rtabt3::tty-�rt�mg-ont-of-the-owner:!th:i:p,-mtt±n

ii

ii

�nanee,-or-tt�e-of-any-motor-Tehte3:e-�haz3:-be-dezh-ered
18

or-t�&Ued-for-de3::i:Tery-:f:rt-th:f:�4"tate-1ttth-re�peet-to

19

a.ny-motor-yeh±e.re-reg:f:stered-or-pr±neipaliy-garaged

20

m-th:f:s-�tate-tm.r�s-e0"1?er�ge-t�-provtded-therem-or

21

si:tpp.rementa¼-thereto-m-not-ze��-than-th-e-3:tmtt�-of

22

the-.rtabt½tty-tn:!tttr�ee-pttreha�d-by-the--n'.amed-ms-ttred

23

for-bodtly-injl1?7,-for-s-tteh-.rower-ttmtt�-eempzymg

24

wtth--ehe-eompany -'�-ratmg-pzl!tn-as--ml!ty-1,e-s-e�eeted-by

25

the-named-tnSttred,f-imder-prOTt�ton�-ftxed-�tth-and

.,
)

!l

approved-by-the-department,-for-the- proteetion-of
persons-±nsnred-therennder-who-are- legally-ent±tled
te-Peeevep-aamagee-fPem-ewRePs-aP-e�epateps-ef-YaiR

�'

s�Pee-meteP-vea�eles-eeea�se-e�-eeei±y-iR��PY,

·'

siekRess-eP-eisease�-¼ael�aiag-aeatk-Fes�ltiHg
taePe�Pemt-�Pevtaee y -ReweveP,-tkat-tae-eevePage
pe��ipea-�aaeP-tais-seetieR-saall-Het-ee-a��l¼eaele
waea,-eP-te-tae-e*teat-taat,-aRy-�Re�pea-aamea-ia
tae-�e±iey-saal±-Pejeet-tae-eevePaget-aae-�Pev!aea
1�PtheP,-taat-waea-a-veaiele-is-ieasea-feP-a-�ePiea
e�-!-yeaP-eP-!eRge�-aaa-tae-lesseP-ei-s�ea-veaiele
ey-tae-tePm-e�-tae-lease-eeRtPaet-�Pev!aes-liaeility

l :�,

eeve�age-ea-tae-±easee-¥eaie±e-�a-a-�eliey-waepe�a

� J.

tae-lesee�-is-a-aamee-iRs�?ed-eP-ea-a-eePtifieate-e�

·�

a-maste�-�el!ey-!sa�ea-te-tae-leaseP;-tae-lessee-e�

. ,,

s�ea-vea!e¼e-saall-aa�e-tae-sele-�F�v�lege-te-Pejeet

- ·,

L '�

'J

i 'q

aaiae�pea-meteP!etls-eevepageT--YRleea-tae-Ramea
iRSttPee�-eP-leeeee-fiav!ftg-the-�P!v!iege-ef-Pejeet�Rg

:9

�B!astt�ed-me�ePis�ls-eeve�age,-�e�tte&ts-stteft-eevePage

:20

!a-w���iagT-�he-eeve�&ge-aeee-Ret-ee-��ev!eee-�R-e�

21

stt,,�emeft�&z-�e-a-�eftewaz-�el!ey-whe�e-the-Hamee

:22

i�su�ed-bad-�eJected-tbe-co�e�age-1�-connectio�-witb

'.23

a-pol1cy-p:euiousiy- 1ssued-to-him-by-tbe- same-insu�e�.

'.2-±

The coverage provided under this section shall be

25

in addition to exee��-over but shall not duplicate

c::

the benefits available to an insured under any work
men's compensation law, disability benefits law, or
)

any similar law; under any automobile liability or

�

automobile medical expense coverages; or from the owner

.,

or operator of the uninsured motor vehicle or any other

G

person or organization jointly or severally liable
together with such owner or operator for the accident.
Such coverage shall not inure directly or indirectly
to the benefit of any workmen's compensation or
disability benefits insurer earr±er or any person or
organization qualifying as a self-insurer under any

i�

workmen's compensation or disability benefits law or

i3

any similar law.
Section 2.

�-+

Subsection (1) of section 627.735,

Florida statutes, is amended to read:

l')

627.735

�j

Operation of a motor vehicle illegal

without security; penalties.--

;_ I

(1)

� -.:::

Any owner or registrant of a motor vehicle

10

with respect to which security is required under

20

subsection (1) or subsection (2) of 2.627.733 who
'i

21 i

operates such motor vehicle or permits it to be

.7.,

1

operated in this state without having in full force

:23

;1

and effect security complying with the terms of

2-1 :I

subsection (1) or subsection (2) of s. 627. 733 sha.11

25 II

have his operator's license and regi stration revoked

and shall be considered a trespasser on the public
roads and highways for the purposes of any civil
.,
·,
-;,

::;

•1

litigation that may be pursued.
section 3.

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1),

subsection (3), and subsection (6) of section 627.736,
Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

627.736 Required personal injury protection
benefits; exclusions; priority.-(3)

INSURER'S RIGHTS OF REIMBURSEMENT AND

INDEMNITY.-(a)

No subtraction from personal protection

insurance benefits will be made because of the value
of the claim in tort based on the same bodily injury,
:�

but after recovery is realized upon such a tort claim,
a subtraction will be made to the extent of-the-re-

:.,3

eovery,-e.Jee]:-a�tve -o:fl-rectl!'ona:bre-cettorneyl! .1.-feel!'-and

t.

other-rea�onab]:e-e.Jepen�e�-fnettrred-fn-effeet:tng-the

:d

reeoYery,�bnt-onxy-to-the-e:,ctent· that the injured

;�

person has recovered said benefits from the tort-

�o

feasor or his insurer or insurers.

.) 1

protection insurance benefits have already been

·)-)

received, the claimant shall repay to the insurer

:23

or insurers, out of the recovery, a sum equal to the

')'
_-t

benefits received, bnt-�ot-more-than-the-reeovery,

:25

e�er-a�t�e-of-rea�onable-attorney� i -:flee�-�d-other

C.L

I

If personal

,-

rea�onable-e�pen�es-±nellrred-±n-e�:fl-eet±ng-the-reeo�ery,
·)

but only to the extent that the injured person has

:3

recovered said benefits from the tort-feasor or his
insurers or insurer.

The insurer or insurers shall

have a lien on the recovery to this extent.

No

recovery by an injured person or his estate for loss
suffered by him will be subtracted in calculating
�

benefits due a dependent after the death, and no
recovery by a dependent for loss suffered by the
dependent after the death will be subtracted in cal
culating benefits due the injured person except as
provided in paragraph (l)(c).
tbr--�he -±n�ttrer -�haxl-be-ent±tled-to-re±mbttr�e

.!.. ""I'

ment-of-any-p�ent�-made-ttnder-the-pro�f�±on�-ef-th±�

1.)
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19

�YQa-amgyat-asaiR.t-a-taiPQ-papty-tQPt=iaa.gP y

:20

iae�yd�as-a-Paaagaa�la-a.ttgi:»ayl.-�ee-�gp_ta&

:21

plaiBti��l�-attePaay�--�a&-pPePattga-e�-ta&-Pe�m&YP�&

:22

meat-.aal�-9&-maQ&-&y-tae-�Ya§&-e�-a-tPia�-&eYPt

23

Raaa�ia�-tR&-•�it-te-P&99¥&P-Q&Sa8&&-�a-tae-�aiPQ-�apty

2--1

ae�iea-a�a�as�-ta&-teP�•�&aseP-YpQa-ap�*�&at�QR-�R&�&

25

ieP-&aa-aetiea-te-tae-eaPPi&P.

ill._fe7
·)

'I

:i

A personal protection insurer with a

right of reimbursement under this section, if suffer
ing loss from inability to collect such reimbursement

-j

out of a payment received by a claimant upon a tort
claim, is entitled to indemnity from one who, with

,:

notice of the insurer's interest, made such a payment
to the claimant without making the claimant and the
insurer joint payees as their interests may appea�,
or without obtaining the insurer's consent to a dif
ferent method of payment.

i£J_fdr

In the event an injured party or his legal

representative is entitled to bring suit against a
third party tort-feasor under the provisions of
s. 627.737 and fails to �ring such suit against such
•. .s ., third party tort-feasor within one year after the last
payment of any benefits under subsection ( 1) , the

':.·�_,

insurer of such injured party, upon giving 30 days'
�t

written notice to such injured party, shall have the

,a

right to bring suit against such third party, in its

20

own name or in the name of the injured person or his

.' v
_

legal representative, to recover the amount of the

21

22 ! benefits paid pursuant to the prov isions of this
1

.: 23
'·
'I 24

:I

:1

section to or for the benefit of such injured person.
However, the prosecution or settlement of such suit

25 II w 1 thout the consent of the injured person or his legal

representative shall be without prejudice to such person.
(Substantial rewording of subsection .

l

See s. 627.736(6), F.S., for present text.)

.,

.;

:;

,,

(6)

DISCOVERY OF FACTS ABOU T AN INJURED PERSON:

.:; ;[ NOTICE, DISCLOSURE, EXAMINATION, REPORTS. -(a)

\}

Any insurer or defendant, or both, against

which a claim is made or may be made for benefits

s

under this act or any insurer whose insured may be
the subject of a lawsuit or may at any time in the
future be the subject of a lawsuit for damages arising
out of bodily injury is hereby declared to be entitled
to all the rights and privileges permitted under the

,.,

!

rules of discovery of the Florida Rules of Civil

��

Procedure, frr:,m the time of the occurrence cf any

is

accident in which a person may have been injured or

l/3 ·1 for which he wishes to preserve the right to make
claim or institute a lawsuit in the future.
1.s

t

physician, hospital, employer, or other person or
organization that rendered medical treatment to,

19
:20

Any

I

·'

transacted business with, or recorded information

:21

about any such injured person shall be immune from

:2:2

liability for giving or releasing any information
relevant to the accident in question or injuries

24

r
_;)

arising out of such accident.
(b)

Immediately upon the occurrence of an

!
11

accident in which a person may have been injured or for
·)

.,
.,

which he wishes to preserve the right to make claim or

:_; ' institute a lawsuit in the future, it shall be the duty
of the injured person to give notice to any defendant
or defendant's insurers against which he may desire

.�1

to make claim or bring a law suit.

Such notice shall

specify the approximate date, time, and place of the
injury, shall identify the person or organization
responsible for said injury, and shall state that the
injured party believes he may have been injured and
that he may in the future make a claim or file suit.
It shall be presumed that a delay in giving such
notice has prejudiced the defendant or defendant's

:J

insurers unless clear and convincing evidence is shown
to the contrary.
(c)

Any defendant insurer or representative of

either of the foregoing shall have all the rights,

:s

including discovery rights, as are permitted by the

10

Florida Rules of Civil Procedure, as if an action

20
:21

.,.,

,I

had been filed.

The time that the injured party has

in which to respond to the requests for information
shall be the same as the time given a plaintiff in a

23

lawsuit, but the time given the injured party shall

2-1

run from the date the notice is filed or should have

2Ei

been filed, rather than the date of the complaint.

1

For the purposes of this a.ct, it shall be

:2

presumed that a delay in permitting discovery has pre

,,·)

judiced the defendant or defendant's insurers unless

4

clear and convincing evidence is shown to the contrary.

.J

I

(d)

6

(e)

Any person may refuae to comply with the

notice, disclosure, and examination requirements of
this subsection by executing a release of his claims

s
9

for benefits.
Section 4.

Section 627.7361, Florida Statutes,

10

is created to read:

ll

627. 7361

12
13

I
Offer of record; limitation of contingent;

fee.--

(1)

No civil action for damages arising out of

14

the ownership or operation of a motor vehicle result

15

ing from liability for bodily injury shall be commenced

16

unless the plaintiff has met the disclosure require

17

ments of s. 627.736 and the defendant, or his repre

18

sentative, has been afforded the opportunity to meet

19

personally with the plaintiff and to present him with

20

an offer of record as described in subsection (3).

I!

21

(2)

Any complaint commencing an action under

22

this section shall be accompanied by an affidavit of

23

the defendant or his representative that the require

24

ments of subsection (1) have been met.

25

shall state whether a.n offer of record has been made�

Such affidavit

and, if so, a copy of such offer shall be attached
'.:!

thereto.

3

(3)

An offer of record must be made in writing

4

and signed by all parties or their authorized repre

5

sentatives.

6

terminate after 10 days or upon retirement of the jury,

I

whichever is earlier, unless otherwise provided in the

8

offer.

9

jury, directly or indirectly.

10

(4)

Any offer of record shall automatically

An offer of record may not be disclosed to a
If a defendant or his representative refuses

(2),

11

to prepare the affidavit required by subsection

1 ')

the plaintiff may apply to the court which would have

'--

13

jurisdiction over the subject matter of his claim for

14

an order permitting commencement of his action not

16

withstanding such refusal.

16

shall then be held in the matter, and any resulting

17

order shall be accompanied by written findings of

18

fact and conclusions of law.

19

subject to appellate review upon appeal by any party.

20

(5)

An evidentiary hearing

Such an order shall be

Any attorney for a plaintiff may be compen

21

sated by such reasonable fees as are agreed upon with

22

the plaintiff except that an attorney for a plaintiff

23

who refuses a final offer of record shall not there

24

after be compensated by a contingent fee other than

25

a percentage of that portion of a subsequent recovery

rental of a replacement vehicle.

Damages recoverable

2

tor the total loss of such a motor vehicle shall be

,)

limited to the actual cash value of the motor vehicle

4

prior to the loss less the residual salvage value of

5

the vehicle.
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section 7. Section 627.7381, Florida Statutes,
ts created to read:

627.7381

Right or settlement; excess verdict.-

�o

Unless otherwise specifically provided in a contract

21

of insurance issued by an insurer issuing insurance

22

coverage under this act, any such insurer shall have

23

the sole right to settle, compromise, or defend any

24

tort claim available against its insured under

25

s. 627.737.

Under all circumstances, including

II the rendering or a. verdict in excess of policy limits,

1

2 II such insurer sha.11 not be subjected to lia.b:tlity which
3

II exceeds the limits set forth in the contra.ct of

-i

I!

i

5
,'

sect:ton 8.

section 324.132, Florida Statutes,

is created to rea.d:

'

324.132

8

Wa:tver of Claim.

Any person who does not comply with the provisions

9

i

insurance.

of this chapter regarding the financial responsibility

L l)

of one who opera.tes a. vehicle on the ways of Florida.

'1
.:...1

shall be deemed to ha.ve waived the right to bring an

i-

a.ct:ton or :file a claim against any other person,

13

where such action or claim a.rises out of an accident

l..J:

involving the opera.tion o:f a. motor vehicle•;

, ,)

section 9.

15

I:f any provision o:f this act or the

16 I!

application thereof to any person or circumstance is

1, :: ·

held invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other

18 .'

provisions or applications of the act which can be

19

:l

given effect without the invalid provision or a.ppli

:20

ii

cation, and to this. end the provisions of this act

21

:I

a.re declared severable.

22

section 10.

'l'his a.ct shall not affect any ca.use

23

of' action which accrued before the effective date of

24

this a.ct and the discovery and offer of' judgment

25

sections of' this act a.re considered procedural and

are therefore available as of the effective date of
'/

3

this a.ct.
Section 11.

This act shall take effect upon

becoming a law.
5
.,

6

,,
Ii
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SUMMARY
Authorizes automobile liability insurers to provide

I

i

8

their insureds with uninsured motorist coverage.

9

Provides that any owner or registrant of a. motor

10

vehicle allowing the vehicle to be operated without

11

security complying with the law is a trespasser for

L'-

the purposes o:f a.ny civil litigation involving the

•'
I'

l ''

vehicle, and that such a person shall be deemed to

I

i-j,

ha.ve waived the right to bring an action or claim

� ,J

ji

I:

,.

,)

I

-

l.J

arising out of the operation o:f a motor vehicle.

16

Provides that where a. recovery is realized by the

17

inJured party upon a bodily injury tort claim, a.

18

subtraction from that a.mount will be made to the

19

extent that there has been a recovery of such

20

benefits from the tort-feasor or his insurer.

,

I 21

Provides that an insurer or defendant against whom

22

a claim may be made resulting from damages a.rising

23

:rrom bodily injury is enti.tled to all the privileges

24

permitted under the rules of di.scovery of the Florida

25

Rules of Civil Procedure from the ti.me the accident

1

occurs.

2

occurrence of an accident, to give notice to any

.'3

possible defendant against whom he may claim damages.

-1

Establishes the defense of contributory negligence

5

and imputes negligence to guests and passengers in

6

:

1

Requires any possible plaintiff, upon the

certain accidents.

Prohibits plaintiffs from recover-

ing the rental cost of a replacement vehicle.
::., s

/i

9

11

Plaintiffs are required to meet the disclosure require

l�

ments of this act and the defendant is afforded the
settlement offer of record, proof of which is required

15

1n the form of an affidavit.

'I1•

:,.' 1,
'I

18

i:

19

0
! 2

21
22
23
ii

opportunity to meet with the plaintiff a.nd make.a

1-±

:· 16

I

their insureds, whether over or under the policy
limits, unless the insurance contract states otherwise.

,j

::

that insurers have the authority to settle claims for

10

. 13

i,

Provides

24
25

Provides that offers of

settlement may not be disclosed to jurors.

]
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OFFER OF UNINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE MADE OPTIONAL
Page 4

BACKGROUND
At the present time, loss ratios in uninsured motorist coverage
are very unsatisfactory - sometimes running to several hundred percent
of premium received.
Uninsured motorist is very difficult, if not impossible, to
reserve because of the nature of the claims - many of which are not
activated until two or three years after the occurrence of the loss.
From a practical standpoint, it has been close to impossible to develop
rates commensurate with the loss potential.
This coverage has been an open invitation to collusion and
fraud by those who reject coverage and then, after the fact, allege that
they were not given the legally mandated opportunity to subscribe.
No-Fault coverage having been provided, the need for UM has,
to a high degree, been done away with.

INTENDED EFFECT
This legislation removes the mandatory provision in the Florida
law whereby carriers are obliged to offer UM coverage by making such offer
voluntary. It is anticipated that many carriers will voluntarily withdraw
from that field. If the Legislature feels it to be desirable, it can
request the Insurance Department to design a more readily ratable coverage
. providing increased medical payments benefits and some form of restricted
loss-of-earnings reimbursement to supplement the provisions of the No-Fault
1�.

PRO SIDE
This legislation will relieve the companies of a fraction of
their coverage which has been disastrously loss prone and losses which had
to be loaded into other coverages.
The right to offer or not to offer coverage ought, in a free
business system, to be voluntary except in the presence of compelling
reasons to the contrary (and No-Fault having been provided, there is no
longer any compelling reason). Requiring a carrier to offer an unprofit
able coverage, or one in which there is no hope of premium commensurate
with the risk, is tantamount to confiscation. Relief from this burden
will relieve the pressure on the rate structure in general.

21

CONTRA
No contra arguments anticipated other than by those who simply
disagree with the foregoing conclusions.

LEGISLATION RE OWNERS, REGISTRANTS
AND OPERATORS OF UNINSURED VEHICLES
Pages 6 and 17

BACKGROUND
Despite compulsory provision of current law, a high proportion
of cars on the ways of Florida are uninsured.
The insurance industry has to meet the claims of these persons,
not as no-fault claimants but as tort claimants, and losses sustained as
a result of their suits are loaded onto the premiums of those who comply
with the law.

INTENDED EFFECT
The Act declares that an uninsured owner, registrant or operator
is a trespasser on the highway. Connnon Law denies trespassers any rights
of recovery except by showing what amounts very closely to intent to injure.
A related provision, page 17, provides that persons who defy the
law are deemed to have waived their right to make claim for injury or damage.

PRO SIDE
People who defy the law by refusing to pay their share of main
taining the system cught not to participate in its benefits.

CONTRA ARGUMENT
No contra arguments seen except as one feels that a freeloader
should be entitled to recover regardless of his failure to support the
system.

POSSIBLE COUNTERPRODUCTIVE SIDE EFFECT
This law should influence people not now insured to purchase
insurance. They are the last fraction of the insurance buying public.
They may be less responsible, less careful, and hence more expensive to
insure. The rating system will need time to identify these people and
rate them appropriately.

23
DOUBLE DIP ELIMINATED
Page 7

BACKGROUND
1976 legislation attempts to do away with the double dip given
by so-called equitable distribution. 1976 legislation provides that juries
may not award in damages sums already paid plaintiffs by No-Fault carriers.
Some competent observers think such instructions will be effective; will
be heeded by jurors; will reduce verdicts; will reduce settlements because
litigants will anticipate reduced verdicts. Other equally competent opinion
is to the effect the jurors will disregard the instructions and verdicts
will be unchanged.
There is no need to leave this matter to speculation. The pro
posed legislation gives carriers unquestioned right to full subrogation
recovery.
INTENDED EFFECT
To prevent claimant from recovering twice for the same expenses.
PRO SIDE
At a time when the public is crying for relief from the premium
burden, there is no justification for double reimbursement.
CONTRA
Carriers may feel that the clerical burden of carrying open files,
asking for and receiving reimbursement is an expense that ought not to be
loaded into the system, since payments are back and forth between carriers
- that in the long run a carrier will receive no more than it pays out to
other carriers.
ANSWER TO CONTRA
Far more cases are settled than go to judgment. If experience
discloses that juries ignore the instructions, or if litigants are not
persuaded that juries will heed the instructions, then settlements will
not be reduced.

The system needs fewer lawsuits and lower settlements. Anything
that reduces judgments is a disincentive to suit. The proposed legislation
takes No-Fault money out of those sums subject to recovery by suit and
hence lessens the incentive to sue. The cost of administering the trades
from company to company is minor compared to the cost of permitting double
recoveries.

NOTICE AND DISCLOSURE
Page 10
BACKGROUND
As lawsuits are presently handled, many serious claims never
come to the attention of the carrier who will eventually bear them until
as long as three years after the accident. There is no effective pro
vision by which carriers are notified of the pendency of claims against
them. If they know of a claim, they are effectively prevented from
finding out its true nature and extent by plaintiff's abuse of the prin
ciple of privacy.
There are two serious results:
l.

Carriers cannot effectively defend against exaggerated
or built-up claims. By the time they know of them and
have access to the Rules of Discovery, the time when
investigation or examination would have been effective
has long since passed.

2.

It is very difficult, if not impossible, to reserve
such claims. Indeed, it is entirely possible that when
they eventually learn the true extent of the claim pend
ing against them, carriers' disastrous losses of the
last few years may prove to be worse even than they
presently think.

INTENDED EFFECT
This law grants immunity to doctors and others holding informa
tion so that they may disclose it to carriers.
It protects carriers from suits for damages for invasion of
and
permits them to carry out legitimate investigative functions.
privacy
It provides that a person who wishes to preserve his right to
make a claim must give a notice to the carrier of his desire to preserve
that right. Should he care to preserve his privacy, he may do so by
executing a release of his claim. It provides that delay in giving
notice or obstruction to the carrier's procurement of information will
be presumed to be prejudicial to the carrier. This should ultimately
enable the carrier to exclude from evidence the information thus hidden
from it.

GO

THE LAW WILL NOT DAMAGE ANYBODY WITH A VALID OR
JUSTIFIABLE CLAIM. INFORMATION WILL NOT HURT HIM.
If anybody's claim is damaged, it will be the person whose
claim is built up or exaggerated.
To the extent that the law is effective, it will enable the
carriers to reserve more promptly and more correctly, thereby avoiding
the dangers of insolvency or the dangers of overcharging the buying
public.
If legislators are required to act in the sunshine, people
bringing claims should be required to act likewise.
CONTRA
This law may be attacked as unfair to claimants on the ground
that it will force premature disclosure of their claims. It may be
attacked on the ground that it is an invasion of privacy, or that companies will harass plaintiffs with investigation.
ANSWERS TO CONTRA ARGUMENTS
There is nothing unfair about requ1r1ng a claimant to disclose
the facts of his claim. If it can't stand the light of day, it ought to
fall.
The law does not invade privacy. Common law recognizes that
when a person is a party to a privileged transaction such as that between
a patient and his doctor, privity is breached as soon as one member of
the duo brings a third party into the transaction. In respect to a claim,
privity is breached as soon as a claimant begins to consider the possibility
of a claim, for in order to defend effectively, carriers must have access
to information. This information is freely granted under the Rules of Dis
covery - the proposed legislation brings discovery rules forward into the
time period preceding the filing of a lawsuit at which time discovery may
be effective.
The
to anyone who
investigating
to waste time

argument that the companies will harass plaintiffs is amusing
knows carriers' desire to avoid unnecessary expense. With
time costing in excess of $12 an hour, no carrier is going
harassing anybody.

27

POSSIBLE COUNTERPRODUCTIVE SIDE EFFECTS
Unfortunately, the short-run effect of this legislation may be
to disclose to the carriers that their loss situation is worse than they
realize and that they need higher rate increases than they have asked for.
This is a risk that ought to be run; the longer the day of reckoning is
delayed, the worse it is going to be.
SISTER LEGISLATION
This legislation is closely related to and is to a high degree
a necessary companion to the next proposal, which encourages negotiated
settlements and limits contingent fees.

28
RIGHT TO SETTLEMENT AND LIMITATION
ON CONTINGENT FEES
Page 12
BACKGROUND
The standard contingent fee system provides 25% to an attorney
for a settlement before suit is brought, 33-1/3% for settlement after
suit is brought, 40% if the case is tried, and 45 or 50% if appealed.
Thus, there is strong economic incentive to sue rather than to
settle claims.
INTENDED EFFECT
The intended effect of this legislation is to provide an incentive
to settle claims rather than to place them in suit. It provides that a suit
cannot be brought without a face-to-face meeting between the claimant and
the defendant or his representative, including a full disclosure of the
facts upon which it is proposed to bring suit, with an opportunity given
to the defendant to make an offer of record. Legislation further provides
that, in the event of such an offer being refused, plaintiff's counsel may
charge his contingent fee only on that fraction of the claim which is
recovered in excess of the amount of the offer of record.
PRO SIDE
Experience tells us that anything that decreases the base upon
which counsel may charge a fee provides a disincentive to sue. It is
sound public policy to encourage settlement rather than lawsuits.
CONTRA - It may be argued that the contingent fee system enables the poor
man to get in court - something he could not otherwise do.
It may be argued that it is unfair to counsel.
ANSWERS TO CONTRA ARGUMENTS
No system that gives an injured person an opportunity to settle
his claims without subjecting him to the delay and expense of a lawsuit
can be considered unfair to the claimant.

29
In effect, this legislation recognizes that carriers ought to
have an opportunity to pay that which they recognize as value and are
willing voluntarily to pay. Many claims now are settled by carriers
directly with the injured party without the intervention of counsel.
The aim of this law is to strengthen and encourage that practice.
Claimants who want advice at the negotiating stage should have it,
and therefore no limitation is provided on the fee that counsel can
negotiate with his client for services in negotiating out-of-court
settlements.

JO
RESTORATION OF CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE

DRIVER'S NEGLIGENCE IMPUTED TO PASSENGER
Page 14
BACKGROUND
Almost simultaneously with the passage of the No-Fault Law,
the Supreme Court substituted comparative for contributory negligence
and completely did away with the earlier requirement that passengers
suing their drivers had to prove gross negligence. The effect of re
moving contributory negligence has been to increase greatly the value
of claims for settlement purposes. Juries seem unable to handle the
complexity of comparative negligence - they seem to react as if they
now have a blank check to award anything they desire to award. To
settle claims with straightforward injuries but questions about lia
bility, carriers now have to pay from two to four times as much as
they used to.
Doubt as to the eventual outcome is one of the strongest
factors motivating both plaintiffs and defendants toward settlements.
Doubt has been removed.

Even before contributory negligence was abandoned, the law
was that a passenger was not precluded from recovery by the negligence
of his operator. It seemed that in many instances juries simply awarded
to the passengers those sums they would have liked to have awarded to
the operators, thus frustrating even those defenses then available to
the carriers.
INTENDED EFFECT
The restoration of contributory negligence would force plain
tiff's counsel to realize that in any case where liability is in dispute
he would have to calculate the odds that a trial might turn out in favor
of the defendant. This would lead to lower settlement values. The pre
sumption of agency between passenger and driver would subject the passenger
to the same doubt that his operator bears.
PRO SIDE
Premium burden on the buying public is not going to be reduced
in any other way than by cutting down losses. People who contribute to
accidents ought not to recover. The fact of the matter is that any pas
senger by his presence ratifies and endorses the driving tactics of his
driver. He should suffer the same fate as his driver.

Jl
CONTRA
It will be argued that this prov1s1on is too harsh. The fact
is that by and large most people actually do understand contributory negli
gence and accept it as just. Complaint against it is heard only from those
who profit from plaintiff's claims. Even more important, this provision
would be less harsh in its application than it appears to be. Before
judicial decision repealed contributory negligence, doubtful claims were
settled by compromise. Even then, there was a strong probability that
juries might overlook and reject the defense, and carriers usually com
promised claims involving this factor. Such was the practice then and
would no doubt be the practice were this provision restored.
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ELIMINATION OF LOSS OF USE
Page 14
A large part of the growth in premium is attributable ro property
damage rather than to bodily injury. Most of this growth simply reflects
the increased average value of the cars on the highway. However, even with
respect to this fraction of the premium, something can be done, and this
proposal addresses itself to that fraction.
Almost simultaneously with the enactment of No-Fault, the Supreme
Court changed the law in Florida, which hitherto had been to the effect that
there was no recovery for loss of use of a private passenger automobile.
BACKGROUND
Relative to the amount of money involved, claims for loss of use
are expensive to administer. The possibility of a claim for loss of use has
an unfortunate multiplying effect on the claim for damage. Faced with a
legitimate dispute whether a fender should be repaired rather than replaced,
plaintiff refuses to repair the car at all. Replacement rental cost piles
up. Courts ought not to allow such delays to increase carrier's cost
because they violate common law duty of a plaintiff to minimize damages;
however, courts are reluctant to enforce that provisior, and carriers thus
are almost forced to give plaintiffs anything they ask for. Furthermore,
many cars are tied up for exorbitant periods of time because of the unavail
ability of repair parts. Carriers are forced to make total loss settlements
when cars are only partially damaged.
It is a sound principle of an insurance system that it protects
against the loss that the party to be indemnified cannot afford to bear.
To the extent that an insurance system deals with trifles, it tends to
break down. Administrative costs of small claims tend to be exorbitant.
It is sound practice to design a system to indemnify large losses. Small
losses should be left where they happen to fall.
On the whole, the benefit to the insurance buying public from the
recovery of loss of use is so modest that it does not pay to put this kind
of loss in the insurance system.
CONTRA
It may be alleged that the prov1s1on is too harsh. However,
Florida got along splendidly for many years with no right of recovery for
private passenger automobile loss of use. There is no reason to doubt
that it would do less well if that right of recovery were again eliminated.

JJ

LIABILITY LIMITED TO LIMITS OF CONTRACT
Page 16

BACKGROUND
By judicial decision, carriers are now exposed to the danger of
being held liable for amounts in excess of contracts written. This occurs
when the plaintiffs charge that carriers have negotiated in bad faith or
have negotiated negligently.
INTENDED EFFECT
This legislation limits carriers• liability to the limit of the
policy contract and gives carriers exclusive right to negotiate, settle,
or defend within that limit.
PRO SIDE
For insurance to be a workable device, carriers need to be able
to contract for certain obligations and to limit the scope of their obli
gations incurred. The man who wishes to purchase higher coverage can do so.
The present state of the law operates not to the benefit of
insurance buyers but to the benefit of third-party claimants.
CONTRA
It may be alleged that carriers faced with low limits negotiate
at their insureds 1 risk rather than their own. It may be argued that they
should be punished when they fail to do so.
ANSWERS TO ARGUMENTS CONTRA
In the many years that preceded the development of the 1 1 bad faith 11
and negligence 11 rules, it was considered settled law that carriers enjoyed
an exclusive right to negotiate, settle or litigate subject to the limit of
their contract. The writer then observed many instances of scrupulous regard
for policyholders• exposure and recalls no contrary behavior.
11

Most insurance buyers in Florida are protected against the adverse
effects of lawsuits by the constitutional exemptions against attachment.

J4
Policyholders not so protected have the option of purchasing
limits adequate to their exposure and should pay for such protection.
Disputes as to carrier's liability in excess of the contract
are not between the buyer and the insurance carrier, they are between
the third-party claimant and the insurance carrier. The third party,
whether there be baci faith or not, ought not to be given the opportunity
of unlimited recovery because some jury, unable to understand the com
plexity of insurance negotiation, decided that a carrier should have
settled the claim at a lower figure.

